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ABSTRACT 
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Year 2011 

 

 

In  this  dissertation,  the  standard  impulse  control  model  of  exchange  rate 

intervention  is  modified  to  accommodate the  managed  floating  regime  and  inflation 

targeting  monetary  policy.  On  the  one hand,  under  managed  floating  regime,  the 

central bank’s objective of exchange rate intervention is to stabilize international trade 

sector. On the other hand, the objective of inflation targeting is to stabilize domestic 

commodity prices and the real output. When these two policies are combined in the 

same  model,  the  objective  of  exchange  rate  intervention  is  to  choose  the  level  of 

intervention  in  such  a  way that  the  economy  as  a  whole  can  be  stabilized.  In  this 

dissertation, the degree of openness of the country plays the key role in determining 

whether the exchange rate intervention is beneficial or harmful to the economy, given 

the transaction cost and the cost arising from inflationary pressure. It will be shown 

that,  with  high  degree  of  openness,  the  managed  floating  regime  will  dominate, 

resulting  in  more  intervention of  exchange  rate  (that  is,  the  exchange  rate  band  will 

get  narrower).  On  the  contrary,  with  low degree  of  openness,  the  inflation  targeting 

will  dominate,  resulting  in  less  intervention  of  exchange  rate  (that  is,  the  exchange 

rate band will get wider). These results can be explained intuitively as follow. With 

high  degree  of  openness,  significant  portion  of  total  national  output  and  price  is 

accounted  for  by  international  trade  transactions.  Therefore,  the  exchange  rate 

intervention  that  is  aimed  towards  stabilizing  international  trade  sector  will  help 

stabilizing the whole economy as well. Hence, the exchange rate intervention will be 

beneficial and more intervention is expected for the case of high degree of openness. 
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On  the  contrary,  with  low  degree  of  openness,  the  international  trade  transactions 

constitute  only  small  portion  of  total  national  output  and  price.  Therefore,  the 

exchange rate intervention will not help stabilize the whole economy. In this case, the 

intervention  cost,  particular  the  cost due  to  the  distortion of  domestic  economic 

variables  arising  from  the  intervention  itself,  will  outweigh  the  benefit  from 

intervention. Therefore, with low degree of openness, the exchange rate intervention 

is  undesirable  and  hence  less  intervention  or  more  floating  is preferred.  In  this 

dissertation,  the  model  is  applied  to  the  case  of  Thai  Baht/US  dollar  exchange  rate. 

The  simulation  of  various  parameters  was also  performed  so  that  the  comparative 

static can be analyzed.  
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CHAPTER 1 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1  Motivation 

             

In  a  liberalized  global  financial  market,  it  is  normal  to  see  large  amount  of 

capital  flows  across  national  boundaries  on  a daily  or,  perhaps,  hourly  basis.  These 

international  capital  flows  will  cause  both positive  and  negative  effects  on  the  host 

country economic system. On a positive side, the capital inflows can help improve the 

liquidity  in  the  financial  market  for  the host  country.  But  on  a  negative  side,  these 

capital flows, both in and out, can create instability for the host country’s economic 

system.  

The  instability  caused  by  capital  flows may  in  large  part  result  in  the 

fluctuations in exchange rate, which will in turn transmit negative effects to the real 

sector of the economy.  

The  fluctuations  in  exchange  rate,  which  can  be  viewed  as  an  uncertainty 

inherent to a small- open economy, may be a legitimate reason for the central bank to 

intervene  in  order  to  stabilize  or  provide  a  certain  kind  of  insurance  to  enhance  the 

performance of the economy. 

It  is  interesting  to  study  how  the  central  bank  optimally  intervene  exchange 

rate  so  as  to  obtain  second best  efficiency.  Particularly,  when  the  central  bank  is 

engaged in multi-objective policies, the decision to intervene in exchange rate in an 

optimal manner will turn out to be a very complicated task. 

In  this  dissertation,  the  author  attempts  to  incorporate  the  managed  floating 

exchange rate regime and inflation targeting monetary policy into the baseline model 

of  exchange  rate  intervention.  The  finding under  this  setting  will  be  useful  for  the 

policy maker to optimally intervene exchange rate in a variety of situations.  
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1.2  Backgrounds 

 

1.2.1  The Objectives of Exchange Rate Intervention 

We  assume  that,  without  unexpected shocks  from  outside  economic  system, 

the exchange rate process will move according to its natural course. But with external 

shocks, the exchange rate will be more volatile than usual and may move away from 

its  long  run  equilibrium.  This  is  why  the  exchange  rate  intervention  is  justified  to 

make a correction for erratic movements of exchange rate. 

In general, the short run objective of exchange rate intervention is to stabilize 

exchange rate movements (or reduce its variance), given the cost of intervention. By 

stabilizing  exchange  rate,  it  is  hoped  that  the  international  trade  sector  will  be 

stabilized.  Furthermore,  if  the  international  sector  accounts  for  a  large  portion  of 

national  income  and  output,  the  whole  economy  will  also  be  stabilized  as  a 

consequence of exchange rate intervention.  

In  the  long  run,  the objective  of  exchange  rate  intervention is  to  try  to  keep 

exchange rate movements in line with economic fundamentals such as output growth, 

inflation, balance of payment, and so on. 

In addition, the purpose of intervention also to keep the exchange rate at the 

level  that  can  make  an  export  being  competitive  as  compare  with  that  of  the 

competitor countries.   

 

1.2.2  Benefits and Costs of Exchange Rate Intervention 

Exchange rate intervention will involve both cost and benefit.1  The cost and 

the benefit of exchange rate intervention are summarized below. (Assuming that the 

central  bank  employs  a  direct  intervention  in  foreign  exchange  market,  i.e., 

buying/selling foreign currencies against national currency).  

                                                 
1 In  the  existing  literature,  exchange  rate  intervention  using  impulse  control  model 

considers only the cost side of the intervention. The benefit side of exchange rate intervention 

was not discussed. In this dissertation, we also include both cost and benefit of exchange rate 

intervention in the model and hence consider this point, among others, as our contribution to 

the literature. 
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Costs of Exchange Rate Intervention 

1) A  transaction  cost  per  se,  such as  the  spread  between  buying  and 

selling foreign currencies against national currency, broker’s commission, etc..  

2) A deviations from equilibrium of the domestic sector variables such 

as  price  (or  inflation)  and  real  output,  as  a  consequence  of  changes  of  the  level  of 

money supply that results from exchange rate intervention.2 

3) Exchange  rate  intervention  is  a kind  of  insurance  provided  by 

government free of charge. This will result in the changes of people’s behavior due to 

the effect from “moral hazard” in that they tend to be more reckless and consequently 

will pose higher risk to the economy as a whole. 

4) Exchange rate intervention will result in the loss of monetary policy 

independence,  resulting  in  the  ineffectiveness  of  the  use  monetary  policy  by  the 

central bank. This will be the cost to society as a whole. In the extreme case when the 

fixed  exchange  rate  system  is  adopted  (i.e.,  the  highest  degree  of  intervention),  the 

monetary policy will become completely ineffective due to the whole money supply 

being  committed  to  exchange  rate  intervention  activity.  This  case  is  called 

“Impossible Trinity” in basic international finance textbook, where it is claimed that 

the monetary policy will be completely ineffective under fixed exchange rate regime 

and  with  free  capital  movement  environment.  In  the  financial  crisis  theory,  it  is 

asserted  that  the  “Impossible  Trinity” phenomenon  is  the  major  cause  of  financial 

crisis, such as the Asian Financial Crisis 1997. 

5) The cost of inflationary pressure arising from intervention on strong 

side of exchange rate. This involves the buying of foreign currency against the selling 

of  local  currency,  resulting in  more  money  supply  being injected  into  the  economy. 

Consequently, the inflationary pressure will increase and become the cost to society 

as a whole. 

  

                                                 
2 According  to  basic  welfare  theory,  the  economy  will  be  most  efficient  when  the 

system is in  equilibrium. Any action that drives the system  away from equilibrium, such as 

exchange rate intervention, will result in the system becoming less efficient and hence will be 

regarded as a cost (i.e., a cost of distortion or a welfare loss) to the economy. 
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Benefits from Exchange Rate Intervention 

1) Exchange  rate  intervention  can  help  stabilizing  international  trade 

and investment by reducing the volatility of exchange rate which in turn will reduce 

uncertainties. With less uncertainties, the traders and investors will be more confident 

about their planning and undertaking of their businesses. 

2) Exchange  rate  intervention  can  help  making  export  of  the  country 

become competitive as compared with that of competitor countries. 

3) With  high  degree  of  openness,  intervention  in  exchange  rate  may 

help  stabilize  domestic  economy.  That  is,  the  intervention  may  also  help  stabilizing 

real output and inflation. This is so because, with high degree of openness, the large 

portion  of  real  output  and  general  price  is  derived  from  international  trade  sector. 

Hence, stabilizing international trade sector, through exchange rate intervention, will 

also help stabilizing economy as a whole.  

 

1.2.3  Managed Floating and Inflation Targeting: What Policy Should  

Dominate? 

Managed floating regime of exchange rate is characterized by central bank’s 

intervention so as to keep exchange rate to move within narrow band (i.e., to have low 

volatility) and to follow its equilibrium path in the long run. The equilibrium path is in 

turn  determined  by  economic  fundamentals such  as  the  growth  of  real  output, 

inflation rate, balance of payment, etc. Therefore, we would expect the movements of 

exchange  rate  under  managed  floating  policy to  be  less  volatile (i.e.,  with  narrow 

band) and moving in line with economic fundamentals in the long run. By having less 

volatile exchange rate, it is hoped that the international trade sector activities will be 

stabilized as a consequence. 

On  the  other  hand,  the  inflation  targeting  monetary  policy  is  designed  to 

stabilize domestic economy in terms of less volatile real output and general price. The 

central  bank  generally  uses  the  interest  rate  as  a  policy  tool  to  control  the  general 

price,  or  inflation  rate  in  particular,  and real  output  to  move  smoothly.  In  technical 

terms, the policy interest rate will be set in order to eliminate inflation gap and output 

gap  so  that  the  price  and  real  output can  move  very  closely  to  their  long-run 

equilibrium paths. With both price and output moving along or closely to equilibrium 
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paths,  the  economy  as  a  whole  will  achieve highest  efficiency  according  to  basic 

welfare economic principle.    

When  both  policies  are  combined  in  the  same  model,  the  exchange  rate 

intervention will create a reaction among these two policies. In general, the inflation 

targeting  policy  puts  more  control  on  money  supply  and  interest  rate  so  as  to  keep 

inflation  low,  which  will  further  impose  a  constraint  on  exchange  rate  intervention. 

On  the  other  hand,  the  managed  floating  policy  is  aimed  to  reduce  the  volatility  of 

exchange rate. Whether or not the stabilization in exchange rate results in stabilizing 

or destabilizing domestic real output and price is a subject for debate.  

We conjecture that the relative size of the international trade transaction as a 

component of total national output, that is the degree of openness, will play a key role 

in  determining  which  policy  will  dominate  in  determining  the  optimal  level  of 

intervention in foreign exchange market.    

 

1.3  Contributions 

 

The existing literature on exchange rate intervention mostly assumes that the 

purpose  of  central  bank  intervention  is  to  minimize  the  variance  of  exchange  rate 

around  its  target  level  determined  by  the  central  bank,  with  a  certain  structure  of 

intervention  cost  being  given  exogenously. Most  of  the  literature  focuses  on  the 

“Target  Zone”  regime  of  exchange  rate  which  is  currently  adopted  as  a  benchmark 

exchange rate policy by the European Central Bank (ECB).   

The problem for the central bank is to find the critical levels (upper and lower 

boundaries of the band) such that whenever the exchange rate process reaches either 

one  of  the  boundaries,  the  central  bank  must  intervene  immediately  so  that  the 

objective cost functional is minimized. 

In  this  dissertation,  the  managed  floating  regime  is  incorporated  into  the 

benchmark model. Then various kinds of parameters or weights signifying the policy 

maker’s  bias  towards  “export  promotion”  and/or  “stabilization  of  real  output  and 

inflation”  are  taken  into  consideration,  in  addition  to  minimizing  the  variance  of 

exchange rate as normally practiced in the existing literature.    
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Also  in  this  dissertation  we  will  extend  the  model  to  include  “Inflation 

Targeting” monetary policy. With inflation targeting, the central bank is constrained 

by the task of controlling inflation and hence will no longer have complete freedom to 

intervene  in  foreign  exchange  market.  This  is  so  because,  under  this  regime,  the 

central  bank  is  committed  as  a  top  priority  to  always  keep  inflation  rate  within 

inflation target band, while the exchange rate policy will be placed at a lower order of 

significance. With the constraint imposed upon by inflation targeting policy, it will be 

costly  for  the  central  bank  to  intervene  in exchange  rate,  especially  to  intervene  on 

strong  side  (i.e.,  buy  foreign  currency/sell  national  currency)  that  will  result  in  an 

increase in domestic money supply. The increase in money supply will in turn cause 

an upward pressure on the existing inflation, which is undesirable for the central bank. 

In sum, my contributions to this dissertation include 

1) To  apply  the  existing  exchange  rate  intervention  model,  using 

impulse control method, to the case of Baht/US dollar exchange rate in order to find 

optimal intervention rule for the central bank.  

2) To  extend  the  standard  model  by incorporating  managed  floating 

regime  of  exchange  rate.  Under  managed  floating  regime,  the  central  bank  may 

intervene  in  exchange  rate  with  a  bias  toward  “export  promotion”  and/or 

“stabilization of real output and inflation”, in addition to minimizing the variance of 

exchange rate as normally practiced in current literature.   

3) To incorporate inflation targeting monetary policy into the existing 

model.  The  inflation  target  will  play  the role  as  a  constraint  on  the  central  bank’s 

decision to choose optimal exchange rate intervention rule.  

 

1.4  Organization of the Dissertation 

 

The dissertation is organized as follow: Chapter 1 is an introduction. Chapter 2 

is  a  literature  review.  Chapter  3  contains  a  brief  review  of  the  impulse  control 

methods.  Chapter  4  presents  an  overview  of  the  exchange  rate  intervention  model 

currently employed in the existing literature, using impulse control framework. This 

model  will  be  used  as  a  baseline  model  for  further  extensions  in  later  chapters.    In 

Chapter 5, we will apply the baseline model to the case of Baht/US dollar exchange 
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rate.  The  geometric  Brownian  motion  parameters  will  be  estimated  from  historical 

data  of  Thailand.  In  Chapter  6,  we  extend  the  model  to  include  managed  floating 

regime.  The  results  from  optimization  are  derived  and  compared  with  those  of  the 

baseline  model.  In  Chapter  7,  the  model will  be  further  extended  to  incorporate 

inflation  targeting  monetary  policy.  New parameters  are  introduced  into  the  model 

and  new  results  are  presented.  Chapter  8 presents  the  combined  managed  floating 

policy  and  inflation  targeting  policy.  The policy  implications  are  discussed  and  an 

empirical data is also explored in this chapter. Chapter 9 summarizes the findings and 

the directions for future research are proposed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

CHAPTER 2 

 

LITERATURE REVIEWS 

 

2.1  Overview of Exchange Rate Systems 

 

2.1.1  Exchange Rate Regimes 

During the 1950s and 1960s, the international monetary system followed the 

Bretton Woods rules, which established that countries had to maintain fixed exchange 

rates  against  the  US  dollar.  At  the  beginning  of  1970’s,  the  Bretton  Woods  system 

came to an end when the US revoked the convertibility of US dollar into gold. Since 

then, many countries started to use float rate system, with some interventions from the 

central bank.  

Nowadays, there are many kinds of exchange rate regimes, with fixed system 

on one extreme and free float on the other. Many intermediate regimes of exchange 

rate  lie  between  these  two  extremes,  each is  designed  to  fit  for  country-specific 

economic condition. 

We  can  divide  the  exchange  rate  system  into  three  major  regimes:  fixed 

regime, freely floating regime, and immediate regime of various kinds being grouped 

under the name of “managed floating” regime.  

    

Main Category Exchange Rate Regime Countries Using the Regime 

Fixed System - Peg to major currency 

- Basket Peg 

- Currency Board 

- Dollarization 

Hong  Kong,  Bosnia,  Bulgaria, 

Brunei, etc. 

Managed Floating Managed Floating 

- Adjustable Band 

- Moving Band   

Thailand, Malaysia, Singapore, 

Indonesia, China, etc. 

Freely Floating Freely Floating USA,  England,  EU,  Brazil, 

Canada, Japan, etc. 
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As of now, there is no consensus in the literature as to the ideal exchange rate 

regime  that  is  suitable  for  any  particular  country.  The  problem  is  extremely 

complicated due to the fact that it is very difficult to find the impact of exchange rate 

changes on other economic variables, not to mention how to identify the shocks that 

make exchange rate fluctuates in an unpredictable manner in the first place.  

Lahiri et al. (2006) find that, under sticky price setting, if monetary shocks are 

predominant,  then  predetermined  (or  fixed)  exchange  rates  will  be  optimal.  In 

contrast,  if  real  shocks  dominate,  flexible  exchange  rates  become  optimal.  If, 

however,  the  economy  is  mainly  characterized  by  flexible  prices  and  asset  market 

frictions, then the opposite is true, that is, flexible exchange rates are optimal under 

monetary shocks and predetermined exchange rates are optimal under real shocks. In 

practice,  therefore,  which  regime  is  optimal  may  well  vary  from  country  to  country 

and even over time. 

 

2.1.2  Advantages and Disadvantages of Fixed vs. Freely Float System 

The two extreme cases, freely floating and fixed exchange rate systems, each 

has both advantages and disadvantages that can be summarized below. 

 

Freely Floating System 

 

Advantages Disadvantages 

-Exchange rate movement is determined 

by market mechanism 

-No market distortion, hence the 

economy attains highest efficiency 

-Having the role as a shock absorber 

-Help curbing excessive capital flows 

-Able to avoid speculative attack  

-No need for high level of foreign 

exchange reserves 

-Having monetary policy independence 

-Automatic balance of payment 

adjustment 

-High volatility of exchange rate, hence 

high risk for businesses. 

-Difficult to forecast and make plans 

-International trade may be unstable 
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Fixed System 

 

Advantages Disadvantages 

-No or low volatility, implying no or low 

exchange rate risk 

-It can help stabilize international trade 

-May help stabilize inflation and output 

(under certain condition) 

 

-When combined with free capital flows, 

the monetary policy will be ineffective. 

(Impossible Trinity) 

-A market distortion resulting from 

exchange rate intervention, implying a 

loss of welfare 

-May cause moral hazard arising from 

government insurance in exchange rate 

-Wrong fixing (different from market 

fundamentals) may be subject to 

speculative attack 

-Too much intervention in foreign 

exchange market may destabilize 

domestic sector 

 

Comparison of the two extreme regimes, we can say that the fixed exchange 

rate system seems to have more undesirable features than those of the freely floating 

one. The empirical evidences appear to support this claim. In particular, it is agreed 

among  many  economists  that  the  fixed  exchange  rate  system  which  was  used  in 

Thailand during a pre-crisis period, is one of the major factors that contributed to the 

occurrence of Asian Financial Crisis 1997 (Edwards, 2001). For one thing, the fixed 

exchange  rate  is  a  kind  of  government guarantee  that  completely  eliminate  the 

exchange  rate  risk  and  hence  created  a  kind  of  moral  hazard  that  encouraged  huge 

capital  flows  to  Thailand  during  pre-crisis  period.  These  huge capital  flows  later  on 

became  the  main  factor  that  destabilized the  Thai  economy.  For  another,  the  fixed 

exchange rate system resulted in a Thai monetary policy being completely ineffective 

and  hence  weakened  the  capacity  of  Thai central  bank  in  the  handling  of  economic 

system.  
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The phenomenon in which the three situations, namely the fixed exchange rate 

regime, the free flow of capital, and the independent monetary policy, cannot occur all 

together at the same time is called in the international macroeconomic literature as the 

“Impossible Trinity”. This concept will be explained in more details below.  

 

2.1.3  Impossible Trinity3 

The “Impossibility Trinity” asserts that a country can achieve any two of the 

following three policy goals, but not all three: 

1)  A fixed exchange rate 

2)  A free capital flows, i.e., an open capital account; and 

3)  An independent monetary policy 

Therefore,  1)  and  2)  can  be  achieved  with  a  constrained  (not  independent) 

monetary policy, 2) and 3) with a freely floating exchange rate system, and 1) and 3) 

with capital control. 

A  situation  in  Thailand  that  led  to  Asian  Financial  Crisis  of  1997  is  worth 

mentioning.  Many  years  prior  to  the  crisis,  Thailand  had  adopted  a  fixed  exchange 

rate system that pegged the value of Baht to the basket of currencies. When Thailand 

allowed  free  flows  of  capital  (financial  liberalization),  the condition  “Impossible 

Trinity” immediately applies. During the period leading to the crisis, Thai monetary 

policy  became  ineffective  due  to  monetary policy  tool  being  fully  engaged  with  the 

task  of  fixing  exchange  rate  alone.  This had  crippled  the  central  bank’s  ability  to 

manage monetary policy.  With the weak financial system, it did not take long before 

Thai economy found itself in the mess of loan losses, bubble prices, current account 

deficit, speculative attack on misaligned Baht currency, etc., all of which had brought 

Thai economy down to a complete collapse in what is known as the Asian Financial 

Crisis of 1997.   

 

                                                 
  3 This is one of the contributions for which Robert Mundell was awarded Nobel Prize 

in Economic Sciences in 1999. 
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2.2  On Exchange Rate Intervention 

 

2.2.1  Reason for Intervention 

Humpage  (2003)  explains  that  the  reason  for  central  bank  intervention  in 

foreign  exchange  market  is  mainly  to  correct  market  failure.  This  type  of  market 

failure  is  in  the  form  of  information  imperfection  that  may  arise  from  unclear 

definition  of  the  role  of  fiat  money.  In  addition,  by  the  very  nature  of  foreign 

exchange  market,  the  demand  and  supply of  currencies  involved  can  changes  very 

quickly,  due  to  capital  flows  across  countries  which  can  take  place  24  hours  daily 

through international electronic payment system. 

The  information  imperfection  in  foreign  exchange  market  as  mentioned  may 

lead to too much speculative activities that may result in large fluctuations (variances) 

in exchange rate. Moreover, the information imperfection may be the major cause that 

drives exchange rate away from macroeconomic fundamentals.  

 

2.2.2  Objective of Intervention 

The objectives for exchange rate intervention can be summarized as follow: 

(Bank of Thailand, 2004) 

1) To reduce exchange rate volatility 

2) To make correction when exchange rate deviates significantly from 

its fundamentals 

3) To adjust exchange rate to avoid speculative attack 

4) To respond to adverse shocks 

5) To  accumulate  and/or  maintain  proper  level  of  foreign  exchange 

reserves 

The  objective  of  exchange  rate  intervention  is  then  to  minimize  the  costs 

arising  from  exchange  rate  variance  and  deviations  from  its  fundamentals.  It  is 

expected that having exchange rate moving optimally in this manner will help support 

the overall objective of minimizing the cost arising from the deviations of real output 

from its potential level.  
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2.2.3  Tools for Intervention 

The  tools  comprise  money  supply,  interest  rate,  Foreign  Exchange  Reserves 

(FER), capital control, and restriction on asset holding. 

Interest  rate  (or  equivalently,  money supply,  since  both  of  them  are  closely 

related) can be used as a tool for multiple objectives. For examples, it can be used for 

stimulating  output,  and/or  stabilize  price (inflation)  and  exchange  rate.  However, 

under  inflation  targeting,  inflation  target  is  a  top  priority  as  a  nominal  anchor  for 

economic system. Consequently, the restrictions must be imposed on the availability 

of interest rate or money supply to be used as a tool for exchange rate intervention. 

For  instance,  if  inflation  is  well  under the  threshold  target of,  say,  3.0%,  then  the 

central bank has complete freedom to intervene exchange rate since no restriction is 

imposed  on  the  level  of  interest  rate  or  the  quantity  of  money  supply.  However,  if 

inflation  rate  is  close  to  the  committed  target  of  3.0%,  then  an  increase  in  money 

supply  will  not  be  permitted  since  this will  exert  upward  pressure  on  existing 

inflation.  In this situation, an intervention on strong side of exchange rate will not be 

allowed  because  it  involves  the  buying  of  foreign  currencies  against  the  selling  of 

local currency, which will further result in an undesirable increase in domestic money 

supply. 

Foreign  Exchange  Reserves  (FER),  together  with  local  currency  (i.e.,  money 

supply), can be used as a direct intervention in foreign exchange market.  However, 

the FER is also under certain restrictions. For example, the threshold can be imposed 

in such a way that the level of FER cannot go down below this threshold. If the FER 

is lower than this point, the credibility of national currency may be questionable.    

The  financial  derivatives  such  as  foreign  exchange  forward  or  options  or 

swaps can also be used for exchange rate intervention purpose. However, the value of 

these instruments depends on the level of the underlying exchange rate. In addition, 

the settlement of these derivative contracts at maturities must involve the exchange of 

currencies, namely, the FER and money supply. Therefore, at the end of the day or at 

maturity,  using  derivatives  as  a  tool  for  exchange  rate  intervention  will  end  up  the 

same as using the direct intervention.  

Other tools such as capital control and restriction on asset holding can be used 

as harsh measures whenever interest rate (or equivalently money supply) and FER are 
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not  available  or  become  ineffective.  The capital  control  may  be  necessary  in  the 

situation when the international capital flows seem to be out of control. 

 

2.2.4  Effectiveness of Intervention 

Humpage  (2003)  presents  a  summary  of  the  literature  survey  on  the 

effectiveness  of  exchange  rate  intervention  as  follow.  Recent  studies  suggest  that 

exchange  rates  respond  to  intervention  within  minutes  or  hours.  Some  suggest  that 

exchange rates react in anticipation of intervention by the central bank. 

Some  researchers  find  that  intervention  typically  increases  exchange  rate 

volatility.  This  seems  to  suggest  that  intervention  is  undesirable.  Many  researchers 

also  find  that  the  central  bank  can  influence  the  market  through  signaling  channel. 

This suggests that the market always keeps watching and anticipating the central bank 

intervention. 

Overall, the studies have no consensus view on intervention. However, some 

works  indicate  that  the  central  bank  intervention  can  influence  the  likelihood  of 

success of desired exchange rate movements.  

 

2.2.5  Secrecy of Intervention 

The  central  bank  keeps  secret  about  its  intervention  in foreign  exchange 

market for the following reasons: (Neely, 2001: 1-10; Humpage, 2003) 

1) To  prevent  or  reduce  speculative activities  in  foreign  exchange 

market. (Here it is assumed that the speculative activities cause exchange rate to stray 

away from fundamentals).  

2) To ensure effectiveness of the intervention. This is aimed to prevent 

market to adjust itself before appropriate time.   

 

2.3  The Impact of Exchange Rate Changes 

 

Many research papers have explored the impact of exchange rate changes on 

domestic sector variables such as inflation and real output. This impact of exchange 

rate is generally termed as “exchange rate pass-through”.  
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The  literature  on  exchange  rate  pass-through  generally  poses  the  problem  in 

terms  of  how  exchange  rate  changes  can  have  an  impact  on  domestic  inflation  and 

possibly, real output. There are many research papers dealing with exchange rate pass 

through problem, and the results vary from one paper to another.  

Chayawadee  Chai-anant  (2008)  employs  VECM  technique  with  PPP-based 

system of equations to test Thailand data and find that there is a significant degree of 

exchange  rate  pass-through  to  inflation. This  finding  will  support  the  idea  to  use 

exchange rate as a supplementary tool for  management  of  inflation  targeting,  which 

uses interest rate as a major policy instrument. 

The  significance  of  exchange  rate  pass-through  is  by  far  not  conclusive. 

Taylor (2000: 1389-1408) put forward the hypothesis that the responsiveness of prices 

to  exchange  rate  fluctuations  depends  positively  on inflation.  Study  by  Ca’  Zorzi 

(2007), among others, finds that the degree of exchange rate pass-through depends on 

the level of inflation of each country, which is in line with the proposition by Taylor 

(2000).  They  also  found  that  there  is  no  difference  of  the  impact  of  exchange  rate 

pass-through  between  developing  countries and  developed  countries.  Their  results 

partly  overturn  the  conventional  wisdom  that  exchange  rate  pass-through  into  both 

import  and  consumer  prices  is  always  higher  in  “emerging”  than  in  “developed” 

countries.       

 

2.4  Monetary Policy Dilemma: Inflation Targeting or Exchange Rate 

Targeting? 

 

After Asian Financial Crisis that occurred in 1997, many Asian countries such 

as  Thailand,  Indonesia,  South  Korea,  for  examples,  have  switched  from  fixed 

exchange  rate  regime  to  independent  float,  as  suggested  by  the  IMF.  However,  a 

couple of years after the crisis, evidence was found that these countries attempted to 

go  back  to  use  fixed  exchange  rate  or  basket  peg  as  they  previously  did  before  the 

crisis,  despite  the  fact  that  some  of  these  countries  have  announced  to  adopt  an 

inflation targeting as their major policy . The reluctance to switch from fixed to float 

exchange rate regime of these countries is termed by some researchers as “The Fear of 

Floating” (Calvo and Reinhart, 2002: 379-408). 
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This casts doubt among researchers that the inflation targeting policy may not 

be a viable choice for countries that are small and have high degree of openness. With 

the high degree of openness, the countries are subject to external shock, resulting in 

high volatility of exchange rate.    

Cavoli  (2006)  employed  simple  macroeconomic  framework  to  analyze  the 

optimal monetary policy based on the central bank minimization of conventional loss 

function, using real exchange rate as a policy instrument. He found that the optimal 

result  depends  on  the  parameters  signifying  the  central  bank  preference  towards 

stabilizing inflation or real output. Furthermore, he found that the degree of openness 

is a key parameter in determining how strong the relationship between exchange rate 

and domestic variables would be. In particular, the high openness will heighten this 

relationship and hence the exchange rate targeting (rather than inflation targeting) can 

be justified.    

 

2.5  The Exchange Rate Intervention Model- Conventional Approach 

 

In  a  conventional  approach,  the  macroeconomic  model  is  used  to  find  the 

relationship  between  various  economic  variables.  The  objective  function  will  be  the 

loss  function,  with  the  arguments  or  target  variables  being  inflation  rate  and  output 

gaps.   

Chayawadee  Chai-anant  (2008)  employs small  structural  model  to  find  the 

relationship    between  exchange  rate  and  other  variables. In  particular,  they  try  to 

investigate  whether  the  exchange  rate  can  play  a  role  as  an  instrument  to  mitigate 

inflationary pressure, apart from its role as a monetary policy transmission mechanism 

and  a  shock  absorber.  The  results  indicate that  the  exchange  rate  could  take  an 

additional  role  in  alleviating  inflationary  pressure  under  the  condition  that  the 

inflation  is  caused  by  temporary  shocks.  Although  the  interest  rate  is  still 

recommended to be a major policy tool, they find that the exchange rate can play a 

supplementary role to reduce inflationary pressure. 

Another attempt was conducted by Pongsaparn (2007), using macroeconomic 

policy  framework  with  empirical  testing for  Thailand  data.  She  finds  that  the 

exchange  rate  may  be  used  as  another  policy  instrument  to  compliment  interest  rate 
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under inflation targeting policy regime. It is further found that the exchange rate has 

significant impact on output but not on inflation. This finding seems to cast doubt on 

whether the exchange rate can be used for reducing inflationary pressure as claimed 

by Chayawadee Chai-anant (2008) as mentioned above.    

 

2.6  Exchange Rate Intervention Model- Impulse Control Model 

 

The impulse control model is considered a new approach for stochastic control 

problem.  Although  it  was  introduced  into  control  literature  almost  30  years  ago  by 

Bensoussan (1984), it still has limited applications in economics and finance, perhaps 

due to its mathematical complexity which requires numerical method to solve for the 

solution.  But  with  high  capacity  of  modern  computer  nowadays,  the  calculation  of 

impulse control problem becomes more or less a simple routine. 

Mundaca  and  Øksendal  (1998:  225-243) employed  combined  stochastic 

control  and  impulse  control  to  find  optimal  exchange  rate  intervention  under  target 

zone setting. They used two types of monetary policy tools, interest rate and foreign 

exchange market operations (buying and selling of foreign currency against national 

currency),  to  intervene  in  foreign  exchange  market  in  order  to  minimize  total  cost, 

which  comprises  the  running  cost  (volatility  of  exchange rate)  and  the  intervention 

cost.  The  result  is  that  the  system  can  not be  solved  to  find  analytical  solution.  In 

addition, the numerical solution was not provided by the authors. 

Cadenillas and Zapatero (1999: 218-242) used impulse control method to find 

optimal  exchange  rate  intervention  under  target  zone  system.  Buying  and  selling 

reserve  was  used  as  a  tool  of  intervention.  They  were  able  to  obtain  numerical 

solution  for  optimal  double  band  of  exchange rate  and  the  size  of  intervention  was 

also derived. The analytical solution is still unsolvable, however. 

Cadenillas and Zapatero (2000: 141-156) extended their model by using two 

intervention tools, interest rate and buying/selling foreign currencies. They employed 

both  classical  and  impulse  stochastic control  methods  to  solve  for  optimal 

intervention  under  target  zone  system  of  exchange  rate.  They  provided  numerical 

solution to the problem, but yet again, the analytical solution was unsolvable. 
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We will refer to the exchange rate intervention model in existing literature as 

the  base-line  model.  This  base-line  model  is  characterized  by  the  application  of 

stochastic impulse control method to find the optimal double band for exchange rate 

under  the  target  zone  system.  The  target  zone  system  of  exchange  rate  is  currently 

used by the EU. In this base-line model, the exchange rate process follows geometric 

Brownian motion with constant drift and volatility. 

Moreno  (2007)  extended  the  base-line  model  to  allow  the  volatility  of  the 

underlying  process  to  be  stochastic  but mean-reverting.  Numerical  solutions  were 

derived for many applications in economics and finance. 

It  is  interesting  to  note  that  no  attempt  has  been  made  so  far  to  analyze  the 

exchange  rate  intervention  problem  under the  environment  of  managed  floating  and 

inflation targeting monetary policy. In this dissertation, we will make the first attempt 

on this.     

 

2.7  The Scope of this Dissertation 

 

The  purpose  of  this  dissertation  is  to  try  to  answer  some  questions  that  the 

existing  literature  does  not  provide  conclusive  answer  and  still  left  open  for  further 

debate.  

1) The conventional macroeconomic model that employs the loss function for 

the  central  bank  to  minimize  cannot  provide the  optimal  intervention  in  term  of 

exchange rate band. 

2) The conventional model does not take into account the benefit and cost of 

intervention in determining how much to intervene in foreign exchange market. The 

benefit from exchange rate intervention may be in the form of whether and how much 

the stabilization of exchange rate will further help stabilizing domestic real output and 

inflation.  On  the  other  hand,  the  cost  of  exchange  rate  intervention  includes,  for 

examples, transaction cost, cost of distortion of domestic economic variables arising 

from  exchange  rate  intervention,  cost  of  inflationary  pressure  resulting  from  central 

bank’s  intervention  on  strong  side  of  exchange  rate  (i.e.,  buying  foreign  currency 

against selling domestic currency), and so on.   
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In  this  dissertation,  we  took  a  different  route  by  using  an  impulse  control 

method that can provide the optimal intervention result in term of exchange rate band, 

given  properly  defined  intervention  costs. An  optimal  solution  in  term  of  exchange 

rate  band  will  have  advantages  in  that  it  can  provide  the  timing  of  intervention  in 

discrete  time,  which  means  that  the  central  bank  will  intervene  whenever  the 

exchange  rate  process  hits  upper  or  lower  boundary  of  the  band.  In  addition,  by 

controlling in the form of exchange rate band, we can analyze the intervention in the 

context of stabilization (i.e., to minimize the variance or fluctuation). In particular, we 

want to analyze whether or not stabilizing exchange rate will further help stabilizing 

domestic inflation and real output. 

Note that the concept of stabilization of economy is based on the idea that, if 

the monetary authority is able to keep the system to move smoothly and closely to its 

long-run  equilibrium  path,  then  the  economy  as  a  whole  will  attain  the  highest 

efficiency.   

Furthermore,  by  incorporating  the  managed  floating  policy  and  inflation 

targeting  policy  in  the  impulse  control  model,  we  can  determine  which  policy  will 

dominate by looking at the resulting optimal exchange band. In particular, with proper 

cost  and  benefit  parameters  being  specified,  the  narrower  exchange  band  will  mean 

that the managed floating policy dominates. On the contrary, if the resulting optimal 

exchange rate band gets wider, then it means that inflation targeting policy dominates. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

CHAPTER 3 

 

DIGRESSION ON STOCHASTIC IMPULSE CONTROL 

 

3.1  Development of Stochastic Optimization 

 

3.1.1  Stochastic Dynamic Programming (SDP) 

Developed  by  Bellman  (1957),  Dynamic Programming  (DP)  has  become  a 

useful  tool  for  solving  multi-stage  or  multi-period  optimization  problems.  With  the 

recent  advancement  of  computing  technology,  finding  solution  to  DP  problem  has 

become a simple routine.     

The applications of DP in economics and finance can be found in Kamien and 

Schwarz  (1981),  Malliaris  and  Brock (1982),  and  Tapiero  (1998),  among  many 

others. 

The  basic  premise  of  dynamic  programming  can  be  highlighted  as:  “An 

optimal policy has the property that whatever the initial conditions are, the remaining 

decision must constitute an optimal policy with regard to the state resulting from the 

first decision.”   

Let us consider the problem in continuous time with finite horizon. Let x(t) be 

the  state  variable,  u(t)  be a  decision  or  control  variable.  The  objective  function  is 

defined as 
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where L(.) is the loss function and G(.) is the objective function at terminal time T. 

The optimal objective function (or the value function) is defined as 
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The Bellman recurrent equation can be written as 
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Supposing that X(t) process follows a standard Brownian motion 
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Also assuming that ),(sxφ  is differentiable in t and twice- differentiable in x. 

Then, by applying Ito’s rule, we have 
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With  some  modifications  of  terms,  we  arrive  at  the fundamental  dynamic 

programming equation, which is specified as 
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Let the boundary condition be 
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Then the solution for optimal control rule can be obtained as    
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3.1.2  Optimal Stopping 

Let Xt follows a standard Brownian motion with drift 

 

  dwdtdx σμ += ,                    (3.9) 

 

where μ is the drift term, σ is the diffusion, and w is the Wiener process. 

The  problem  is  to  find  optimal  stopping  time  such  that  the  total  cost  will  be 

minimized. 

Then the optimization problem can be posed as: 
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where J is the total discounted cost to be minimized, L is the running cost incurred by 

letting the x process evolves without interruption, ψ is the cost arising from stopping 

the process at time τ prior to terminal time T , and G is the cost at the terminal time. 

Before  stopping  time,  it  is  not  optimal  to  intervene  since  the  cost  of 

intervention (or stopping) is greater than the running cost. Then by leaving the state 

process  to  run  its  course,  the  total  cost  J(.)  will  evolve  according  to  the  Bellman 

equation 
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where ℑ is the differential operator (or Wiener process operator) defined as 
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At the stopping time, we must have stopping cost equal the running cost, and 

hence we must have 
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Equations (3.11) and (3.12), with some boundary conditions being specified, 

constitute optimality condition under which the solution can be solved to obtain the 

optimal  stopping  time τ*,  specifying  the  time  at  which the  process  hits  a  certain 

(optimal) threshold which is derived from the above optimality conditions.    

   

3.2  Impulse Control 

 

Pioneered by Harrison et al. (1983) and A. Bensoussan and J.L. Lions (1984), 

impulse  control  has  become  a  popular  tool  for  dynamic  optimization  problems  in 

economics  and  finance  during  the  past  two decades.  Jeanblanc-  Picque  (1993:  161-

177), Mundaca and Oksendal (1998: 225-243), Cadenillas and Zapatero (1999: 218-

242,  2000:  141-156)  employed  the  impulse  control  method  to  analyze  the  optimal 

exchange  rate  intervention. The  optimal  dividend  payment  has  been  attempted  by 

Jeanblanc- Picque and Shiryev (1995: 257-277). The portfolio optimization problem 

was studied by Morton and Pliska (1995: 337-356) and Korn (1998: 85-114). 

The  impulse  control  can  be  viewed  as a  combination  of  classical  stochastic 

control  and  optimal  stopping.  The  advantage  of  impulse  control  is  that  the 

intervention  can  be  taken  at  random  discrete  time  and  hence  will  be  more  practical 

and  cost  saving  as  compared  with  the  classical  stochastic  control  in  which  the 

intervention will be taken continuously. In addition, the stop-and-go nature of impulse 

control can fit well with the economic and finance problems such as cash management, 

inventory management, dividend payment, or portfolio management. 

The  impulse  control  method  is  useful  for  the  case  where  a  sequence  of 

intervention is needed while the state process must be kept running indefinitely after 

each intervention. Then the impulse control can be viewed as a sequence of optimal 

stopping. 

The  resulting  optimal  impulse  control will  establish  the  optimal  band  or 

threshold  for  the  control  of  a  stochastic state  process.  Once  the  state  process  hits 

either sides of the optimal band, the controller will intervene with the size needed to 

bring the state process back to restart at a certain (optimal) point inside the band. As 

long as the process moves within the band, no intervention is needed. Thus, we can 

call the area inside the band a “Continuation Region” (CR). The area outside the band 
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is called an “Intervention Region” (IR). Therefore, the impulse control is characterized by 

the boundaries or thresholds (upper and lower) of the band, and the re-starting points 

(upper and lower) within the band. Henceforth, an impulse control can be viewed as a 

sequence of optimal stopping, with the size or magnitude of control to be solved from 

the  optimization  problem.  The  objective  is  to  minimize  the  total  cost  (comprising 

running cost and intervention cost) by choosing  the  best  combination  between  these 

two costs. 

There are two methods to solve the impulse control problem. One is to obtain 

solution via Hamiltonian-Jacobi-Bellman or Quasi Variational Inequalities optimality 

conditions. The other is to use iterative method to find a solution from a sequence of 

optimal  stopping  which  will  converge  to  the  solution  of  impulse  control.  In  this 

dissertation,  we  will  employ  the  Quasi  Variational  Inequalities  (QVI)  optimality 

conditions to obtain the solution for our impulse control problem.   

  

The working of standard impulse control model can be illustrated below. 

Let the uncontrolled state process follows a geometric Brownian motion 

 

  tttt dWXdtXdX σμ +=   ,              (3.14) 

 

or equivalently, 

  ∫∫ ++=
t

sss

t

t dwXdsXxX
00

σμ               (3.15) 

Where,  

Xt   is  a  stochastic  process, nRX∈   ,  defined  on  a  probability  space ),,( ΡΩF  

adapted to {Ft}, with continuous sample path. It is measured in units of local 

currency per one unit of foreign currency.    

x  is the value of X at time t = 0 

µ   is the drift term  

σ   is the diffusion term of  Xt  

Ws   is the Weiner process 
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Definition  An impulse control },.....,2,1),,{( kjI jj =≡ ξτ  consists of 

(1) A sequence of {Ғt}- stopping times τ1, τ2, ….. with  0 < τ1 < τ2 <…τk 

(2)  A  sequence  of  impulse  values  (i.e.,  a  size  or  magnitude  of  control) ξ 1, 

ξ2…….ξj………  , where j = 1,2,3……,K and K is a random variable. 
nR∈ξ  . 

 

Then the controlled process can be expressed as   

∫ ∑∫
∞

= <+++=
t

i itss

t

st i
IdwXdsXxX

0
1 }{

0

ξσμ τ ,            (3.16) 

  

where I = 1 when the controller exercises the control (i.e., to intervene the process) 

and I = 0 otherwise.  

 

The cost (or performance) function is defined as 

 ∫ ∑
∞ ∞

=
∞<

−− +=
0 1

}{ ])()([:),,(
n

nt
t

n

n IgedtXfeETXJ τ
λτλ ξξ .           (3.17) 

Where f(x) is the running cost arising from the deviations of the process from 

the target value ρ. The f(x) function may take the quadratic form such as 

 

      2)()( ρ−= xxf ,                  (3.18) 

 

or other kinds of form as required by the problem at hand. 

 

An impulse control I is “admissible” if it satisfies the following conditions: 

  (a) ∫
∞

− ∞<
0

2
][ dtXeE t

tx λ
                (3.19) 

That  is,  the  total  running  cost  (which  is  normally  specified  in  term  of  the 

variance of the state process) is well-defined and finite. 

 

  (b) 00)lim( ≥∀=≤
∞→

TTP i
i
τ                (3.20) 
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This  condition  implies  that  the  interventions  will  spread though  out  the  time 

span, not concentrate at any particular time interval. 

 

  (c) 0)]([lim =−

∞→
TXeE rTx

T
                  (3.21) 

 

This condition guarantees that the expectation of Xt will fade away in a very 

long distant future so that condition (a) will be finite and well-defined. 

   

The value function is defined as 

 

 )}(),();,;(inf{:)( xTTxJxV Α∈= ξξ               (3.22) 

 

And the “Intervention Operator” or “Minimum Cost Operator” takes the form 

 

 )),(*())(*()( ***
jjj XgXVXMV ξττ −+= ,              (3.23) 

 

where X* represents the controlled process.  

 

By construction, it is optimal to intervene immediately once the state process 

hits  either  of  the  boundaries  of  the  band.  Hence,  at  the  boundaries  (i.e.,  the 

intervention region), optimality requires that 

 

   V(X*(T-)) = MV(X*(T-))                  (3.24) 

 

On the other hand, in a continuation region (i.e., the inside area of the band) 

where intervention is not required and the state process can evolve as an uncontrolled 

process, we have 

 

  0)()()( =+ℑ+− xfxVxVλ                (3.25) 
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This equation is known as Feynman-Kac Equation. 

Where   (.)ℑ   is  an  infinitesimal  (or  differential)  operator  obtained  by  applying  Ito’s 

rule to the value function V(x) 

 

  )(
)()(

2

1
:)(

2

2
22 xv

dx

xdv
x

dx

xvd
xxv λμσ −+=ℑ             (3.26) 

 

Combining  (3.24)  and  (3.25),  we  arrive at  the  “HJB  Equation”  for  impulse 

control problem 

 

  0)}()(),()(min{ =−+ℑ xVxMVxfxV             (3.27) 

 

Note that the optimality condition can also be posed as the “Quasi- Variational 

Inequalities” (QVI) generally used in impulse control literature. 

 

   0)()( ≥+ℑ xfxν                  (3.28) 

    )()( xMvx ≤ν                 (3.29) 

      0)]()()][()([ =+ℑ− xfxxMx ννν             (3.30) 

 

3.2.1  Sufficient Condition  

According to Korn (1997: 639-667), If there exists a solution 2)( Cx∈φ  of the 

QVI that satisfies the growth conditions      

   ,)]()([ 2

0

∞<−
∞

∫ dtXXeE tt
rt

x φσ             (3.31) 

   0)]([ →−
T

rt
x XeE φ   as   ∞→t ,            (3.32)

  

then we will have 

   )()( xxV φ≥   Rx∈∀             (3.33) 
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Further,  if  QVI-control  corresponding  to φ(x)  is  admissible,  then  it  is  an 

optimal impulse control and we would have 

 

   )()( xVx=φ                   (3.34) 

 

Note further that, in general, the analytical solution to the above QVI cannot 

be  found.  Therefore,  the  numerical  solution must  be  computed  instead.  However,  it 

was proven in the verification theorem as shown below that the solution to the QVI 

problem is unique and optimal. 

   

3.2.2  Verification Theorem  

The detail of the proof of Verification Theorem is provided by Korn (1997), 

Mundaca and Øksendal (1998), and Cadenillas and Zapatero (1999).   

This theorem asserts that the solution to the QVI is optimal. 

The following is the sketch of the proof of Verification Theorem. A rigorous 

proof due to Cadenillas and Zapatero (1999) is provided in Appendix A. 

Let )(xφ  be the solution of the QVI. Suppose that )(xφ  is smooth enough to 

apply  Ito’s  rule  to  the  function )(xetφλ−   with  the  semimartingale  X*  in  the  time 

interval ],,[ *
1

* −+jjττ   

 

Then we would have 

     

∫
+

+ ℑ−=−− −
+

−−

*
1

*

*
1

*

)))(*(())](*([))]*(*([ *
1

j

j

jj dssXeEXeEXeE s
jj

τ

τ

λλτλτ
φτφτφ    (3.35) 

Where, the infinitesimal (or differential) operator (.)ℑ  is defined as 

 )(
)()(

2

1
:)(

2

2
22 xv

dx

xdv
x

dx

xvd
xxv λμσ −+=ℑ               (3.36) 

 

Summing over j = 1,2,………m and let m → ∞ to get 

    
∫∑
∞
−−

∞

=

ℑ−=−−+
0

**

1

)))(*(())](*())(*([)(
*

dssXeEXXeEx s
jj

j

j φτφτφφ λλτ     (3.37) 
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With some algebra, and then rearranging to get 

 )),*(*())(*()( *

10

*

j
j

s XgeEdssXfeEx j ξτφ
λτλ −+= ∑∫

∞

=

−
∞
−             

  ∫
∞

− +ℑ−
0

)))*)(())(*(( dssXfsXeE s φλ     

   )]),(*())(*())(*([ ****

1

*

jjjj
j

XgXXeE j ξττφτφ
λτ

−+−−−
−

∞

=
∑       (3.38) 

 

From the above equation, for the second term on the right hand side we have    

 

   )()( xfx −≥ℑφ ,                  (3.39) 

since DsX ∈)(* , a continuation region. 

 

Hence, we have 

 

   0)()( ≥+ℑ xfxφ                 (3.40) 

 

The  third  term  on  the  right  hand  side  of  (3.38)  represents DX j ∉−)(* *τ   (an 

intervention region) in which we have 

 

   )()( XMX φφ ≤ ,                  (3.41) 

 

where,  

  )),(*())(*()( ***
jjj XgXXMV ξττφ −+= .            (3.42) 

 

Hence, we have 

 

   0)()( ≥− XXM φφ                   (3.43) 
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So equation (3.38) can be expressed as 

 

 )),*(*())(*()( *

10

*

j
j

s XgeEdssXfeEx j ξτφ
λτλ −+≤ ∑∫

∞

=

−
∞
− ,            (3.44) 

 

or simply as 

    ),()( IXJX ≤φ .                (3.45) 

 

But since I (intervention or control action) is arbitrary, we will also have 

 

    )()( XVX ≤φ ,                (3.46) 

 

where V(X) = min J(X,I). 

 

Furthermore, for )(xφ  that solves QVI, we will have 

 

    )()()( xJxVx ==φ               (3.47) 

 

Which means that )(xφ  is optimal.      ■ 

 

3.3  Applications of Impulse Control Method 

 

The  impulse  control  method  has  gained  more  popularity  during  the  past 

twenty  years  or  so  due  to  its  practicality  of  use.  Its  applications  in  the  areas  of 

economics and finance cover such topics as financial options, portfolio management, 

optimal  dividend  payment,  real  options, cash  management,  inventory  management, 

optimal harvesting, investment under uncertainty, and exchange rate intervention, just 

to name a few. 

The following are few examples of the applications of impulse control method 

in economics and finance. 
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3.3.1  Application 1: Optimal Dividend Payment 

(Jeanblanc-Pique and Shiryaev (1995)) 

Assuming  that  the  evolution of  the  stock  of  capital  (Xt)  of  the  company 

follows Brownian motion with drift 

 

  ttt dZdWdtdX −+= σμ ,                (3.48) 

where, 

μ  is the drift term 

σ  is the diffusion 

Wt  is the Wiener process 

Zt  is  the  amount  of  dividend  payment  at  discrete  intervention  time,  to  be 

determined from the optimization problem 

 

  Let  K  >  0  be  a  fixed  cost  incurred  by  the  company  each  time  the  dividend 

payment is made. Then Zt can be defined as 

 

  }{)( ti
i

r
t i

i IKXeZ ≤
− −Δ=∑ τ
τ ,                  (3.49) 

where, 

∆Xi  is the size of dividend (ξi) 

τ i  is the random intervention time (i.e., time that the dividend payment is made) 

I  is  the  index  function,  taking  value  of 1  when  the  dividend  payment  is  made 

and zero otherwise. 

 

The objective of the company (or the owners, to be precise) is then to choose 

the time and size to intervene (i.e., to make dividend payment) in order to maximize 

the stream of the dividend payment subject to fixed cost K per payment. 

 

The value function to be maximized is  

 

  
∑ ≤

−
= −Δ }{
)( )(sup tii

irExV IKXex

v
τ

τ              (3.50) 
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The threshold value 
_

x will be derived such that whenever the capital reaches 

this point, the company will intervene (i.e., pay dividend) by the size ξ =  
_

x - β so as 

to bring capital down to re-starting level at β. 

Therefore,  the  solution  of  the  problem  is  characterized  by  the  optimal 

threshold  value 
_

x  and  the  restarting  value β  which  can  be  found  by  solving  the 

optimality condition which we call it the “Quasi Variational Inequalities” (or simply 

QVI) as specified below.  

 

   0)( ≤ℑ xV         for 0 < x < 
_

x          (3.51) 

   KxVxV −−+≥ )()()(
__

ββ     for x > 
_

x          (3.52) 

and,   0])()()()][([
__

=+−−−ℑ KxVxVxV ββ ,              (3.53) 

 

where, ℑ is an infinitesimal (or differential) operator, such that 

 

  0)()()(2/1)( ///2 =−+=ℑ xVxVxVxV γμσ ,    0 < x < x  (3.54) 

 

Equation  (3.53)  is  known  as Feynman-Kac  Equation.  This  equation  is  an 

ordinary differential equation. Its solution is of the form 

 

   )sinh()( 2/ xAexV x γμ−=                (3.55) 

Where,  

 

2)2/(μγ += r , and  A is a parameter to be determined from the system. 

 

In addition, in order to guarantee the existence of the solution of the problem, 

the smooth  pasting  conditions  or  Boundary  Conditions  for  V(x)  is  required  at  the 

point of intervention and re-starting point. That is   
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    1)(/ =βV                     (3.56) 

   1)(/ =xV                     (3.57) 

 

Therefore, from (3.52) – (3.56), we would be able to solve for optimal value 

function )(xφ  and hence the threshold values 
_

x and β. 

 

 

 x           Threshold 

                      Xt    

  β                      Re-starting  point

               

0          t 

       τ(1)                τ(2)   

 

Figure 3.1  Optimal Dividend Payment 

Note:  When the capital X(t) reaches the threshold  
_

x at time τ(1),  τ(2), ….., the 

company will intervene (pay dividend) with the size 
_

x - β so as to bring the 

capital down to re-start at β 

 

Numerical Example 

Let r = 0.05, μ = 0.5, σ = 0.2, K = 2. The solutions are 
_

x = 11.93, β = 2.56, 

and A = 8.43. 

Therefore,  the  optimal  strategy  is  that  when  the  level  of  capital  reach  11.93 

(say, million dollar), the company will pay dividend by the size ξ = x - β = 11.93 – 

2.56 = 9.37 million dollars in order to bring the level of capital down to re-start at β. 

 

3.3.2  Application 2: Optimal Cash Management 

(Korn, 1999) 

The  investor  holds  a  portfolio  comprising  stocks  and  bonds  with  no  interest, 

whose prices evolve according to 
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Bond:     dPb(t) = 0    Pb(0) = 1          (3.58) 

Stock:     dPs(t) = Ps(t)(μdt + σdWt)  Ps(0) = p           (3.59) 

 

The holding of each asset also evolves as the multiples of the relevant price: 

 

Bond holding: dBt  = 0                      (3.60) 

Stock holding: dSt  = St(μdt + σdWt)                   (3.61)

  

At  each  intervention  time τi  (i.e.,  the  time  that  the  investor  adjusts  his 

portfolio), he has to pay fixed and proportional costs: 

  

   K + k│∆Si│,                    (3.62) 

 

where K > 0,  0 < k < 1,  ∆Si = S(τi) – S(τi -). 

 

These transaction costs must be paid from the bond holdings. Then we have 

 

  B(τi) = B(τi -) - ∆Si - K - k│∆Si│                (3.63) 

 

Define the wealth process as 

 

  Xt  =  Bt + St,    Bt > 0,  St > 0.               (3.64) 

 

The objective of the investor is to maximize utility from terminal wealth held 

at a given time horizon. 

 

  )1(
),(

T

ii

X

ZS
eEMax λ

τ

−

∈Δ
− ,                  (3.65) 

 

where Z is the set of admissible impulse control.  
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The value function of the problem is defined as 

 

  )1(sup:),,( ,,
),(

T

ii

X
SBt

ZS

eESBtV λ

τ

−

∈Δ

−=               (3.66) 

 

Defining the infinitesimal or differential operator as 
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S
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V
SSBtV

∂
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+

∂
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+

∂

∂
=ℑ μσ

2

2
222/1),,(

,
            (3.67) 

  

and the intervention operator is defined as 

 

),,(:),,(
),(

SSSSkKBtVMaxSBtMV
SBAS

Δ+Δ−Δ−−=
∈Δ

     (3.68) 

 

Where A(B,S) is the set of admissible control. The intervention in this case is 

in  the  form  of  adjusting  the  holdings  of  bonds  and  stocks for  the  purpose  of  

maximizing the total wealth at the end of a given time horizon under the plan of the 

investor.  

Then at the continuation region (i.e., non-intervention region), we have 

 

   ),,(),,( SBtMVSBtV ≥ ,                (3.69) 

 

and  

   0),,( =ℑ SBtV .                  (3.70) 

  

That is, in the continuation region, it is not optimal to intervene (i.e., to adjust 

portfolio)  because  the  benefit  from  intervention  MV  is  less  than  that  when  the 

portfolio is left uninterupted.   

On the other hand, in the intervention region, we have 

 

    ),,(),,( SBtMVSBtV = ,                (3.71) 
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and it would be optimal to intervene (by adjusting the portfolio). 

 

Then the QVI for this problem comprises  

 

(i) ),,(),,( SBtMVSBtV ≥                     (3.72) 

 

(ii) 0),,( ≤ℑ SBtV                       (3.73) 

 

(iii) 0)],,(()][,,(),,([ =ℑ− SBtVSBtMVSBtV                 (3.74) 

 

And together with 

  

 2),0[],0[),,())(exp(1),,( ∞×∈+−−= TSBtforSBSBTV λ ,          (3.75) 

 

the solution can then be solved numerically.     

 

In the case of no transaction cost, the solution to the QVI problem will yield 

the optimal stock holding 

 

  
2

)(*
λσ

μ
=tS                     (3.76) 

 

which is a constant. Then the optimal amount of bond holding is 

 

  
2

)()(*
λσ

μ
−= tXtB   ,                  (3.77) 

 

where X(t) is a Brownian motion with a drift μ. 

  

Let ψ*(t) be the number of shares of stock held at time t. Then we have 

   
)(

)(*
2 tP

t
sλσ

μ
ψ =                   (3.78) 
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Then the optimal strategy, which is independent of total wealth, will be that: 

To  adjust  portfolio  (by  buying  or  selling  stocks)  whenever  the  number  of  shares  of 

stock changes (as a consequence of changing stock price Ps(t)) to reach the thresholds 

of intervention regions as specified below: 

 

  Upper boundary: ))(()(* tPyt s++ψ   

 

  Lower boundary:     ))(()(* tPyt s−−ψ   

 

Where y- and y+ are some functions of Ps(t). 

 

And do nothing when the number of shares of stock moves within the optimal 

interval of no-action (i.e., the continuation region)  

 

  )))(()(*)),(()(*( tPyttPyt ss +− +− ψψ  

 

 

  Ψ(t) 

 

        Intervention Region (to adjust portfolio) 

 

    

    No Action 

 

    0        Ps(t) 

    No Action 

 

 

        Intervention Region 

 

Figure 3.2  Optimal Asset Holdings. 



 

CHAPTER 4 

 

THE BASELINE MODEL OF EXCHANGE RATE 

INTERVENTION 

 

In this chapter, the standard or the base-line model is introduced. This model 

is  based  on  Cadenillas  and  Zapatero  (1999:  218-242)  where  they  employed  impulse 

control  method  to  analyze  the  optimal  intervention  of  exchange  rate  by  the  central 

bank.  

The application of the model to the case of Baht/US dollar exchange rate will 

be attempted in Chapter 5. 

It  is  worth  noting  at  this  juncture  that  this  base-line  model  as  appeared  in 

current literature does not discuss much about economic policies. In this dissertation, 

we incorporate the managed floating and inflation targeting policies into the base-line 

model as a pioneering attempt. This is considered to be our major contribution.  

The set-up of the model is illustrated below. It will be used as a stepping stone 

for  the  extensions  that  incorporate  managed  floating  regime  and  inflation  targeting 

monetary policy in later chapters. 

 

4.1  The Model 

(Due to Cadenillas and Zapatero (1999), pp.221-235) 

4.1.1  Exchange Rate Process 

Let ),,( ΡΩF   be  a  probability  space  equipped  with  a  filtration  {Ft} 

representing a flow of information over time, with Ft being the information available 

at time t. 

Without  intervention  from  the  central  bank,  the  exchange  rate  process  is 

assumed to follow a geometric Brownian motion: 

 

  tttt dWXdtXdX σμ +=
,                  (4.1) 
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or equivalently, 

  ∫∫ ++=
t

ss

t

st dwXdsXxX
00

σμ                 (4.2) 

Where,  

Xt   is a stochastic process, X > 0, defined on ),,( ΡΩF  and adapted to {Ft}, with 

continuous sample path. It is measured in units of local currency per one unit 

of foreign currency.  

x  is the value of X at time t = 0 

µ   is the drift term  

σ   is the diffusion term of Xt  

Ws   is the Weiner process     

 

However,  when  the  exchange  rate  is  intervened  by  the  central  bank,  the 

exchange rate process will evolve according to 

∫ ∑∫
∞

= <+++=
t

i itss

t

st i
IdwXdsXxX

0
1 }{

0

ξσμ τ             (4.3) 

 

Where the last term of (4.3) represents the sequence of intervention, 

τi    is the time at which the ith- intevention has taken place 

ξi    is the size of the intervention (measured in term of ΔX). .R∈ξ  

I  is  the  indicator  variable. I  =  1  when  the  central  bank  intervenes.  It  is  zero 

otherwise. 

 

4.1.2  The Impulse Control 

The impulse control is a pair 

 

υ = (τ, ξ) = (τ0, τ1, τ2,…, τn,…..; ξ0, ξ1, ξ2,…., ξn, …..)              (4.4) 
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Where 

τ0 < τ1 < τ2 <…..< τn    is a sequence of the intervention (stopping time). 

ξi is a sequence of random intervention size (or simply called, the impulse).  ξi : Ώ  

R is F- measurable. The central bank intervenes on the strong side of exchange rate by 

adding the quantity ξ > 0 (can be measured in term of ΔX) to exchange rate process in 

order to weaken the local currency. On the other hand, on the weak side of exchange 

rate, the central bank intervenes by adding the quantity ξ < 0 to exchange rate process 

in order to strengthen the local currency. 

In this model, the purpose of the intervention by the central bank is to keep the 

exchange  rate  to  fluctuate  within  acceptable  bands  around  the  target  (which  is  set 

exogenously  by  the  central  bank)  in  order  to  minimize  the  total  cost  to  be  defined 

below.   

 

4.1.3  The Cost Functional 

The  central  bank  will  select  the  control  pair  (τ, ξ)  in  order  to  minimize  total 

cost  functional  J(.).  The  total  cost  comprises  the  running  cost  and  the  intervention 

cost. The running cost is the cost arising from the fluctuation around the target or the 

variance  of  exchange  rate process.  While  the  running  cost  is  decreasing  with  the 

intensity  of  interventions,  the  intervention  cost  will  be  increasing.  Therefore,  under 

certain  conditions  to be  discussed  later,  the  two  costs  combined  will  form  the  total 

cost  function  that  is  convex  and  hence  has  a  minimum  (given  that  it  is  smooth  and 

continuous). 

 

 ∫ ∑
∞ ∞

=
∞<

−− +=
0 1

}{ ])()([:),,(
n

n
r

t
rt

n

n IgedtXfeETXJ τ
τ ξξ               (4.5) 

   Where E is the expectation operator based on information available at time 0. 

r is the discount factor. 

The  first  term  in  the  objective  function is  the  running  cost  (i.e.,  the  cost  of 

exchange rate uncertainty arising from its fluctuations). It can take the form: 

 

  
2)()( θ−=xxf                       (4.6) 
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Where θ  is  the  exchange  rate  target  determined  exogenously  by  the  central 

bank.   

  

The second term in the cost functional represents the intervention cost. It can 

be broken down into fixed cost and proportional cost. Furthermore, the intervention is 

divided into intervention on the weak side (ξ < 0) and intervention on the strong side    

(ξ > 0) of the exchange rate process. 

 

    ξcC+   if  ξ>0  (strong-side intervention) 

      )(ξg  =      0    if  ξ=0  (no intervention)              (4.7) 

      ξdD−   if  ξ<0  (weak-side intervention) 

 

Where  C,  D,  c,  and  d  are  constants,  each  greater  than  zero.  The ξ  can  be 

measured in term of ΔX.  

 

4.1.4  Admissible Control 

 (τ, ξ) is admissible if it satisfies the following conditions: 

 

  ∞<∫
∞

− ])([
0

dtXfeE t
rtx                   (4.8) 

 

  0,0)lim( ≥∀=≤
∞→

TTP i
i
τ                   (4.9) 

 

  0)]([lim =−

∞→
TXeE rTx

T
                  (4.10) 

 

Condition  (4.8)  says  that  the  cost  function  must  be  finite  and  hence  well-

defined.  This  condition  can be  expressed  in  term  of X2  since  the  running  cost  is 

normally  measured  in  term  of  the  variance  of  the  state  process.  Condition  (4.9) 

explains that the intervention (or stopping) time must spread out along the whole time 

span,  not  to  concentrate  in  any  specific  time  interval.  Condition  (4.10)  requires  that 

the discounted value of Xt be faded away as time approaches infinity. This will ensure 
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that the condition (4.8) is satisfied and hence the objective function of our problem is 

well-defined and finite.    

We let A(x) denote the set of all admissible control. 

 

4.1.5  The Value Function 

We denote V as the value function: 

 

  )}(),();,;({inf:)(
)(

xTTxJxV v

xA
Α∈= ξξ             (4.11) 

 

Where,  

A(x)    is the set of admissible control 

υ = (T,ξ)   is admissible control, )(xAv∈  

J v    is the cost function associated with each admissible control 

 

The minimum cost operator or intervention operator is defined by: 

 

 )},0(,:)()(inf{:)( ∞∈+∈++= ωωωω xRgxVxMV           (4.12) 

 

The MV(x)  represents  the  total  value  after  each  intervention,  comprising  the 

value of the process after intervention plus the intervention cost g(.).  

 

Note that it is optimal to intervene whenever 

 

    MV(X) = V(X)             (4.13) 

 

That is, according to the construction of the problem, to intervene when X hits 

either  side  of  the  optimal  exchange  rate  band.  Therefore,  our  optimization  problem 

boils down to finding the optimal exchange rate band with the optimal points at which 

the exchange rate process will restart after each intervention. 
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   The value of the MV(x) in various regions can be described as 

  

   )()( xcCh −++ αα     if x < a             (4.14) 

 =)(XMV  )(xh     if a < x < b            (4.15) 

   )()( ββ −++ xdDh     if x > b             (4.16) 

 

Where h(x)  is  the  value  function  to  be determined  from  the  system. a and b 

are,  respectively,  the  upper  boundary  and the  lower  boundary  of  the  exchange  rate 

band. The optimal values of a and b will be determined from the minimization of the 

objective function. 

Hence  (4.14)  and  (4.16)  define  the  value  function  when  it  is  optimal  to 

intervene, i.e., when Xt hits upper boundary b or lower boundary a of the band. Note 

that,  (4.15)  is  the  value  function  when  the  exchange  rate  process  moves  within  the 

band (a,b) with no intervention, and hence the intervention cost is zero. 

Let  )(xφ   be  the  test  value  function  which  is  the  candidate  solution  for 

optimality condition to be explained below.  

 

The infinitesimal operator is defined as 

 

 )(
)()(

2

1
:)(

2

2
22 xr

dx

xd
x

dx

xd
xx φ

φ
μ

φ
σφ −+=ℑ             (4.17) 

 

The  operator ℑ  is  obtained  by  applying  Ito  rule  to  the  test  value  function 

)(xφ . 

 

Equation  (4.17)  represents  the  value  of  the  objective  function  when  it  is 

optimal not to intervene (i.e., to leave the process X to move independently within the 

band). 

Then in a non-intervention (or continuation) region we must have 

 

   0)()( =+ℑ xfxφ   for a < x < b  .            (4.18) 
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Where  f(x) = (x - θ)2 is the running cost. Equation (4.18) is called a Feynman- 

Kac equation.  

 

4.1.6    The  Quasi  Variational  Inequalities (Due  to  Cadenillas  and  Zapatero 

(1999), p.227)  

The  Quasi  Variational  Inequalities  (QVI)  is  the  optimality  condition  for  the 

impulse  control  problem.  It  can  be  shown  that  the  problem  of  choosing  the  best 

strategy  (T, ξ)  in  order  to  minimize  cost  functional  is  equivalent  to  solving  the 

problem of QVI. 

We say that a function V: (0, ∞) → [0, ∞) satisfies the QVI if for every x ∈ (0, 

∞), 

 

   0)()( ≥+ℑ xfxV                   (4.19) 

      )()( xMVxV ≤                 (4.20) 

  0)]()()][()([ =+ℑ− xfxVxMVxV                (4.21) 

 

The  solution V of  the  QVI  separates  the  interval  (0, ∞)  into  two  disjoint 

regions: 

 

 Continuation Region (CR) where it is optimal not to intervene 

 

  CR := 0)()()()(:),0({ =+ℑ<∞∈ xfxVandxMVxVx ,   

 

and, Intervention Region (IR) where it is optimal to intervene 

 

  IR := }0)()()()(:),0({ >+ℑ=∞∈ xfxVandxMVxVx  

    

Therefore,  the  solution  to  the  QVI  will be  in  the  form  of  optimal  band  with 

optimal restarting point(s) for the process X to restart after each intervention. 
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4.1.7  Optimal Impulse Control 

Let V be a continuous solution of the QVI. Then the QVI- control is defined as: 

 

 )0,0(),( 00 =ξτ                          (4.22) 

 )}()(:inf{: 1 ttnn XMVXVt =>= −ττ                 (4.23) 

 ),0()(,:)())((inf{arg: ∞∈+∈++= ωτωωωτξ nnn XRgXV           (4.24) 

 

This means that the central bank intervenes whenever MVV= . Furthermore, 

the  intervention  size  represents  the  solution  to  the  optimization  problem 

corresponding to MV(x). 

The QVI problem is difficult to solve because the controller must choose both 

the sequence of optimal stopping time and the sequence of the size of interventions. 

 

4.1.8  The Solution to QVI (Due to Cadenillas and Zapatero (1999), pp. 231-

235) 

We  conjecture  that  there  exists  an  optimal  solution  ),(
∧∧

ξT   characterized  by 

four parameters a, α, β, b with a < α ≤ β < b such that the optimal strategy is to stay in 

the band (a, b) and jump to α (respectively, β) when the X process hits a (respectively, 

b). That is, we conjecture that 

  )},(:inf{
1

baXt
i ti

∉>=
−

∧∧

ττ ,                   (4.25) 

and 

  }{}{ axbx
iiii

IIXX == +=+=
+ ττ

αβξττ               (4.26) 

 

In Figure 4.1 below, the band is defined as (a, b). It is shown that whenever 

the  exchange  rate  process Xt  moves  downward  (appreciating)  to  hit a  (the  lower 

boundary), the central bank will intervene by the size ξ(+) = α - Xt  in order to bring the 

exchange rate up to restart at α. On the other hand, whenever the exchange rate moves 

upward (depreciating) to hit b (the upper boundary), the central bank will intervene by 

the size ξ(-) = Xt – β to bring the exchange rate down to restart at β. 
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 Upper boundary            Intervene ξ - = X - β 

----------------------------------------------------- b   

 Restarting point           

----------------------------------------------------- β     

        

Target______________________________ θ      Non-intervention Region 

      Xt    

Resting point 

----------------------------------------------------- α   

    

----------------------------------------------------- a   

Lower boundary            Intervene ξ+ = α - X 

          

Figure 4.1  Intervention Region and Continuation Region 

Note:  When exchange rate process Xt hits either side of the band, the central bank  

must intervene to bring Xt back to restart at α (if Xt hits a), or at β (if Xt hits b).  

 

Therefore, we would expect that if X < a, then the optimal strategy would be 

to force X to jump to α. On the other hand, if X > b, then the optimal strategy would 

be to force X to jump to β. Thus, the value function would satisfy 

 

 V(x) = V(α) + C + c(α – x)        0 < x < a            (4.27) 

 

 V(x) = 
r

x
r

x
r

BxAx
2

2

2

2
)

2

1
(21

θ

μ

θ

μσ
γγ +

−
−

+−−
++   a < x < b          (4.28) 

 

 V(x) = V(β) + D + d(x - β)    x > b           (4.29) 

 

The right hand side of (4.27) and (4.29) represent the values of MV(x) in the 

intervention regions. Hence, in the intervention regions we would have  

V(x) = MV(x) to satisfy the QVI conditions. 
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Equation (4.28) shows the value V(x) when Xt moves freely in the continuation 

(i.e.,  non-intervention)  region.  This V(x)  is  the  solution  of  the  Feynman-Kac 

differential equation (4.18) and will be explained further below. 

 

Assuming that V were differentiable in [a, b], then we would have 

 

   V/(a)  =  -c                    (4.30) 

   V/(b)  =  d                    (4.31) 

 

Also assuming that V were differentiable in [α, β], then we would have 

 

   V/(α)  =  -c                   (4.32) 

   V/(β)  =  d                   (4.33) 

 

We also conjecture that in the continuation region (a, b) 

 

 2)()()( θ−−=−=ℑ xxfxV ,   ),(bax∈∀             (4.34) 

 

Where, 

 

 )(
)()(

2

1
:)(

2

2
22 xrV

dx

xdV
x

dx

xVd
xxV −+=ℑ μσ     as in (4.17). 

 

Equation (4.34) is non-homogeneous differential equation. Its general solution 

is of the form  
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where A and B are constants to be determined from the system and 
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And then we will have 
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1
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1
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μ

θ
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γγ γγ
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xBxAxV           (4.38) 

 

In  sum,  we  conjecture  that  the  solution      },{ **
iix ττ   (as  characterized  by  the 

band with parameters a and b as the boundaries and α and β as starting points after 

each  intervention)  is  described  as  in  (4.25)  and  (4.26),  and  that  there  are  six 

unknowns,  A,B,a,b,α,  and β,  to  be  solved  from  the  six  equations  below:  (due  to 

Cadenillas and Zapatero (1999) p.232). 

 

  )()()( acChah −++= αα                   (4.39) 

 

  )()()( ββ −++= bdDhbh                   (4.40) 

 

  cah −=′)(                       (4.41) 

 

  dbh =′)(                       (4.42) 

 

  ch −=′)(α                       (4.43) 
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  dh =′ )(β                       (4.44) 

Where 

 

 
r

x
r

x
r

BxAxxh
2

2

2
)

2
()

2

1
()( 21

θ

μ

θ

μσ
γγ +

−
−

+−−
++=             (4.45) 

 

Note  that  equations  (4.39)  and  (4.40)  can  be  regarded  as  “value  matching” 

conditions  while  equations  (4.41)  to  (4.44)  can  be  viewed  as  “smooth  pasting” 

conditions. (Dixit, 1995: 330) 

 

4.1.9  Verification of the Solution 

Generally,  the  impulse  control  problem  cannot  be  solved  to  get  analytical 

solution. Therefore, we have to solve for numerical solution instead. In this regard, we 

need  to  verify  that  the  numerical  solution so  obtained  is  indeed  optimal.  That  is, 

suppose  that )(xφ   is  the  solution  of  QVI,  where )(xφ   can  be  regarded  as  a  test 

function. Then we need to prove that ).()()( xVxJx ==φ    

            The sketch of the proof of the Verification Theorem is shown in Section 3.2 of 

Chapter  3.  The  rigorous  proof,  due  to  Cadenillas  and  Zapatero  (1999:  218-242),  is 

provided in Appendix A. 

 

4.2  Graphical Illustration 

 

The simple graph below explains the optimal exchange rate intervention. For 

intuitive  exposition  purpose,  we  assume  that  the  cost  function  is  continuous  and 

differentiable everywhere. 
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         Total Cost 

  

 

     Min. 

     Cost 

Running Cost                  Intervention Cost 

 

 

 

 

  Free Float    Managed Float    Fixed      

(no intervention,          (some interventions)    (most interventions, 

i.e., no band)              i.e., the band shrinks  

        to a single line)  

        Optimal Level (Band) 

    of Intervention      

 

Figure 4.2  Optimal Exchange Rate Intervention 

Note:  The central bank chooses the level and intensity of intervention, characterized 

by the size of exchange rate band, in order to minimize total cost. 

 

The total cost comprises the running cost (i.e., the variance or the deviations of 

exchange rate from its target) and the intervention cost. The objective of the central 

bank  is  to  choose  the  optimal  level  of  intervention,  which  is  equivalent  to  choosing 

the optimal exchange rate band, in order to minimize the total cost. 

Notice  that,  at  one  extreme,  the  highest  level  of  intervention  will  yield  the 

fixed  exchange  rate  system  and  the  band  will  shrink  to  a  single line.  At  the  other 

extreme, with no intervention at all, the system will be a free float regime of exchange 

rate  and  hence  there  will  be  no  band  to control.  Between  these  two  extremes,  some 

interventions will be exercised by central bank. With some interventions, the central 

bank must choose the best combination of the running cost and the intervention cost 

so  as  to  minimize  the  objective  (total  cost)  function.  Under  the  impulse  control 

framework,  the  optimal  solution  is  characterized  by  the  optimal  band  with  optimal 

restarting point(s) after each intervention. 



   

CHAPTER 5 

 

APPLICATION OF BASELINE MODEL TO BAHT/US DOLLAR 

EXCHANGE RATE 

 

5.1  Estimating Parameters for Geometric Brownian Motion 

 

In  a  managed  floating  regime,  the  exchange  rate  series  that  we  actually 

observe  in  the  real  world  is  the  intervened  one.  In  this  type  of  regime,  the 

unintervened  exchange  rate  series  is  unobservable.  Therefore, the  pre-intervention 

exchange rate data cannot be found. 

Hence,  in  order  to  work  with  application  problem,  we  need  to  find  a  proxy 

data for the unintervened exchange rate series to be used for constructing a geometric 

Brownian  motion  (GBM)  model  for  our  impulse  control  problem  as  illustrated  in 

previous chapter. 

  

 

Unobserved Intervention Observed

X process Controlled

Process

or

(Geometric Brownian

Motion)

ξ= ∆x
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st tIdwXdsXxX ξτσμ
tttt dWXdtXdX σμ +=

 

Figure 5.1  Unintervened and Intervened Exchange Rate Process.  

Note:  The unintervened exchange rate process, which is assumed  

to follow a geometric Brownian motion (GBM), cannot be observed in  

the real world under the fixed or managed floating regime. What we  

actually observe is the one that was already intervened by the central bank. 
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Prior  to  applying  our  model  to  baht/US  dollar  exchange  rate,  we  need  to 

estimate  the  drift  and  the  volatility  of  the  unintervened  exchange  rate.  We 

accomplished  this  by  considering  the  time  period  when  the  Bank  of  Thailand 

announced the independent floating regime right after the financial crisis of 1997 to 

replace the previous fixed regime. Then we can use the data on exchange rate in that 

time  period  to  estimate  the  parameters of  a  geometric  Brownian  motion  (GBM) 

model.    

Firstly,  we  have  to  find the  year  with  the  international  reserves  that  has  a 

lowest  variance  (or  standard  deviation)  which  will  signify  the  least-  intervention  by 

the central bank. The table below shows the standard deviations of percentage change 

of international reserves and exchange rate series for each year from 1999 to 2011.  

 

Table 5.1  Standard Deviations for Measuring the Volatility of International Reserves 

and Exchange Rate for the Period from 1999 to 2011.  

 

Year Standard Deviation of 

International Reserves 

Standard Deviation of 

Exchange Rate baht/USD 

1999 0.9472 0.9236 

2000 0.6520 0.7345 

2001 0.6301 0.5813 

2002 0.7888 0.6885 

2003 1.5881 0.4643 

2004 0.8912 0.5441 

2005 0.7664 0.5165 

2006 1.0064 0.7098 

2007 0.9189 0.4723 

2008 1.5097 0.8322 

2009 0.8232 0.4805 

2010 0.7623 0.4539 

2011 0.8621 0.6548 

  

Source:  Weekly data from the Bank of Thailand.  
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From  Table  5.1,  the  year  2001  shows  the  lowest  volatility  of  international 

reserves,  indicating  that  the  exchange  rate  was  least-intervened  by  the  central  bank 

during that year. We then take up the data of the year 2001 to be used as a proxy data 

for the estimation of parameters to be used for constructing the GBM model of pre-

intervention exchange rate.  

We  then  calculate  the  statistics  for  daily  exchange  rate  data  (in  the  form  of 

percentage change y = 100*[lnx(t) - lnx(t-1)] for the year 2001, to obtain the mean y 

=  0.0042  and  standard  deviation  sy =  0.3054.  The  daily  exchange  rate  data  and  the 

calculation of descriptive statistics is shown in the Appendix D. 

We then move on to construct the geometric Brownian motion (GBM) model 

of exchange rate process to be used in our impulse control problem as follow. (Liang, 

2003; Stampfli and Goodman, 2001).  

 

Letting  xt be  an  exchange  rate  process  that  follows  a  geometric  Brownian 

motion (GBM) 

 

   tttt dwxdtxdx σμ += . 

   

Where dtdw tt ε=   is  the  standard  increment  of  Wiener  process. μ  is  the 

(percentage)  drift  and σ  is  the  (percentage)  volatility  of  GBM. tε  has  identical 

independent standard normal distribution. ε~ N(0,1). 

 

Letting  f(x) = lnx. Then applying Ito’s lemma to f(x) to get 
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   = dwdt σσμ +− )
2

1
( 2  

 

Letting dt = 1, to get 

 

  dwtxtx σσμ +−=−− )
2

1
()1(ln)(ln 2 . 

 

Then we will have 
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Letting ∆t = 1 and substituting for   y = 0.0042 and sy = 0.3054 to get 

 

   3.0≈
∧

σ , and  1.03.0
2

1
0042.0 2≈+=

∧

μ 4  

 

So  we  can  use  the  estimates    1.0=
∧

μ   and  3.0=
∧

σ   to  construct  our  GBM  for 

exchange  rate  and  use  these  parameters for  solving  the  optimal  band  for  baht/US 

dollar exchange rate in our numerical example below. 

   

5.2  Numerical Example 

 

Let µ = 0.1, σ = 0.3,  r = 0.06, θ = 30,  C = 1,  D = 1,  

                                                 

4 The estimates of parameter values 1.0=
∧

μ and 3.0=
∧

σ are similar to what they use 

in  modeling  GBM  for  exchange  rate  in  current  theoretical  papers.  This  calibration  between 

model parameters and real data seems to confirm the claim that the GBM (or its random walk 

counterpart in discrete time) is a proper model for explaining the behavior of asset prices. 
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Notice  that μ  =  0.1  means  there  is  a  depreciation  pressure  on  Thai  baht.  For 

ease of computation, we assume there are only fixed costs C and D. 

Note that the value of the target exchange rate θ is derived from the average of 

daily  exchange  rate  Baht/US  dollar  for  the  year  2011.  This  target  exchange  rate  is 

assumed  to  be  given  exogenously  by  the  central  bank,  which  is  considered  to  be  a 

representative  of  long  run  equilibrium  path of  exchange  rate.  This  target  can  be  re-

adjusted  by  the  central  bank  every  now  and then  to  be  in  line  with  macroeconomic 

fundamentals. 

Note  also  that  the  proportional  costs  c and  d  can  be  thought  of  as  a  spread 

between  buying  and  selling  of  foreign  currency.  They  increase  proportionately  with 

the  size  of  the  foreign  currency  that  the  central  bank  buy  or  sell  against  domestic 

currency. Dropping them out from calculation will not affect the optimization results 

but will ease the complexity of the calculation substantially. 

 

Using  the  command  “FindRoot”  of  software  program  Mathematica,  the 

solutions are obtained as follow: 

 

a = 25.40, α = β = 29.79, b = 34.78 

A = - 453,356, B = - 5,196 

 

Note that the optimal values of the starting points α and β are equal at 29.73 

baht/US dollar in our case. However, it is still left open that in some conditions the 

values of α and β may be different from each other.  

 

From the solutions, we will have the optimal rule as follow: 

  - When x hits the lower boundary at a (= 25.40), intervene with the size α - a 

(= 29.79 – 25.40 = 4.39) to bring x back to restart at point α. 

  - When x hits the upper boundary at b (= 34.78), intervene with the size b - β 

(= 34.78 – 29.79 = 4.99) to bring x back to restart at point β. 

  - No intervention when x moves within the boundaries (a, b). 
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         Intervene ξ - = b - β 

______________________________ b = 34.78               = 4.99 

                Xt                    

---------------------------------------------- θ = 30      Non-intervention Region 

---------------------------------------------- α = β = 29.79 

 

______________________________  a = 25.40  

         Intervene ξ+ = α - a 

                                  = 4.39 

 

Figure 5.2  Baseline Model- Optimal Exchange Rate Band: for Baht/US Dollar 

Exchange Rate.  

Note:  The optimal band in the baseline case, where there is no monetary policy being 

incorporated, is very wide that it may look unreasonable in practice.  

 

Notice that the restarting point α  = β = 29.79 lies below the target exchange 

rate.  This  is  to  compensate  for  the  depreciation  pressure  as  indicated  by  a  positive 

drift μ = 0.1. 

 

5.3  The Value Function 

 

The value function V(x) corresponding to the optimal values of a, α, β, b, A, 

and B has the minimum at 122.001 when the exchange rate X equals 29.36 baht/US 

Dollar. 
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Figure 5.3  Baseline Model 

Note:  The value function V(x) has a minimum at 122.001 when the exchange rate X 

takes value of 29.36.  

 

5.4  Model Simulations 

 

Because the system cannot be solved analytically, we are not able to perform 

comparative  static  mathematically  to find  the  effects  of  changes  in  exogenous 

variables  or  parameters  on  the  optimal decision  variables.  Thanks  to  the  high 

efficiency of modern computer hardware and software, we can do the simulations for 

various parameters without much difficulty.   
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Table 5.2  Simulation: Varying μ, the Drift Term. 

 

 

 (σ = 0.3, r = 0.06, θ = 30 baht/US dollar, C = 1, D = 1) 

μ          (b-a)            (b-θ)   (θ-a)    (α = β) 

 

0.2   34.67 - 25.29 = 9.38    4.67    4.71    29.59   

0.1   34.77 - 25.39 = 9.38    4.77    4.61    29.80   

0.0   34.10 - 24.73 = 9.37    4.10    5.27    31.54 

-0.1   35.02 - 25.59 = 9.43    5.02    4.41    30.16 

-0.2   35.15 - 25.67 = 9.48    5.15    4.33    30.35 

   
 

As  can  be  seen,  with  the  drift  term μ  taking  positive  value,  signifying  the 

devaluation  pressure  on  exchange  rate,  the  whole  optimal  band  (a,  b)  and  the 

restarting  values α  and β  tend  to  shift  downward  to  compensate  for  the  devaluation 

pressure induced by positive drift term. The higher the positive value of μ, the more 

downward the whole band and restarting values will shift.  

On  the  other  hand,  when  the  drift  term  takes  negative  value,  indicating  the 

appreciation pressure, the whole optimal band and the restarting values α and β will 

move upward to compensate for the appreciation pressure. The lower value (i.e., the 

higher in absolute value) of μ, the more upward move will be exhibited by the whole 

band and restarting values. 

 

Table 5.3  Simulation: Varying σ, the Diffusion Term 

 

 (μ = 0.1, θ = 30, r = 0.06, C = 1, D = 1) 

  σ   (b-a)     (b-θ)  (θ-a)  (α = β) 

 

0.4   34.51 – 23.78 = 10.73  4.51    6.22    31.85 

0.3   34.77 – 25.39 = 9.38    4.77    4.61    29.80 

0.2   33.80 – 26.13 = 7.67    3.80    3.87    29.70 

0.1  The system does not converge properly due to singular Jacobian matrix. 

____________________________________________________________________ 
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As can be seen, the higher the value of the diffusion or volatility term σ, the 

larger will be the size of the band (b – a). This can be explained simply as follow: as 

the volatility of exchange rate increases, the chance that the X process will hit either 

side of the band will be higher. Hence, the central bank tends to expand the optimal 

band  in  order  to  reduce  the  frequency  of  intervention  and  hence  will  further  reduce 

total intervention cost. 

 

Table 5.4  Simulation: Varying r, the Discount Factor 

 

 (μ = 0.1, σ = 0.3, θ = 30 baht/US dollar, C = 1, D = 1) 

      r   (b – a)   (α = β) 

 

  0.06     34.77-25.39 = 9.38  29.80   

  0.05     34.78-25.40 = 9.38  29.79   

  0.04     34.78-25.40 = 9.68  29.79 

  0.03     34.77-25.40 = 9.31  29.78 

  0.02     34.78-25.40 = 9.38  29.78 

  0.01     34.78-25.40 = 9.38  29.79   

 

 

As can be seen, the changes in discount factor r will not have prominent effect 

on the optimal size of the band or the restarting values α and β. The only aspect we 

can  conclude  from  the  result  is  that,  at  the  higher  value  of r,  the  system  seems  to 

converge faster and more steadily than that when the value of r is low.  

 

 



 

CHAPTER 6 

 

EXTENDED MODEL I - WITH MANAGED FLOATING 

  

In this chapter, we extend the baseline model to include the managed floating 

regime  of  exchange  rate.  Under  managed  floating  regime,  the  exchange  rate  will  be 

managed  so  as  to  maintain  low  variance  of  exchange  rate  so  that  the  international 

sector will be stabilized.   

In  addition  to  variance  reduction  purpose,  we  assume  that  the  central  bank 

intervenes  in  exchange  rate  in  order  to  keep  exchange  rate  moving  in  line  with  the 

movements  of  Nominal  Effective  Exchange Rate  (NEER)  so  that  the  home  country 

will  always  remain  competitive  in  export  market  as  compared  with  trading  partners 

and  competitor  countries.  Therefore,  in  our  thesis,  the  exchange  rate  target  (θ)  is 

indexed to NEER, though it is exogenously given. 

We  also  assume  that  money  supply  is only  a  single  tool  for  exchange  rate 

intervention  for  convenience  of  analysis.  In  practice,  the interest  rate  and  financial 

derivatives  can  also  be  used  as  intervention  tools.  But  since  they  are  closely  related 

with money supply, they become redundant for analytical purpose.  

 

6.1  Extended Model 

 

For  simplicity  of  analysis  and  without loss  of  generality,  we  assume  the 

following: 

1) No  sterilization  of  exchange  rate  intervention  is  available  for  the  central 

bank. As a matter of fact, the debate is still unsettled as to whether the sterilization is 

effective or not. The simple argument against the sterilization is that, it is not possible 

to  make  the  effect  of  shocks  to  exchange  rate  to  disappear  completely  or  to  hide  it 

under the carpet forever. All the central bank can do is to transfer the effect from the 

shocks to some other sectors of the economy. That is, somebody must bear the cost of 

exchange rate intervention. There is no free lunch, of course. 
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2) Money supply is only a single tool available for exchange rate intervention. 

By  using  money  supply  (i.e.,  to  buy/sell foreign  currencies),  we  can  establish  the 

connection  between  foreign  exchange  market  and  domestic  market  so  that  we  can 

analyze the effects of exchange rate intervention on the domestic monetary and real 

sectors  of  the  economy.  In  practice,  there  are  other  tools  such  as  interest  rate  and 

financial  derivatives  that  can  be  used for  exchange  rate  intervention  purpose. 

However,  these  tools  are  closely  related to  money  supply  and  hence,  theoretically, 

they can be regarded as redundant. 

3) The self-financing scheme for exchange intervention is not available. For if 

it is available, we will not be able to establish the connection between exchange rate 

intervention and domestic activities. 

4) The foreign exchange market is efficient, so that the exchange rate process 

can be modeled as a geometric Brownian motion (GBM). 

5) The  stochastic  nature  of  the  exchange  rate  will  not  change  after 

intervention. In particular, the parameters μ and σ of GBM will not alter in response 

to intervention by the central bank.   

6) The market will not react to the exchange rate intervention. In other words, 

the  investors  do  not  adjust  their  portfolio based  on  the  forecast  of  exchange  rate 

intervention.  For  if  they  do,  the  market  will  create  the  exchange  rate  band  by  itself 

and  the  credibility  of  the  central  bank  will  play  the  key role  as  a  determinant  of 

exchange rate band. 

7) The central bank is a cost-minimizer. 

    

We rewrite the baseline model due to Cadenillas and Zapatero (1999) here for 

convenience. 

   

  6.1.1  Exchange Rate Process 

Without  central  bank  intervention,  the  exchange  rate  process  Xt   follows 

Geometric Brownian Motion 

     

  tttt dWXdtXdX σμ +=   ,                (6.1) 
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or equivalently, 

∫∫ ++=
t

ss

t

st dwXdsXxX
00

σμ .              (6.2) 

With intervention, the exchange rate process becomes 

 ∫ ∑∫
∞

= <+++=
t

i itss

t

st i
IdwXdsXxX

0
1 }{

0

ξσμ τ .            (6.3) 

 

Let q be  the  degree  of  openness  of  the  country.  We  hypothesize  that  the 

benefit  from  exchange  rate  intervention will  depend  directly  on  the  degree  of 

openness.5 Therefore, we can think of q as a weight of the benefit from exchange rate 

intervention, or a preference towards fixing (by central bank intervention) rather than 

floating exchange rate. This weight of benefit will be entered the cost function as 1/q. 

 

In general, the degree of openness is measured by: 

 

 q = Degree of Openness = (Value of Export + Value of Import)/GDP 

 

Then  we  can  claim  that,  the  higher  the  value  of  the q (i.e.,  the  more  the 

country  is  open  to  trade),  the  higher  will  be  the  benefit  from  exchange  rate 

intervention  (i.e.,  more  control  or  fixing),  and  hence  the  intervention  will  be 

stabilizing for the economy as a whole via exchange rate pass-through channels. Then 

by having the central bank intervene more on exchange rate (i.e., to stabilize it), we 

would  see  the  stability  of  domestic  real  output  and  prices  as  a  consequence. 

Therefore, when q is high, the exchange rate intervention will be beneficial.  

On the contrary, the low value of q means that the country is not open much to 

trade.  In  this  case,  the  international  sector  is  too  small  to  carry  the  impact  from 

exchange rate intervention to stabilize the domestic sectors. Hence, when q is low, the 

                                                 
5 Whether  the  degree  of  openness  is  a  significant  determinant  of  the  impact  of 

exchange  rate  intervention  on  other  economic  variables  is  subject  to  an  empirical 

investigation. 
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exchange  rate  intervention  is  not  beneficial,  or  even  harmful,  since  it  can  cause  a 

distortion by shifting domestic resources for exchange rate intervention purpose.  

 

6.1.2  The Cost Functional 

Without  economic  policies  being  incorporated  in  the  exchange  rate 

intervention model, the cost of intervention is defined as the transaction cost per se, as 

being done for the baseline model in previous chapter. 

However,  when  the  economic  policies  are  incorporated  into  the  model,  the 

intervention  cost  must  be  redefined  to reflect  the  economic  content.  The  type  of 

economic cost that is more meaningful than the transaction cost per se is the cost of 

the deviation from equilibrium of variables involved that arises from the intervention 

in  foreign  exchange  market.  For  examples,  when  the  central  bank  intervenes  by 

buying  or  selling  foreign  currency  against domestic  currency,  this  will  cause  the 

deviation  of  domestic  money  supply  from its  equilibrium,  resulting  in  the  loss  of 

efficiency to the economy as a whole. 

 

According to basic macroeconomic textbook, we know that the deviations of 

money  supply  from  its  equilibrium  will  further  result  in  the  deviations  from 

equilibrium  of  price  and  real  output.6   The  deviations  of  these  economic  variables 

from  their  respective  equilibriums  can  be  thought  of  as  a  welfare  loss  according  to 

welfare economic theory.  

Furthermore,  the  fluctuations  around  equilibrium  of  these  variables  (i.e.,  the 

volatility) that result from exchange rate intervention can be interpreted as a kind of 

risk arising from uncertainties. Certainly, the cost in terms of risk and welfare loss to 

the  economy  is  much  more  significant  that  the  intervention  cost  defined  in  term  of 

simple transaction cost per se.    

                                                 
6 From intermediate macroeconomics text book, the Lucas supply curve shows 

that  the  deviation  of  money  supply  from  its equilibrium  or  its  expected  level,  being 

termed as  unanticipated change in money supply, will have an impact on price, and 

then further on real output: 

  (M – Me)  (P – Pe)  (Y – Ye). 
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Therefore,  the  result  from  the  optimization  should  depend  on  the  balancing 

between the benefit from exchange rate intervention (i.e., the parameter q) vis_a_vis 

the  cost  of  intervention  (C,  D,  c,  d).  If  the  benefit  outweighs  the  cost,  then  we  can 

conjecture  that  the  central  bank  would  decide  towards  more  intervention  and  hence 

we can say that the intervention is beneficial or stabilizing. 

On  the  contrary,  if  the  intervention  cost  outweighs  the  benefit  from 

intervention, then the central bank should move towards less intervention (i.e., more 

floating). In this case, we say that the intervention is harmful or destabilizing. 

Back  to  our  impulse  control  model,  the  total  cost  functional  comprises  the 

running  cost  and  the  intervention  cost.  But  now  the  weight 1/q is  inserted  to  the 

intervention cost function to signify the preference of the controller (the central bank) 

towards fixing (i.e., more intervention) rather than floating (i.e., less intervention) of 

exchange rate.     

 

The central bank chooses the control pair (T, ξ) to minimize the total cost 

 

 ∫ ∑
∞ ∞

=
∞<

−− +=
0 1

}{ ])(./1)([:),,(
n

n
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t
rt

n

n IgqedtXfeETXJ τ
τ ξξ ,            (6.6) 

where 

 r    is the discount factor 

E   is expectation conditional on information available up to the time the   

     expectation is made 

q  is the weight of the benefit from exchange rate intervention. It is hypothesized 

that  the q  depends  directly  on  the  degree  of  openness  of  the  country,  where 

),0(∞∈q . Then 1/q is entered as a cost in the objective function. 

)(xf   is  the  running  cost  arising  when  no  intervention  takes  place.  In  this  chapter, 

under  floating  regime  of  exchange  rate, we  let  the  running  cost  to  take  the 

form 
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2)()( θ−=xxf                     (6.7)

  

Where θ is the target exchange rate that is exogenously set by the central bank. 

It  can  be  treated  as  a  function  of  NEER to  reflect  the  long  run  fundamentals  and 

competitiveness among trading partners.  

 

)(ξg   is  the  cost  of  intervention.  Same  as  previously,  the  structure  of 

intervention cost is shown as follow: 

 

    ξcC+    for ξ > 0  strong side     (6.8) 

        )(ξg   = 0     for ξ = 0  no intervene  (6.9) 

     ξdD−     for ξ < 0  weak side.   (6.10) 

 

Where  

C and D are fixed elements of the (transaction) cost  

c and d are proportional (transaction) costs  

ξ is the size of the intervention measured in term of the value of exchange rate change 

(∆X)  in  order  to  bring X  back  to  restarting  point. ξ  >  0  means  to  intervene  on  the 

strong  side  of  exchange  rate  (i.e.,  selling  local  currency  against  buying  foreign 

currency), and vice versa for the case of ξ < 0.   

 

Infinitesimal (or Differential) Operator: 

Same as previously, the infinitesimal (or differential) operator is defined as: 

 

 )(
)()(

2

1
:)(

2

2
22 xr

dx

xd
x

dx

xd
xx φ

φ
μ

φ
σφ −+=ℑ             (6.11) 

 

The operator ℑ is the differential operator obtained by applying Ito’s rule to 

the test value function )(xφ . 
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Equation (6.11) represents the value of the objective function when X process 

moves freely within the band. This is a continuation region where it is optimal not to 

intervene. 

 

6.1.3  The Value Function 

We denote V as the value function: 

 

  )}(),();,;(inf{:)( xTTxJxV Α∈= ξξ ,            (6.12) 

  

where J(x, T, ξ) is now defined as in equation (6.6) above. 

 

Minimum Cost Operator 

With  managed  floating  exchange  rate regime,  the  minimum  cost  operator 

becomes: 

 

)},0(,:)()(inf{:)( ∞∈+∈++= ωωωω xRgxVxMV           (6.13) 

 

The MV(x) represents the value function in the intervention region where it is 

optimal to exercise the intervention.  

 

6.1.4  The Quasi Variational Inequalities  

It can be shown that the problem of choosing the best strategy (T, ξ) in order 

to  minimize  cost  functional  is  equivalent  to  solving  the  problem  of  QVI  (see 

Cadenillas and Zapatero (1999)). We say that a function V: (0, ∞) → [0, ∞) satisfies 

the QVI for problem (5.4) if for every x ∈ (0, ∞), 

 

   0)()( ≥+ℑ xfxV                   (6.14) 

   

      )()( xMVxV ≤                   (6.15) 

  

  0)]()()][()([ =+ℑ− xfxVxMVxV               (6.16) 
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The  solution V of  the  QVI  separates  the  interval  (0, ∞)  into  two  disjoint 

regions: 

 

 Continuation Region (CR) where it is optimal not to intervene 

 

  CR := 0)()()()(:),0({ =+ℑ<∞∈ xfxVandxMVxVx ,  

 

and,  Intervention Region (IR) where it is optimal to intervene 

 

  IR := }0)()()()(:),0({ >+ℑ=∞∈ xfxVandxMVxVx  

 

6.1.5  Impulse Control 

Let V be a continuous solution of the QVI. Then the QVI- control is defined 

as: 

 )0,0(),( 00 =ξτ                       (6.17) 

 )}()(:inf{: 1 ttnn XMVXVt =>= −ττ                 (6.18) 

 ),0()(,:)())((inf{arg: ∞∈+∈++= ωτωωωτξ nnn XRgXV               (6.19) 

 

This means that the central bank intervenes whenever MVV= . Furthermore, 

the intervention size represents the solution to the optimization problem corresponding to 

MV(x). 

Simply stated, the QVI solution will constitute the optimal exchange rate band 

(a, α, β, b), where a and b are the boundaries and α and β are restarting points of X 

after each intervention.   

Since the QVI is difficult to solve to get analytical solution, we therefore have 

to solve numerically and then verify that the solution is optimal. 
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6.2  Finding Numerical Solution 

 

We conjecture that there exists an optimal solution (T*, ξ*) characterized by 

four parameters a, α, β, b with 0 < a < α < β < b < ∞.   

Then  the  optimal  strategy  would  be  to leave  it  alone  (no  intervention)  if X 

process stays within the band (a, b). But if  X < a, then the optimal strategy would be 

to jump to α. On the other hand, if  X > b, then the optimal strategy would be to jump 

to β.   

 

Thus, the value function would satisfy 

 

 V(a) = V(α) + (1/q){C + c(α – x)}    for   ],0(ax∈             (6.20) 

 

 V(b) = V(β) + (1/q){D + d(x - β)}    for   ),[∞∈bx            (6.21) 

 

Assuming that V is differentiable in [a, b], then we would have 

 

   V/(a)  = -(1/q)c                   (6.22) 

   V/(b)  =  (1/q)d                   (6.23) 

Also assuming that V is differentiable in [α, β], then we would have 

 

   V/(α)  = -(1/q)c                  (6.24) 

   V/(β)  =  (1/q)d                   (6.25) 

    

We also conjecture that in the continuation region (a, b) 

 

 
2)()()( θ−−=−=ℑ xxfxV ,   ),(bax∈∀ ,            (6.26) 

 

where, 

 )(
)()(

2

1
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2

2
22 xrV

dx

xdV
x

dx

xVd
xxV −+=ℑ μσ ,      same as in (6.11). 
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The  above  equation  is  non-homogeneous differential  equation.  Its  general 

solution is of the form 

r
x
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where A and B are constants and 
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We also have 
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In summary, there are six unknowns, A,B,a,b,α, and β, to be solved from six 

equations  below.  The  solutions a*, b*, α*,  and β*  will  characterize  the  optimal 

intervention in terms of optimal exchange rate band (a*, α*, β*, b*) and the optimal 

size (ξ) of intervention equals (α* - a*) and (b* - β*). 

 

  )}(){/1()()( acCqhah −++= αα                 (6.31) 

 

  )}(){/1()()( ββ −++= bdDqhbh                 (6.32) 

 

  cqah )/1()( −=′                     (6.33) 

 

  dqbh )/1()( =′                     (6.34) 
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  cqh )/1()( −=′α                     (6.35) 

 

  dqh )/1()( =′β ,                    (6.36) 

 

where 
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For the verification that the solutions to the equations (6.31) – (6.36) minimize 

the total cost function, please refer to Appendix A. 

 

6.3  Application of the Extended Model with Managed Floating to Baht-US 

Dollar Exchange Rate 

 

When q (the degree of openness) is included in the model, we would expect 

the  following:  With  high q,  signifying  strong  connection  between  exchange  rate 

intervention and domestic economic conditions (such as inflation and real output), we 

would  expect  that  the  central  bank  will  tend  towards  more  stabilizing  (i.e.,  more 

fixing) of exchange rate. Hence, with high q, we would expect the exchange rate band 

to be narrower than that of the baseline case.  

The  opposite  result  is  expected  for  the  case  of  low q,  since  with  low  q  it  is 

more  likely  that  the  link  between  exchange  rate  intervention  and  the  change  in 

domestic  economic  variables  is  weak.  Then  we  would  expect  that  stabilizing 

exchange  rate  will  not  help  stabilizing domestic  activities.  But  instead,  it  will 

destabilize  domestic  economic  conditions by  causing  domestic  variables  (such  as 

money supply) to deviate from equilibrium, which will further cause the fluctuations 

in price and real output.        

 

6.3.1  Numerical Example 

Let θ = 30, σ = 0.3, r = 0.06, μ = 0.1, 

C = 1, c = 0, D = 1, d = 0, q = 125 
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Here,  we  suppress  fixed  cost  C  =  D  =  1,  and  proportional  cost  c  =  d  =  0  in 

order  that  we  can  focus  on  the  impact of  the  central  bank’s  preference  toward 

intervening (i.e., stabilizing or fixing) exchange rate (q).     

q  =  125  represents  the  degree  of  openness  of  Thailand.  (The  details  of  the 

openness is discussed in the next section). It implies that the international trade sector 

(export  +  import)  constitutes  the  large  portion  of  gross  domestic  product  (GDP). 

Therefore,  we  conjecture  that  it  is  beneficial  for  the  central  bank  to  intervene  in 

exchange rate. That is, by stabilizing international sector, the whole economy will be 

stabilized as well.  

Using  FindRoot  command  of  Mathematica  software  program,  we  obtain  the 

solution for the above 6 non-linear equations as follow: 

 

  a = 28.61, α = β = 29.98, b = 31.41  

  A = - 473,161, B = - 5,204   

 

Note that the value of restarting point α (which is also equal to β) is lower than 

the target θ = 30. This may be due to the positive value of the drift term μ, which can 

be  interpreted  as  a  devaluation  pressure  (or  upward  pressure)  on  exchange  rate 

process. Hence, the optimal intervention is to restart the X after each intervention at 

the point lower than the target in order to compensate for the influence of the positive 

drift.  

 

6.3.2  The Value Function 

The value function V(x) corresponding to the optimal values of a, α, β, b, A, 

and  B  has  the  minimum  at  7.56  when  the  exchange  rate X  equals  30.04  baht/US 

Dollar. 
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Figure 6.1  Extended Model (Under Managed Floating Regime) 

Note:  The value function V(x) has a minimum at 7.56 when the exchange rate X 

takes value of 30.04 baht/US dollar. 

 

 

Table 6.1  Comparing Results: Baseline Model VS with Managed Floating. 

 

 

        Baseline model               With managed floating 

 

a      25.40          28.61 

α=β      29.79          29.98 

b      34.78          31.41 

(b-a)       9.38            2.80 

(b-θ)       4.78            1.41   

(θ-a)         4.60            1.39 
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As expected, under managed floating regime, the size of the band (b - a) gets 

smaller as compared with that of the baseline model, signifying more intervention by 

the  central  bank  to  reduce  the  variance  of exchange  rate.  The  reason  is  that,  under 

managed  floating  regime  with  high q  as  for  the  case  of  Thailand,  the  central  bank 

tends to intervene more because by intervening exchange rate, the domestic economy 

will also be stabilized.   

This  indicates  that,  with  monetary  policy  being  incorporated  into  the  model, 

the  result  will  depend  on  the  policy  parameter  such  as q,  in  addition  to  the  simple 

transaction costs like C and D as used in the baseline model.  

In  the  next  section,  when  the  inflation  targeting  policy  is  included,  we  will 

show that the decision to intervene in exchange rate will also depend on another kind 

of cost, which will be termed as “the cost of inflationary pressure”.  

 

6.4  Model Simulations 

 

Table 6.2  Simulation: Varying q, the Degree of Openness 

 

 (μ = 0.1, σ = 0.3, r = 0.06, θ = 30, C = 1, D = 1, ψ = 1) 

q   (b – a)     (b – θ)   (θ – a)   (α = β) 

 

1  34.78 – 25.40 = 9.38    4.78    4.60    29.79    

2  34.01 – 26.12 = 7.89    4.01    3.88    29.85    

4  33.37 – 26.73 = 6.64    3.37    3.27    29.90    

8  32.82 – 27.24 = 5.58    2.82    2.76    29.93    

16  32.37 – 27.67 = 4.70    2.37    2.33    29.95    

32  31.97 – 28.06 = 3.91    1.97    1.94    29.97    

. 

. 

125  31.41 – 28.61 = 2.80    1.41    1.39    29.98 
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As  expected,  the  larger  the  value  of q  (the  degree  of  the  openness  or  the 

weight  of  bias  towards  stabilizing  or  fixing  exchange  rate  in  order  to  stabilize 

economy),  the  smaller  will  be  the  size  of  the  band  (b  –  a),  signifying  more 

intervention by the central bank. 

 

6.5  Degree of Openness and the Exchange Rate System 

 

In this section, we will discuss more on the parameter q which represents the 

degree of openness. 

By  intuition,  with  high q  (i.e.,  high  proportion  of  international  trade  in  the 

composition  of  gross  domestic  product  (GDP)),  we  would  expect  that  stabilizing 

international  trade  sector  (through  exchange  rate  intervention)  will  result  in  the 

stabilization  of  the  whole  economy as  well.  Therefore,  with  high q,  we  would 

conjecture that the central bank tends to intervene heavily in exchange rate in order to 

stabilize the whole economy. 

Below is the list of countries, each is associated with the degree of openness 

(q) and the exchange rate system adopted for use in that country. 

 

Table 6.3  The Degree of Openness for Sample Countries and the Exchange Rate 

System Used for Each Country. 

 

    

Degree of Openness 

to Trade (q)      Exchange Rate System   

 

UK   28    Free float (FF) 

US   25    Free float 

Japan      24        Free float 

S. Korea    96        Free float 

Brazil      20        Free float 

Australia    39        Free float 

Philippines    62        Free float  
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Table 6.3  (Continued) 

 

    

Degree of Openness 

to Trade (q)      Exchange Rate System   

 

Singapore    380        Managed Float (MF) 

Hong Kong    380        MF 

Thailand    125        MF 

Malaysia    172        MF 

Indonesia    45        MF 

China   66    MF 

 

 

From  the  above  information,  we  find  that  the  countries  with  high  value  of q 

will tend to lean towards more fixing or managed floating of exchange rate rather than 

free float. Examples of these countries are Hong Kong, Thailand, and Malaysia. 

For countries with low q (less open to trade), the international sector is quite 

small relative to domestic sector. Therefore, it can be deduced that, shifting domestic 

resources  for  exchange  rate  intervention  may  not  be  worthwhile  since  the  cost  of 

domestic  resource  distortion  may  outweigh  the  benefit  from  intervention  in 

international sector. Hence, the exchange rate intervention will be harmful when q is 

small.    

As  can  be  seen  from  the  table,  most  countries  with  low q  (i.e.,  less  open  to 

trade) such as US, UK, Japan, Brazil, use a free float system of exchange rate. This 

might  be  due  to  the  reason  that,  with  low q,  the  intervention  in  exchange  rate  will 

destabilize  the  whole  economy  (i.e.,  causing  domestic  sectors  to  swing  out  of 

equilibrium as a result of exchange rate intervention).7  

                                                 
7 There are large number of empirical literature supporting the relationship between 

openness and exchange rate regime choice (for examples, Wilson (2000, 2001), Wei (1999), 

Choudri and Hakura (2001), Hausman et al. (2000), and Cavoli (2006)). 
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6.6  Chapter Summary 

 

Managed  floating  regime  of  exchange rate  can  be  characterized  by  central 

bank preference toward more intervention or more fixing of exchange rate in order to 

stabilize  international  trade.  How  beneficial  the  exchange  rate  intervention  is  to  the 

whole economy will depend on the degree of openness of the country. 

With managed floating regime being incorporated into the model, the degree 

of  openness  is  a  parameter  that  signifies  the  central  bank’s  bias  towards  more 

intervention or fixing of exchange rate rather than floating it.  

It was shown that, with high q (for example, the case of Thailand), the effects 

of preference toward fixing will result in the smaller size of the optimal exchange rate 

band, signifying more exchange rate intervention by the central bank. Intuitively, with 

high q (the degree of openness), the major part of the national output is composed of 

international  trade  transactions.  Therefore, stabilizing  exchange  rate  will  also  help 

stabilizing  domestic  price  (and  hence  inflation)  and  real  output.  In  this  case,  the 

exchange rate intervention is beneficial to the whole economy.  



 

CHAPTER 7 

 

EXTENDED MODEL II - WITH INFLATION TARGETING 

 

In  this  chapter,  the  inflation  targeting  monetary  policy  will  be  incorporated 

into the baseline model. The effects of inflation targeting on the optimal exchange rate 

intervention  will  be  analyzed.  The  model simulation  will  be  performed  in  order  to 

analyze the comparative static of the model.   

With inflation targeting, the cost structure will be modified to reflect the cost 

of  inflationary  pressure  that  will  have an  effect  on  exchange  rate  intervention. 

Particularly, during the period of high inflation, the cost of intervention on strong side 

of  exchange  rate  (buy  US  dollar/sell  baht)  will  be  very  high.  This  is  so  because 

intervention on strong side of exchange rate will inject more money supply into the 

system which will add up more inflationary pressure as a consequence. 

In this chapter, we will include only inflation targeting in the model to see the 

how  it  affects  the  optimal  exchange  rate  band.  Later  in  the  next  chapter,  we  will 

combine both managed floating and inflation targeting in the same model to see how 

these  two  policies  interact  with  each  other and  to  derive  the  optimal  band  with  two 

policies being incorporated. 

Inflation targeting monetary policy can be viewed simply as the policy that is 

aimed toward commodity price stabilization. Theoretically, it is expected that, when 

the  price  is  stabilized,  the  real  output  will be  stabilized  as  well.  Specifically,  the 

inflation targeting monetary policy is characterized by: 

1) Price  stabilization  (i.e.,  keeping  inflation  low  and  stable)  takes  the  first 

priority  in  the  central  bank’s  policy  menu.  The  target  of  inflation  may  be  set  as  an 

inflation target band, for example, which means that the central bank is tasked with 

the  duty  to control inflation rate (especially, the core inflation) to stay within the band of 

(0.5, 3.0). 

 

)0.3,5.0(=Tπ , 
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2) The policy tool consists of money supply and interest rate. In practice, the 

central  bank  will  change  the  policy  interest  rate  to  affect  the  consumption  and 

investment via changing liquidity in financial market. In general, when the economic 

growth is higher than the target, the inflation rate will also goes up over its target as 

well.  In  this  situation,  the  central  bank  will  increase  interest  rate  (or  equivalently, 

reduce money supply) in order to slow down the economic growth and inflation. On 

the  contrary,  when  the  economy  slows  down  below  the  growth  target,  which  is 

normally  associated  with  the  inflation  rate  being  lower  than  its  target  as  well,  the 

central  bank  will  reduce  interest  rate  (or equivalently,  to  increase  money  supply)  in 

order to stimulate economic growth to go up to normal or full-employment level.  

3) The  concept  of  inflation  targeting  is  based  on  the  Classical  framework 

which maintains that the economy is always in long-run equilibrium. The deviations 

from  long-run  equilibrium  are  the  consequences  of  external  shocks.  Therefore,  the 

monetary  policy,  especially  the  inflation  targeting  policy,  should  be  designed  for 

stabilizing  economy  by  reducing  the  effects  from  external  shocks in  order  that  the 

economy will always stay closely to long-run equilibrium path. 

4) Although  there  are  some  rooms  available  for  the  central  bank  to  exercise 

other kinds of policy such as economic growth or exchange rate intervention, inflation 

targeting (i.e., price stabilization) will always take precedence over other policies.  

5) Under inflation targeting monetary policy framework, the central bank will 

have  some  degree  of  discretion.  This  means that  it  does  not  have  to  follow  the  rule 

strictly. 

It can be shown below that the effect of inflation targeting monetary policy on 

exchange  rate  intervention  has  two  folds.  On  the  one  hand,  inflation  targeting  will 

reduce  price  variance,  which  in  turn  will  decrease  the  variance  (or  the  diffusion)  of 

exchange rate through Purchasing Power Parity (PPP) mechanism. On the other hand, 

inflation targeting will impose liquidity constraint on the use of monetary policy tool, 

especially, the money supply. In particular, when actual inflation is high or gets very 

close to the upper threshold of inflation target, any action that results in an increase in 

money supply will be undesirable since it will further add the upward pressure on the 

actual  inflation.  This  will  result  in  the  higher  cost  on  exchange  rate  intervention  on 

strong  side  because  this  action  will  involve  buying  foreign  currency  against  selling 
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Baht,  leading  to  an  increase  in  money supply  which  is  undesirable  during  high- 

inflation period.  

The two effects mentioned above appear to reinforce each other. That is, both 

effects tend to induce the central bank to move toward more floating of exchange rate 

or less intervention.  

Note  that,  to  simplify  our  analysis,  we  assume  that  the  sterilization  of 

exchange  rate  intervention  is  not  available  for  central  bank.  The  justification  of  this 

assumption is simple. The sterilization can not eliminate the effect of central bank’s 

intervention  completely.  It  simply  shifts this  effect  from  money  market  to  bond 

market.  So  the  distortion  of  market  mechanism  still  remains.  This  market  distortion 

that  results  from  exchange  rate  intervention in  fact  constitutes  the  major  part  of  the 

intervention cost.     

 

7.1  The Model 

 

When inflation targeting is incorporated into the model, we will not be able to 

solve for optimality simultaneously in both inflation and exchange rate with one tool 

or two but closely-related tools, like money supply and interest rate for example. This 

will result in the solution being indeterminate. In control language, this is the case of 

the system having less than full rank. In order to solve this system, the inflation target 

(or band) must be exogenously given (i.e., pre-specified) by the central bank.  

Inflation  targeting  policy  can  be  thought of  as  central  bank  intervention  in 

commodity price process. It will create stability in price, i.e., the variance of price will 

decrease. 

The  impact  of  inflation  targeting  on  exchange  rate  will  be  that  when  the 

variance of price decreases due to central bank intervention in the price process, the 

variance of exchange rate will also go down. This is the result from PPP theory which 

claims that the change in exchange rate must equal inflation differential 

 

   (EF – E)/E  =  π – π*  
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Where  

E  is spot exchange rate 

EF  is the forward exchange rate 

π  is domestic inflation rate 

π*  is foreign inflation rate 

 

Hence,  the  narrower  the  inflation  target  band  (i.e.,  the  more  intense 

intervention  in  price),  the  lower  will  be  the  running  cost  (i.e.,  the  variance  of 

exchange rate goes down). This type of effect, however, will have a kind of once-and-

for-all impact on exchange rate intervention problem since the central bank will not 

change inflation target very often. 

   The other effect of inflation targeting on exchange rate intervention occurs in 

the  situation  when  the  actual  inflation  rate  is  high  or  gets  very  close  to  the  upper 

threshold of inflation target band. In this situation, an intervention on strong side of 

exchange  rate  is  undesirable,  since  this action  will  end  up  with  more  injection  of 

money supply to the system that will further put upward pressure on actual inflation. 

Consequently,  the  cost  of  intervention  on  strong  side  of  exchange  rate  is  very  high 

during high inflation period. 

Therefore,  we  would  expect  the  effects  from  inflation  targeting  monetary 

policy to have significant influence on the optimal outcomes, namely, the size and the 

asymmetry of the optimal exchange rate band derived from the optimization problem.  

  

7.1.1  The Exchange Rate Process 

Same  as  previously,  we  let  the  exchange  rate  process  to  follow  a  Geometric 

Brownian Motion 

 

  tt
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Where now  )(Tπμ  is the drift term of exchange rate process that is affected 

by inflation targeting and, similarly,  )(Tπσ  is the diffusion or volatility of exchange 

rate that is affected by inflation targeting monetary policy. The smaller the size of the 

inflation  target  band,  the  lower will  be  value  of  the  drift μ  and  the  diffusion σ  of 

exchange rate and hence the running cost f (.). 

That is, we must have  0)( >′Tπμ  and  0)( >′Tπσ . 

For  simplicity  of  analysis,  we  assume  here  that  only  the  diffusion  term σ  is 

affected by the inflation targeting. 

As  mentioned  above,  the  inflation  targeting  takes  first  priority  in  the 

responsibility  list  of the  central  bank.  Therefore,  in our  model  of  exchange  rate 

intervention,  we  simply  pick  up  the  effects  from  price  intervention  and  analyze  the 

impact on optimal decision on exchange rate intervention. 

Assuming  that  the  central  bank  assigned  the  inflation  target  band  as ),(
−

−
ππ , 

where 
−

π  is  the  upper  boundary  of  the  band  and 
−
π  is  the  lower  boundary.  For 

example, the central bank may assign the inflation target band to be (0.5, 3.0). Similar 

to the exchange rate intervention model setting, the size of the inflation targeting band 

can be viewed as the intensity of the intervention. The narrow band implies the heavy 

intervention  on  commodity  price  process by  the  central  bank,  while  the  wide  band 

signifies light intervention.   

The  other  effect  of  inflation  targeting is  to  raise  the  cost  of  strong-side 

intervention  of  exchange  rate.  This  is  so  because  the  intervention  on  strong  side  of 

exchange rate will involve selling baht against buying foreign currency. This will increase 

domestic money supply which is undesirable during the period of high inflation.  

 

7.1.2  The Objective Function 

The  cost  functional  for  exchange  rate  intervention  to  be  minimized  by  the 

central bank is defined as follow: 

∫ ∑
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Notice the difference in the structure of the running cost as compared with the 

baseline model setup in Chapter 4. Now the running cost f (.) will also depend on the 

size of inflation target band πT through changing the diffusion terms of the X process 

as  shown  above.  The  smaller  the  size  of  inflation  target  band,  the  lower  will  be  the 

running  cost f  (..)  through  the  reduction  of  variance  of  commodity  price,  and  hence 

the lower variance of exchange rate as a consequence. 

 

   The (exchange rate) intervention cost will now have the following form: 

 

)( ξcCz +   ξ > 0  strong side intervention        (7.4) 

)(ξg   =  0     ξ = 0  no intervention            (7.5) 

   ξdD−   ξ < 0  weak side intervention          (7.6) 

 

Where z is the weight that makes the cost of intervention on strong side of exchange 

rate  higher relative to weak side intervention. z can be defined tentatively as  

 

   )/(1 ππ−=z                       (7.7) 

where π  is  the  actual  inflation  rate  and 
_

π  is  the  upper  threshold of  inflation  target 

band.  Hence,  the  value  of  z,  the  cost  of  inflationary  pressure,  will  increase  as  the 

actual inflation π moves closer to the upper threshold
_

π. 

Another interpretation of z is worth noting. In practice, during high inflation 

period, the central bank will put restraint on money supply by raising interest rate. We 

can think of this high interest rate to imply a high cost of exchange rate intervention, 

assuming  that  money  supply  must  be  borrowed  from  money  market  for  use  in  the 

intervention.   

Note that there is no conflict between two kinds of effect of inflation targeting 

on  exchange  rate  intervention  problem.  While  the  tighter  inflation  target  band 

decreases the running cost (i.e., the variance) of exchange rate on the one hand, it will 

increase  the  intervention  cost  on  the  other  hand  through  inflationary  pressure. 

Therefore, combining the two effects, we would expect the central bank to unambiguously 

move towards less intervention, or more floating of exchange rate (see Figure 7.1 below). 
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7.1.3  Quasi Variational Inequalities 

Same as previously, the QVI consists of 

  

   0)()( ≥+ℑ xfxV                    (7.8) 

    

   )()( xMVxV ≤                     (7.9) 

 

   0)]()()][()([ =+ℑ− xfxVxMVxV ,            (7.10) 

 

where V(x)  is  the  value  function  that  must  be  solved  to  get  minimum  value  of  total 

cost (objective function). The extended set up will result in the system of 6 nonlinear 

equations with 6 unknowns as follow: 

 

  )]([)()( acCzhah −++= αα                (7.11) 

 

)()()( ββ −++= bdDhbh               (7.12) 

 

  zcah −=′ )(                     (7.13) 

 

  dbh =′ )(                     (7.14) 

  zch −=′ )(α                     (7.15) 

  dh =′ )(β  .                    (7.16) 

 

Where  z  is  the  cost  of  inflationary pressure  imposed  on  the  cost  of  money 

supply that is used on strong side intervention of exchange rate.  The higher the value 

of  z,  the  higher  will  be  the  cost  of  intervention  on  strong  side  of  exchange  rate. 

Consequently,  we  would  expect  that  the  central  bank  will  move  towards  less 

intervention on strong side relative to that of  the  weak  side  of exchange rate during 

high inflation period. 
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7.2  Graphical Illustration 
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Figure 7.1  Optimal Exchange Rate Intervention- with Inflation Targeting (IT) 

Note:  The running cost (the variance of exchange rate) will be reduced by a factor of 

the reduction of the variance of price. At the same time, inflation targeting will 

result in higher cost of intervention due to constraint on money supply. The 

end result will be that the optimality will move towards less intervention or 

more floating of exchange rate.  
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From  figure  7.1,  inflation  targeting  will  reduce  the  variance  of  price,  which 

will  further  reduce  the  variance  of  exchange  rate  through  PPP  mechanism.  This 

results in the running cost curve shifting downward. 

At the same time, inflation targeting will impose a constraint on money supply 

which will further raise the cost of intervention on strong side of exchange rate. This 

is  so  because  intervention  on  strong  side will  involve  a  buying  of  foreign  currency 

against a selling of local currency, leading to an increase in money supply which is 

undesirable during high inflation period. Therefore, the cost of intervention on strong 

side  will  increase  when  the  actual  inflation  rises  close  to  the upper  threshold  of 

inflation target band. 

Therefore, the final result will be that, with inflation targeting, it is optimal for 

the central bank to move towards less intervention or more floating of exchange rate, 

due to lower running cost on the one hand, coupled with higher intervention cost on 

the other. 

 

7.3  Numerical Example – with Inflation Targeting  

 

Since the system cannot be solved analytically, it must be solved numerically. 

Letting  µ(πT) = 0.1, σ(πT) = 0.2, r = 0.06, θ = 30 baht/US dollar 

  z = 10, C = 1, D = 1. 

 

Using  command  FindRoot  of  Mathematica  software  program,  the  nonlinear 

system can be solved to get 

 

a = 23.81, α = β = 30.84, b = 34.48,  

A = - 5.64(108), B = - 6,090.  
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7.3.1  Comparing Results 

 

Table 7.1  Comparing Results: Baseline Model VS with Inflation Targeting 

 

 

Baseline Model    With inflation Targeting 

 

a       25.40        23.81  

α = β        29.79        30.84  

b        34.78        34.48 

(b-a)          9.38         10.67    

(b-θ)          4.78           4.48 

(θ-a)          4.60          6.19    

 

 

As  can  be  seen  from  above,  with  inflation  targeting policy  alone  being 

incorporated into the model (managed floating policy is excluded):  

 

1) The size of the band (b – a) for the case of inflation targeting gets wider 

(signifying less intervention) than that of the baseline model. This indicates that the 

central bank will try to avoid the intervention of exchange rate due to the constraint 

on  the  liquidity  of  money  supply  which  is  intended  primarily  for  use  on  inflation 

targeting purpose rather than for exchange rate intervention.8 

 

 
                                                 

8 This result is true only for the case when only inflation targeting alone is included in 

the  model.  In  the  next  chapter,  when  both inflation  targeting  and  managed  floating  policies 

are incorporated into the model, we will show that the optimal band will depend largely on 

the parameter q (the degree of the openness). With high q, we would expect that the central 

bank will tend towards more intervention of exchange rate. This is so because, with high q, 

the benefit from stabilizing exchange rate will outweigh the cost of intervention, including the 

cost of inflationary pressure. 
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2) The higher intervention cost on strong side of exchange rate will result in 

the asymmetry between the upper half and the lower half of the band. That is, for the 

case  with  inflation  targeting,  the  lower  half  of  the  band  (θ  – a  =  6.19)  will  get 

proportionately larger relative to the upper half (b – θ = 4.48). This asymmetry is seen 

to be in the opposite direction as compared with that of the baseline model, where the 

size of the upper half of the band is larger than the lower half. The reason behind this 

is that, with inflation targeting, the central bank tends to intervene less on strong side 

(i.e., the lower half) as the cost of inflationary pressure imposes constraint on the use 

of money supply for buy USD/sell Baht operations.  

 

7.3.2  The Value Function 

The value function V(x) corresponding to the optimal values of a, α, β, b, A, 

and  B  has  a  minimum  at  150.03  when  the  exchange  rate X  equals  30.85  baht/US 

Dollar. 
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Figure 7.2  Extended Model with Inflation Targeting  

Note:  The value function V(x) has a minimum at 150.03 when the exchange rate X 

takes value of 30.85 baht/US dollar.  

 

7.4  Model Simulations 

 

Table 7.2  Simulation: Varying z, the Cost of Inflationary Pressure. 

 

 (μ = 0.1, σ(π) = 0.2, r = 0.06, θ = 30, q = 1, C = 1, D = 1) 

z    (b – a)     (b – θ)        (θ – a)   (α = β)  

 

1  33.80 - 26.13 =   7.67   3.80    3.87    29.70      

2  33.95 - 25.59 =   8.36   3.95    4.41    29.99        

4  34.15 - 24.93 =   9.22   4.15    5.07    30.33        

8    34.39 - 24.11 = 10.28   4.39    6.00    30.71    

10  34.48 - 23.81 = 10.67   4.48    6.20    30.84      
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As  expected,  the  higher  the  value  of  z  (the  cost  of  money supply  constraint  

due  to  inflationary  pressure  arising  from  intervention  on  strong  side  of  exchange 

rate.), the higher will be the cost of intervention on strong side of exchange rate (i.e., 

sell  baht/buy  dollar).  Consequently,  the  effect  of  inflation  targeting  results  in  the 

lower  half  of  the  band  (θ  – a)  getting  larger  relative  to  the  upper  half  (b  – θ), 

signifying less intervention on strong side of exchange rate. The higher the value of z, 

the larger will be the size of the lower-half of the band (θ – a). Also notice that the 

starting  value  after  intervention  (α  = β)  will  shift  from  below  the  target  (θ  =  30)  to 

above the target as the value of z increases.  

 

7.5  Chapter Summary 

 

In this chapter, the inflation targeting policy was incorporated into the model. 

The managed floating policy was excluded in this chapter because we would like to 

focus on the impact of inflation targeting policy alone on exchange rate intervention.    

It was shown that, with inflation targeting policy in place, the cost of exchange 

rate  intervention  is  increasing.  This  is  so  because  the  inflation  targeting  policy  will 

impose the constraint on money supply, which now plays double roles as the tool for 

both  controlling  inflation  and  intervening exchange  rate.  Particularly,  during  high 

inflation period, the cost of intervention on strong side of exchange rate is very high 

due to inflationary pressure.   

Consequently,  with  inflation  targeting policy,  the  central  bank  tends  to  lean 

towards more floating to avoid the cost of inflationary pressure. Hence, the size of the 

optimal exchange rate band will be smaller as compared with that of the baseline case. 

Furthermore, the lower part of the band will be wider than the upper part, indicating 

that  the  central  bank  tends to  avoid  intervening  on  strong  side  of  exchange  rate 

because doing so will inject more money supply, and hence add up more inflationary 

pressure, to the economy.  

In  the  next  chapter,  when  inflation  targeting  and  managed  floating  are 

combined  in  the  same  model,  it  will  be shown  that  the  decision  to  intervene  in 

exchange  rate  will  depend  primarily  on q  (the  degree  of  openness).  Whether  the 

exchange rate intervention is stabilizing or destabilizing to the whole economy will be 

judged by the impact of exchange rate intervention on domestic sectors. 



 

CHAPTER 8 

 

COMBINED MANAGED FLOATING AND INFLATION 

TARGETING 

  

From chapter 6 and chapter 7, we found that the managed floating (MF) and 

inflation  targeting  (IT)  will  have  opposite impact  on  exchange  rate  intervention.  On 

the  one  hand,  the  managed  floating  policy will  induce  the  central  bank  to  move 

towards more intervention (i.e., more fixing) in order to stabilize international trade. 

On  the  other  hand,  the  inflation  targeting  tends  to  push  the  central  bank  to  lean 

towards more floating in order to stabilize domestic sector. 

It  can  be  shown  in  this  chapter  that, with  MF  and  IT  combined  in  the  same 

model,  the  optimal  exchange  rate  intervention  will  depend  largely  on  the  degree  of 

openness (q) and the result will be unambiguously determined. 

Intuitively,  with  high q,  the  stabilization  of  exchange  rate  will  also  help 

stabilizing  domestic  price  (and  hence  inflation)  and  real  output.  This  is  so  because, 

with  high q,  large  portion  of  general  price level  and  real  output  belongs  to 

international  trade  sector.  Therefore,  stabilizing  international  trade  sector  will  also 

help stabilizing inflation and real output unambiguously. This means that, for high-q 

country, the exchange rate intervention will be beneficial or stabilizing for the whole 

economy. 

We would then conjecture that, with high q, the central bank will have a bias 

towards  intervention  or  fixing  of  exchange  rate  rather  than  floating  it.  That  is,  we 

would expect a narrower optimal exchange rate band in this case. 

The opposite result is expected for the case of low q. With low q, only small 

portion  of  total  real  output  and  general  price  level  belongs  to  international  trade 

sector.  Therefore,  the  impact  of  exchange rate  intervention  on price  and  real  output 

will be weak. Consequently, the cost of intervention (particularly the cost arising from 

the  changes  in  money  supply,  international  reserves,  and  other  relevant  domestic 

variables)  will  outweigh  the  benefit  from  intervention.  This  means  that,  with  low q, 
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the exchange rate intervention will be harmful or destabilizing for the whole economy 

and  hence  we  would  expect the  central  bank  to  move towards  more  floating  as  a 

consequence. 

  

8.1  The Model 

 

With  managed  floating  (MF)  and  inflation  targeting  (IT)  monetary  policies 

combined in the same model, the objective cost function can be expressed as 
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And the intervention cost will be 

  

)( ξcCz +   ξ > 0  strong side intervention   

)(ξg   =  0     ξ = 0  no intervention     

   ξdD−   ξ < 0  weak side intervention.         (8.2) 

 

Where,  

q  is  the  degree  of  openness  to  be  used  as a  parameter  to  measure  the  benefit  from 

exchange  rate  intervention  (therefore,  its  inverse 1/q  is  entered  as  the  cost  in  the 

objective function). 

z    is  the  cost  of  inflationary  pressure,  where )/(1 ππ−=z ,  to  be  used  as  a  cost  of 

strong side intervention. 

Same as previously, the quasi-variational inequalities (QVI) is shown as 

 

   0)()( ≥+ℑ xfxV                     (8.3) 

    

   )()( xMVxV ≤                     (8.4) 

 

   0)]()()][()([ =+ℑ− xfxVxMVxV ,              (8.5) 
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Again we end up with the 6 equations to solve for 6 unknowns; a, α, β, b, A, 

and B. 

 

  )]([/1.)()( acCqzhah −++= αα               (8.6) 

 

)]([/1)()( ββ −++= bdDqhbh                 (8.7) 

 

  cqzah )/1()( −=′                     (8.8) 

 

  dqbh )/1()( =′                      (8.9) 

 

  cqzh )/1()( −=′α                     (8.10) 

 

  dqh )/1()( =′β  .                  (8.11) 

  

And again, the system cannot be solved for analytical solution. Hence we have 

to use computer program to solve for numerical solution. 

 

8.2  Application of the Combined MF and IT Model to Baht/US Dollar 

Exchange Rate  

 

8.2.1  Numerical Example 

Let us take the case of Thailand, with q = 125, z = 10,  1.0=
∧

μ , 3.0=
∧

σ ,9  

r = 0.06, C = 1, D = 1. 

                                                 
9 Surprisingly,  the  estimated  mean  return  and  volatility  for  geometric  Brownian 

motion (GBM), using Thailand’s daily exchange rate data, have the values similar to those of 

GBM  model  used in current theoretical papers, i.e., μ = 0.1 and σ = 0.3. This may confirm 

that  the  theoretical  model  and  empirical  data  are  in  line  with  each  other.  For  details  of  the 

estimation, see Appendix C. 
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Where q = 125 is the degree of openness for Thailand. Also let us assume that 

the  cost  of  inflationary  pressure )/(1 ππ−=z =  1/(3.0-2.9)  =  10,  which  is  consider 

very high. 

Because  the  six  equation  system  cannot  be  solved  analytically,  we  have  to 

solve numerically by using Mathematica software program. The solution is obtained 

as follow: 

 

a = 27.75, α=β= 30.51, b = 31.74,  

A = -470,847, B = -5,203.2. 

 

8.2.2  Comparison of Result 

 

Table 8.1  Comparing Results: Baseline Model VS with Combined MF and IT. 

 

      Baseline Model    MF and IT Combined 

 

a       25.40          27.75  

α = β        29.79          30.51  

b        34.78          31.74 

(b-a)          9.38             3.99    

(b-θ)          4.78               1.74 

(θ-a)          4.60              2.25    

 

 

As can be seen, with combined managed floating and inflation targeting being 

included  in  the  same  model,  the  band  gets narrower  as  compared  with  that  of  the 

baseline model. This indicates that the impact of q, the degree of openness, is larger 

than that of z, the inflationary pressure. Intuitively, the high q (which equals 125 for 

the case of Thailand) means that the large part of national output and general price are 

accounted for by international trade sector. Hence, stabilizing exchange rate, which is 

aimed at stabilizing international trade, will also help stabilize real output and general 

price  as  well.  This  means  that  the  benefit  from  the  impact  of q  on  exchange  rate 
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intervention  outweighs  the  cost  of  inflationary  pressure.  Consequently,  the  central 

bank  tends  to  intervene  more  in  the case  when  managed  floating  and  inflation 

targeting are combined in the same model. 

In other words, with combined managed floating and inflation targeting, if the 

q  is  very  high,  then  the  managed  floating  policy  will  dominate inflation  targeting 

policy. As a consequence, the central bank tends to move towards more stabilizing of 

exchange rate. That is, the band will get narrower for the case of very high q (such as 

the case of Thailand). 

Also notice that, with combined managed floating and inflation targeting, the 

size of the lower part of the exchange rate band will be larger than that of the upper 

part, notwithstanding the size of the q. This is the result of the inflationary pressure 

that forces the central bank to intervene less on the strong side of exchange rate (buy 

US  dollar/sell  Baht).  This  is  so  because  intervention  on  strong  side  will  inject  more 

money supply and will further add up inflationary pressure to the economy.  

 

8.3  Policy Implications 

 

According  to  the  results  from  our  analysis,  we  can  summarize  the  policy 

implications as follow. 

1) For  the  case  when  no  economic  policy  is  included  in  the  model  (i.e.,  the 

baseline case), the optimal exchange rate intervention (or optimal exchange rate band) 

will depend on the stochastic nature of exchange rate process (i.e., the mean return μ 

and the volatility σ), and intervention costs (fixed costs C, D, and proportional costs c, 

d). From our simulations, it can be summarized as follow: 

(1) As the mean return μ is positive, signifying devaluation pressure, 

the whole exchange rate band will shift downward to compensate for the devaluation 

pressure. Vice versa applies for the case when the mean return is negative. 

(2) As the volatility σ increases, the probability that the exchange rate 

will  hit  either  side  of  the  band  will  be high.  Therefore,  it  will  be  optimal  for  the 

central bank to intervene less often (i.e., the band will get wider) in order to reduce 

intervention cost. Vice versa applies for the case when the volatility decreases. 
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(3) As the cost of intervention (C, D, c, and d) increases, the central 

bank will intervene less often in order to reduce cost. That is, the exchange rate band 

will get wider. Vice versa applies for the case when the cost of intervention decreases. 

(4) It  is  interesting  to  note  that  the  discount  factor r  does  not  have 

significant effect on the optimal exchange rate intervention. 

2) When  the  managed  floating  policy  alone  is  included  (while  inflation 

targeting policy is excluded) in the model, the exchange rate intervention will depend 

on q  (the  degree  of  openness).  With  high q,  signifying  that  large  portion  of  gross 

domestic product (GDP) is composed of international trade, the central bank tends to 

intervene  more  (i.e.,  more  fixing).  This  is so  because  stabilizing  exchange  rate  will 

also  help  stabilize  the  whole economy.  Therefore,  with  high q,  the  exchange  rate 

intervention is beneficial or stabilizing since the benefit from intervention outweighs 

the  cost  of  intervention.  Vice  versa  applies  for  the  case  of  low q,  where  the  benefit 

from  exchange  rate  intervention  (as  measured  in  term  of  stability  in  international 

trade) is less than the cost of intervention (as measured in terms of the deviation of 

domestic sector from equilibrium and transaction cost per se). 

3) When inflation targeting policy alone is included (managed floating policy 

excluded)  in  the  model,  the  cost  of  exchange  rate  intervention  will  increase  due  to 

inflationary  pressure  during  high  inflation period.  This  inflationary  pressure  will 

impose constraint on money supply, which now play double roles as a tool for both 

inflation targeting and exchange rate intervention. Therefore, with inflation targeting, 

the central bank will tend to move towards more floating in order to avoid the cost of 

inflationary  pressure.  Particularly,  during  high  inflation  period,  the  central  bank 

would want to avoid intervention on strong side of exchange rate. This is so because 

intervention on strong side of exchange rate (i.e., buy US dollar/sell Baht) will inject 

more  money  supply  and  hence  add  up  more  inflationary pressure into the economy. 

Consequently, with inflation targeting, the optimal exchange rate band will get wider, 

with the size of the lower part of the band larger (more floating) than the upper part.     

4) When  both  managed  floating  and  inflation  targeting  policies  are  included 

in the same model, the optimal exchange rate intervention will depend in large part on 

the  degree  of  openness  (q).  With  high q,  the  international  trade  will  account  for  a 

large portion of real output and general price. Therefore, stabilizing exchange rate will 
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also help stabilizing real output and inflation. Consequently, with high q, the central 

bank  will  tend  to  move  towards  more  intervention  (i.e.,  more  fixing)  and  hence  the 

band will get narrower. We can say that, with high q, the exchange rate intervention 

will be beneficial or stabilizing for the whole economy. 

On the contrary, with low q, the benefit from exchange rate intervention will 

be less than the costs of intervention (as measured in terms of a deviation of domestic 

sector  from  equilibrium  and  the  transaction  cost)  and  hence  the  intervention  will  be 

harmful or destabilizing to the whole economy.10    

 

  We can summarize for short as follow: 

  -  Without  economic  policy  included in  the  model,  the  outcome  of  the 

exchange  rate  intervention  will  depend  on parameters  characterizing  stochastic 

exchange rate process and the intervention costs, namely, μ, σ, C, D, c, and d. 

  - But when economic policies (i.e., managed floating and inflation targeting) 

are  included  in  the  model,  the  policy  parameter q  (the  degree  of  openness)  will 

dominate all other parameters. In particular, with high enough q, the central bank will 

tend  to  move  towards  more  intervention  or  more  fixing,  regardless  of  the  cost  of 

inflationary  pressure.  This  is  so  because,  with  high  enough q,  the  exchange  rate 

intervention  will  be  beneficial  or  stabilizing  for  the  whole  economy.  That  is,  in  this 

case,  exchange  rate  intervention  can  help stabilize  (i.e.,  reduce  variance)  both  real 

output and price (i.e., inflation).   

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
10 How high is the q to be called high? The answer is that – high enough so that the 

benefit  from  exchange  rate  intervention  outweighs  the  cost  of intervention.  In  our  analysis 

here,  we  use  the  degree  of  openness  as  a  proxy  to  represent  the  benefit  of  exchange  rate 

intervention. The exact measure of the benefit from exchange rate intervention is the subject 

for future empirical research. 
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8.4  Strengths and Weaknesses of the Model 

  

There are both strengths and weaknesses of the model used in this thesis that 

are worth mentioning as follow: 

  

Strengths: 

 

1) The  economic  policies,  namely  the  managed  floating  and  inflation 

targeting,  are  incorporated  into  the  standard  exchange  rate  intervention  model. 

Consequently,  the  impact  of  economic  policies,  both  in  terms  of  intervention  costs 

and benefits can be analyzed.11 

2) The  model  takes  into  account  the  stochastic  nature  of  exchange  rate 

process. Therefore, the model can be easily updated any time when the parameters of 

the process changes. 

3) The impulse control model used in this thesis can provide the timing, the 

direction and the size of intervention. 

4) The asymmetry between the upper and lower part of the band is allowed to 

exist.  

 

Weaknesses: 

 

1) It may be difficult to perform empirical testing for the model. This is due to 

the  fact  that  the  central  bank  tends  to keep  secret  about  their  exchange  rate 

intervention  or  the  controlled  exchange  rate  band.  The  reason  for  this  is  that,  the 

information about the exchange rate intervention, if it is leaked to the public, may be 

misused by speculators in foreign currency trading. 

2) The policy parameters used in our model, namely, the degree of openness 

(i.e., q  -  to  be  used  as  a  proxy  for  benefit  from  exchange  rate  intervention)  and  the 

                                                 
11 The  standard  model  of  exchange  rate intervention  (referring  to  Cadenillas  and 

Zapatero  (1999)  does  not  discuss  about  the  impact  of  economic  policy  on  exchange  rate 

intervention. 
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cost of inflationary pressure (i.e., z) are not empirical- based. Therefore, they do not 

represent  the  true  benefit  and  cost  of  intervention.  It  is  possible  to  estimate  these 

parameters from empirical data. But this complicated task will be taken up as a future 

research project. 

  

8.5  Exploring Empirical Data 

 

We gather historical data on exchange rate and inflation for Thailand, covering 

the period 1998 – 2011. The volatility of exchange rate is calculated for each year in 

order to study its connection with the inflation rate for relevant year. Table 8.2 below 

summarizes these data. 

 

Table 8.2  Historical Data on Exchange Rate Volatility and Inflation Rate for the 

Period 1998-2011.  

   

Year Standard Deviation of 

exchange rate (%) 

Headline Inflation 

Rate (%) 

Core Inflation 

Rate (%) 

1998 1.467 8.07 7.18 

1999 0.573 0.31 1.80 

2000 0.436 1.60 0.71 

2001 0.305 1.60 1.30 

2002 0.303 0.70 0.40 

2003 0.249 1.80 0.20 

2004 0.248 2.70 0.40 

2005 0.257 4.50 1.60 

2006 0.367 4.70 2.30 

2007 0.184 2.30 1.10 

2008 0.319 5.50 2.40 

2009 0.214 -0.90 0.30 

2010 0.222 3.30 1.00 

2011 0.322 3.83 2.33 

  

Source:  The Bank of Thailand 
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From the historical data in Table 8.2, we can make inference on many points. 

1) In 1998, the volatility of exchange rate and inflation rate were very high. 

This may be due to the chaos left over from the financial crisis in 1997. The remnant 

of  this  crisis  can  still  be seen  in  1999  –  2000,  where  the  volatility  of  exchange  rate 

was still very high. The high volatility of exchange rate was also a consequence of the 

regime shift announced by the Bank of Thailand, from basket peg to independent float 

that began in July 1997 onward.  

2) Starting from the year 2001 onward, the Thai economy began to recover, 

with exchange rate volatility and inflation reduced to normal level. Note that inflation 

targeting  was  implemented  in  Thailand  in  May  2000  onward.  This  may  help 

stabilizing the economy and pave the way to a smooth recovery after the crisis.  

3) The low volatility of exchange rate since the year 2001 onward may be due 

to the Bank of Thailand’s intervention in exchange rate. As can be seen, the standard 

deviation  of  exchange  is  around  2.0  –  3.0%  for  each  year  starting  from  2001  up  to 

2011.12 

4) Notice  the  years  2006,  2008,  and  2011,  where  high  inflation  rate  is 

associated  with  high  volatility  of  exchange  rate.  This  may  be  taken  as  an  empirical 

support  for  our  claim  in  this  dissertation  in  that  the  central  bank  tends  to  avoid  the 

intervention in exchange rate during high inflation period. Consequently, we see high 

volatility of exchange rate (meaning no intervention or less intervention) during high 

inflation  periods  as  mentioned.  As  a  matter  of  fact,  in  2006,  instead  of  conducting 

exchange  rate  intervention,  the  Bank  of  Thailand  resorted  to  implementing  the  30% 

reserve  rule  to  curb  capital  inflows  that kept  destabilizing  Baht/US  dollar  exchange 

rate  continuously.  This  may  confirm  our  claim  that  the  central bank  tends  to  avoid 

exchange rate intervention during high inflation period.    

 

 

                                                 
12 Praipol Koomsup and Samai Koratinthakom (2003) explored the empirical 

exchange  rate  data  and  found  some  evidence  of  central  bank’s  intervention,  even 

though  the  independent  float  regime  was  put  in  place  in  July  1997,  right  after  the 

crisis. 
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8.6  Chapter Summary 

  

With  managed  floating  and  inflation  targeting  combined  in  the  same  model, 

the  objective  of  exchange  rate  intervention  is  no  longer  focused  only  on  the 

minimization of exchange variance alone. In this situation, the central bank must take 

into account its entire array of responsibility which includes the control of inflation, 

the  stabilization  of  international  trade  and  the  economy  as  a  whole,  and  export 

promotion, among many others. 

It was shown in this chapter that, with managed floating and inflation targeting 

policies combined in the same model, the parameter q (the degree of openness) will 

play  a  dominant  role  in  determining  how  the  result  of  optimal  exchange  rate 

intervention  will  come  out.  The optimization  shows  that,  with  high q,  the  exchange 

rate  band  will  get  narrower,  signifying that  the  central  bank  moves  towards  more 

intervention. Notice that, even though the inflation targeting forces the central bank to 

avoid intervention on strong side of exchange rate, but the effect of high q seems to 

outweigh the effect of inflation targeting. 

The dominant role of the parameter q can be explained as follow. High q (such 

as the case of Thailand where q = 125), the large portion of national income or output 

is  composed  of  those  that  belong  to  international  trade  sector.  Therefore,  stabilizing 

the exchange rate will also help stabilizing both real output and general price.  

Therefore, stabilizing exchange rate by central bank intervention will also help 

reduce domestic inflation. Hence, with high q, the exchange rate intervention can play 

the role as an additional tool for the central bank to fight inflation, in addition to the 

interest rate that the central bank usually employs in inflation targeting policy.    



 

CHAPTER 9 

 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

 

In this dissertation, we have extended the standard impulse control model of 

exchange  rate  intervention  to  incorporate the  managed  floating  regime  and  inflation 

targeting  monetary  policy. With  economic  policies  are  included  in  the  model,  the 

optimal  result  will  depend  largely  on  economic  policy  parameters,  rather  than  the 

intervention cost per se as generally used in standard intervention model. The results 

of our analysis can be summarized below. 

Firstly,  when  managed  floating  policy  alone  is  incorporated,  it  is  found  that 

the  size  of  optimal  exchange  rate  band  gets  smaller  relative  to  that  of  the  baseline 

model,  signifying  more  intervention  by  the  central  bank  to  stabilize  exchange  rate. 

The parameter that plays the key role in determining the direction of the intervention 

is  the  “Degree  of  Openness”,  designated  by q.  It  was  shown  that,  with  high q,  the 

central  bank  tends  to  move  towards  more  intervention,  hence  making  the  exchange 

rate  band  narrower  as  compared  with  that  of standard  or  baseline  model.  This  is  so 

because,  with  high q,  the  major  part  of  the  national  output  and  price  belongs  to 

international trade sector. Therefore, stabilizing exchange rate will also help stabilize 

real  output  and  general  price  of  the  whole  economy.  Simply  put,  with  high q,  the 

exchange  rate  intervention  will  be  beneficial  or  stabilizing  for  the  whole  economy. 

This  will  result  in  the  exchange  rate band  getting  narrower,  signifying  more 

intervention by the central bank.  

The  opposite  applies  for  the  case  of  low q,  where  the  exchange  rate 

intervention  will  be  harmful  or  destabilizing  for  the  whole  economy.  This  is  so 

because,  with  low q,  the  international  trade  sector  will  account  for  only  a  small 

portion  of  national  real  output and  general  price.  Hence, the  benefit  from  exchange 

rate intervention will not be high enough to outweigh the cost of intervention.   

Secondly, when inflation targeting policy alone is incorporated into the model, 

it is found that the band will get wider as compared with that of the baseline model. 
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This  is  the  result  of  the  cost  of  inflationary  pressure  that  imposes  the  constraint  on 

money  supply.  Furthermore,  it  was  shown  that  lower  part  of  the  band  gets  wider 

relative  to  the  upper  part,  indicating  less  intervention  on strong  side  by  the  central 

bank. This being the case since intervention on strong side of exchange rate involves 

the buying of foreign currency against the selling of national currency, leading to an 

increase  in  money  supply  which  is  undesirable  during  high  inflation  period.  Hence, 

the  implementation  of  inflation  targeting  policy  by  the  central  bank  will  result  in 

higher cost of intervention on strong side of exchange rate.  

Thirdly,  when  managed  floating  and  inflation  targeting  are  combined  in  the 

same model, it was shown that the degree of openness (q) still plays a dominant role 

in  determining  the  direction  of  exchange  rate  intervention.  For  high  enough q,13  the 

benefit  from  exchange  rate  intervention will  outweigh  the  cost  of  intervention, 

including  the  cost  of  inflationary  pressure.  This  will  result  in  narrower  band  as 

compared with that of the baseline model, signifying more intervention by the central 

bank. Even though there is offsetting effect from inflation targeting, but with high q, 

the inflationary pressure may be reduced by the exchange rate intervention itself. This 

is  the  reason  why  the  benefit  from  exchange  rate  intervention  may  outweigh  the 

intervention cost, on condition that the q is high enough. 

Note  that,  regardless  of  the  value  of q,  the  impact  of  inflation  targeting  will 

result in the asymmetry of the exchange rate band, where the lower part of the band is 

wider relative to the upper part. This may be due to the central bank trying to avoid 

intervention on strong side of exchange rate (i.e., buy US dollar/sell Baht), which will 

inject  more  money  supply  and  hence  add  up  more  inflationary  pressure  to  the 

economy.  

It  is  obvious  that  managed  floating  and inflation  targeting  have  conflicting 

impacts on exchange rate intervention. While managed floating regime calls for more 

                                                 
13 High  enough  q  means  that  it  is  high  enough that  the  benefit  from  exchange  rate 

intervention can outweigh the cost of intervention, including the cost of inflationary pressure. 

The  cost  of  inflationary  pressure  may  be  measured  in  term  of  the  cost  that  the  government 

pays to reduce or eliminate inflation such as interest rate increase or interest payment on bond 

being issued to absorb money supply. 
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intervention  on  strong  side  of  exchange  rate  to  promote  export,  inflation  targeting 

policy  appeals  for  less  intervention  to  avoid  inflationary  pressure  arising  from  an 

increase in money supply coming out from strong-side intervention of exchange rate.  

The  following  extensions  of  the  exchange  rate  intervention  model  are  worth 

exploring: 

 

1)  Rule VS Discretion 

It  is  proven  in  Kydland  and  Prescott  (1977:  473-492)  that  policy  rule  is 

superior  to  discretion  in  that  the  former  results  in  less  forecast  error  than  the  latter, 

hence provide more stability to the economy. Then it will be interesting to debate on 

the issue as to whether the central bank should follow policy rule or discretion in the 

intervention of exchange rate. 

2)  Central Bank Credibility 

It  can  be  argued  that,  if  the  central  bank  is  credible,  then  it  can  simply 

announce  the  desired  exchange  rate band  to  the  public  without  having to  actually 

intervene  in  foreign  exchange  market.  Once  the  market  participants  have  a  strong 

belief in the central bank, they will adjust their portfolio to keep exchange rate within 

the band by themselves. No actual intervention is needed. Consequently, the structure 

of  the  cost  of  intervention may  change,  depending  on  the credibility  of  the  central 

bank.    Hence,  by  incorporating     market  expectations  or  market  response  into  the 

model,  the  central  bank  credibility  will  be  the  key  factor  in  the  exchange  rate 

intervention model.  

3)  Government Interventions in other Areas 

The  intervention  model  can  be  applied  to other  areas  of  interest  such  as  oil 

price stabilization, price floor or price ceiling (one-sided intervention), and so on. 

4)  Empirical-Based Policy Parameters 

The policy parameters such as the benefit from exchange rate intervention (in 

this  thesis,  we  use  the  degree  of  openness  as  a  proxy)  and  the  cost  of  intervention 

(such  as  inflationary  pressure)  may  be estimated  from  empirical  data.  By  using 

empirical-based approach, the policy parameters, and hence the optimal exchange rate 

band, can reflect the true costs that appear in empirical data.  
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APPENDIX A 

 

PROOFS OF VERIFICATION THEOREM 

 

The  following  theorem  asserts  that  the value  function  that  solve  the  QVI  is 

optimal (that is, it minimizes the total cost functional J(.)). 

 

Verification Theorem 

(Reproduced from Cadenillas and Zapatero (1999) 

 

Let  )(1RC∈φ  be a solution of the QVI and let ℓ be a finite subset of R such 

that )(2 l−∈ RCφ . Suppose that there exists 0 < L < U < ∞ such that φ is linear in (0, 

L) and in (U, ∞). Then, for every ),,0(∞∈x   

 

    ).()( xxV φ≥  

 

Furthermore, if the QVI-control corresponding to φ is admissible, then it is an 

optimal impulse control, and for every ),,0(∞∈x  

 

    () ().Vx xφ=  

 

Proof 

 

Admissible  policy  (T, ξ),  with  the  continuity  and  boundedness  of φ  in  the 

interval (L, U), implies that 
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Furthermore,  the  growth  condition  required  for  admissible  control  and  the 

boundedness of φ′ imply that 
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Since X is a continuous semimartingale in a non-intervention region and φ is 

twice differentiable in (0, ∞) - ℓ, we may apply Ito’s rule to the first summation on the 

right hand side, so that, for every ni∈ , 
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According  to  a  condition   0)()( ≥+ℑ XfXφ     of  the  QVI,  when ti>τ   (a 

continuation region), we would have  
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Inequality  (.)  will  become  equality  when  the  admissible  control  associated 

with φ(X) is also the QVI-control. 

 

And  according  to  condition )()( XMX φφ ≤   of  the  QVI,  when ti≤τ   (an 

intervention region), we would have for each i 
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The  above  inequality  becomes  an  equality  when  the  admissible  control 

associated with φ(X) is also a QVI-control. 

 

Combining  the  above  inequalities,  taking  expectations,  and rearranging,  we 

have 
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With equality for QVI-control associated to φ(X). 

 

From  one  of  the  admissibility  conditions, }0lim{ =≤
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And by the boundedness requirement   
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The admissibility of a control requires that 
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With  equality  when  the  admissible  control  associated  with φ(X)  is  also  a 

QVI-control.



 

APPENDIX B 

 

IMPORTANT RESULTS FROM STOCHASTIC CALCULUS 

 

 

Stochastic Integration 

 

A  diffusion  or  Ito  process  Xt  can  be  constructed  from  Brownian  motion 

process Wt: 

 

 ])[,(),( tdttttttt WWtXttXXX −+Δ=− +Δ+ σμ  

 

Where μ(.) is the drift process, σ(.) is the volatility process. 

 

The stochastic differential equation is obtained by taking the limit Δt → 0: 
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An integral representation of the above expression is: 
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Martingales 

 

A stochastic process Xt is called an  Ғt - martingale if 

  1.  It is adapted to the filtration { Ғt}t > 0 

  2.  For every t > 0 

    E[|X(t)|] < ∞ 
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3. For every s and t, where 0 ≤ t ≤s 

E[X(s)| Ғt] = X(t) 

Where Ғt  is  a  filtration  or  information  generated  by  the  process  Xs  on  the 

interval [0, t]. 

 

Ito’s Lemma 

 

Let a stochastic process X(t) satisfies the SDE 
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Then  for  any  function f(X,t)  of  stochastic  process  Xt  which  is  twice 

differentiable in the first argument and once in its second, 
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Ito’s Lemma in higher dimension can be expressed as 
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ntttt XXXX ),.....,( ,2,1,=   is  a  vector  of  Ito  process, ft(X,t)  is  the  partial  differential 

w.r.t. t. 

fTx∇  is the gradient of f w.r.t. X. 

fx
2∇  is the Hessian matrix of f w.r.t. X. 
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Ito’s Product and Quotient Rules 

 

Ito’s product rule 
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Ito’s quotient rule 
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Feynman-Kac Stochastic Representation 

 

Assume the function F solves the boundary value problem 
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Let {Xt}0<t<T be the solution of stochastic differential equation 
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Where {Wt }t>0 is standard Brownian motion under the measure P. If 
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And for the partial differential equation 
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The solution can be represented by the Feynman-Kac formula 
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Kolmogorov Forward and Backward Equations 

 

Consider the PDE 
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where )()( xxIB ψ=  is the indicator function of a set B. 

 

The solution of the above PDE is given by 

 

 ).())(( xXBXPxXXIE tTtTB =∈==  

 

That  is,  the  solution  is  the  probability that  X  will  be  in  the  set  B  at  time  T, 

started from (t,x). 

 

If  we  let  B →  y  and  write  p(t,x;T,y)  as  the  transition  density  function,  the 

Kolmogorov backward equation is expressed as 
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This equation expresses the probability that we were at (t,x) given that we are 

now at (T,y). 

 

We  can  also  write  the Kolmogorov  forward  equation  to  explain  the 

probability that we are at (s,y) started from (t,x) as follow 
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For the case of Brownian motion with μ = 0, σ = 1, the solution to above two 

equations is the normal density. 
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Girsanov Theorem 

 

Let  Bt  be  a  Brownian  motion  with  respect  to  P,  and  let  Q  be  the  measure 

induced on C[0, T] by Xt = Bt + μt. Then every bounded Borel function W on C[0; T] 

satisfies  

 

  EQ(W) = EP (WMT ) 

 

where MT is the P-martingale defined by 
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BM tt

μ
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APPENDIX C 

 

ESTIMATION OF GBM PARAMETERS (μ, σ) 

 

      Model:  xdwxdtdx σμ +=     

   

    x(t)   = daily exchange rate (Baht/USD) for the year 2001 

    lnx(t)   = natural log of x(t) 

    lnx(t-1) = natural log of x(t-1) 

    lnx(t)-lnx(t-1) = difference of lnx 

    100*[lnx(t)-lnx(t-1)]  =  dx  =  y  =  percentage  change  of  exchange  rate

   

    Formula for estimating μ and σ: 
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From data below, we get  sy = 0.3054 and   y = 0.0042. 

 

Therefore, we will have: 
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       Daily exchange rate (Baht/SD) for the year 2001 

        (Source: Federal Reserves Bank of New York) 

x(t)  lnx(t)  lnx(t-1)

Lnx(t)-

lnx(t-1)

100*[lnx(t)-

lnx(t-1)] 

43.7900  3.7794          

43.7000  3.7773  3.7794  -0.0021 -0.2057 

43.5300  3.7735  3.7773  -0.0039 -0.3898 

43.2600  3.7672  3.7735  -0.0062 -0.6222 

42.9500  3.7600  3.7672  -0.0072 -0.7192 

43.1300  3.7642  3.7600  0.0042  0.4182 

43.2000  3.7658  3.7642  0.0016  0.1622 

43.5700  3.7744  3.7658  0.0085  0.8528 

43.3400  3.7691  3.7744  -0.0053 -0.5293 

43.0900  3.7633  3.7691  -0.0058 -0.5785 

43.3000  3.7682  3.7633  0.0049  0.4862 

43.2500  3.7670  3.7682  -0.0012 -0.1155 

43.1000  3.7635  3.7670  -0.0035 -0.3474 

43.1300  3.7642  3.7635  0.0007  0.0696 

43.0300  3.7619  3.7642  -0.0023 -0.2321 

43.1300  3.7642  3.7619  0.0023  0.2321 

42.9700  3.7605  3.7642  -0.0037 -0.3717 

42.8500  3.7577  3.7605  -0.0028 -0.2797 

42.6300  3.7526  3.7577  -0.0051 -0.5147 

42.6800  3.7537  3.7526  0.0012  0.1172 

42.4900  3.7493  3.7537  -0.0045 -0.4462 

42.3000  3.7448  3.7493  -0.0045 -0.4482 

42.3800  3.7467  3.7448  0.0019  0.1889 

42.4700  3.7488  3.7467  0.0021  0.2121 

42.4000  3.7471  3.7488  -0.0016 -0.1650 

42.7000  3.7542  3.7471  0.0071  0.7051 

42.5200  3.7500  3.7542  -0.0042 -0.4224 
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42.6000  3.7519  3.7500  0.0019  0.1880 

42.6200  3.7523  3.7519  0.0005  0.0469 

42.5200  3.7500  3.7523  -0.0023 -0.2349 

42.4000  3.7471  3.7500  -0.0028 -0.2826 

42.4200  3.7476  3.7471  0.0005  0.0472 

42.4700  3.7488  3.7476  0.0012  0.1178 

42.7900  3.7563  3.7488  0.0075  0.7506 

42.9400  3.7598  3.7563  0.0035  0.3499 

43.0200  3.7617  3.7598  0.0019  0.1861 

43.0600  3.7626  3.7617  0.0009  0.0929 

43.0500  3.7624  3.7626  -0.0002 -0.0232 

42.8500  3.7577  3.7624  -0.0047 -0.4657 

43.1100  3.7638  3.7577  0.0060  0.6049 

43.2900  3.7679  3.7638  0.0042  0.4167 

43.3900  3.7702  3.7679  0.0023  0.2307 

43.5700  3.7744  3.7702  0.0041  0.4140 

43.4400  3.7714  3.7744  -0.0030 -0.2988 

43.6900  3.7771  3.7714  0.0057  0.5739 

43.5300  3.7735  3.7771  -0.0037 -0.3669 

43.6100  3.7753  3.7735  0.0018  0.1836 

43.7800  3.7792  3.7753  0.0039  0.3891 

43.5800  3.7746  3.7792  -0.0046 -0.4579 

43.6800  3.7769  3.7746  0.0023  0.2292 

43.9700  3.7835  3.7769  0.0066  0.6617 

44.0000  3.7842  3.7835  0.0007  0.0682 

43.8900  3.7817  3.7842  -0.0025 -0.2503 

44.0700  3.7858  3.7817  0.0041  0.4093 

44.3000  3.7910  3.7858  0.0052  0.5205 

44.4500  3.7944  3.7910  0.0034  0.3380 

44.2200  3.7892  3.7944  -0.0052 -0.5188 

44.3500  3.7921  3.7892  0.0029  0.2936 
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44.4800  3.7950  3.7921  0.0029  0.2927 

44.6300  3.7984  3.7950  0.0034  0.3367 

44.7800  3.8018  3.7984  0.0034  0.3355 

45.0400  3.8076  3.8018  0.0058  0.5789 

45.1600  3.8102  3.8076  0.0027  0.2661 

45.1500  3.8100  3.8102  -0.0002 -0.0221 

45.3900  3.8153  3.8100  0.0053  0.5302 

45.3700  3.8149  3.8153  -0.0004 -0.0441 

45.5200  3.8182  3.8149  0.0033  0.3301 

45.6400  3.8208  3.8182  0.0026  0.2633 

45.5900  3.8197  3.8208  -0.0011 -0.1096 

45.5000  3.8177  3.8197  -0.0020 -0.1976 

45.4500  3.8166  3.8177  -0.0011 -0.1100 

45.4300  3.8162  3.8166  -0.0004 -0.0440 

45.5800  3.8195  3.8162  0.0033  0.3296 

45.5300  3.8184  3.8195  -0.0011 -0.1098 

45.2200  3.8115  3.8184  -0.0068 -0.6832 

45.4000  3.8155  3.8115  0.0040  0.3973 

45.6800  3.8217  3.8155  0.0061  0.6148 

45.4800  3.8173  3.8217  -0.0044 -0.4388 

45.5600  3.8190  3.8173  0.0018  0.1757 

45.6300  3.8206  3.8190  0.0015  0.1535 

45.7200  3.8225  3.8206  0.0020  0.1970 

45.7200  3.8225  3.8225  0.0000  0.0000 

45.6500  3.8210  3.8225  -0.0015 -0.1532 

45.6500  3.8210  3.8210  0.0000  0.0000 

45.5300  3.8184  3.8210  -0.0026 -0.2632 

45.4500  3.8166  3.8184  -0.0018 -0.1759 

45.6800  3.8217  3.8166  0.0050  0.5048 

45.6400  3.8208  3.8217  -0.0009 -0.0876 

45.6600  3.8212  3.8208  0.0004  0.0438 
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45.5900  3.8197  3.8212  -0.0015 -0.1534 

45.4900  3.8175  3.8197  -0.0022 -0.2196 

45.4800  3.8173  3.8175  -0.0002 -0.0220 

45.5500  3.8188  3.8173  0.0015  0.1538 

45.5100  3.8179  3.8188  -0.0009 -0.0879 

45.3700  3.8149  3.8179  -0.0031 -0.3081 

45.3500  3.8144  3.8149  -0.0004 -0.0441 

45.5400  3.8186  3.8144  0.0042  0.4181 

45.6200  3.8203  3.8186  0.0018  0.1755 

45.6400  3.8208  3.8203  0.0004  0.0438 

45.5000  3.8177  3.8208  -0.0031 -0.3072 

45.4300  3.8162  3.8177  -0.0015 -0.1540 

45.5900  3.8197  3.8162  0.0035  0.3516 

45.4300  3.8162  3.8197  -0.0035 -0.3516 

45.4300  3.8162  3.8162  0.0000  0.0000 

45.4100  3.8157  3.8162  -0.0004 -0.0440 

45.4000  3.8155  3.8157  -0.0002 -0.0220 

45.4000  3.8155  3.8155  0.0000  0.0000 

45.0000  3.8067  3.8155  -0.0088 -0.8850 

45.2800  3.8129  3.8067  0.0062  0.6203 

45.1800  3.8107  3.8129  -0.0022 -0.2211 

45.1400  3.8098  3.8107  -0.0009 -0.0886 

45.2100  3.8113  3.8098  0.0015  0.1550 

45.2900  3.8131  3.8113  0.0018  0.1768 

45.3800  3.8151  3.8131  0.0020  0.1985 

45.3700  3.8149  3.8151  -0.0002 -0.0220 

45.3100  3.8135  3.8149  -0.0013 -0.1323 

45.3600  3.8146  3.8135  0.0011  0.1103 

45.2300  3.8118  3.8146  -0.0029 -0.2870 

45.2600  3.8124  3.8118  0.0007  0.0663 

45.2800  3.8129  3.8124  0.0004  0.0442 
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45.2500  3.8122  3.8129  -0.0007 -0.0663 

45.1400  3.8098  3.8122  -0.0024 -0.2434 

45.2300  3.8118  3.8098  0.0020  0.1992 

45.2500  3.8122  3.8118  0.0004  0.0442 

45.3000  3.8133  3.8122  0.0011  0.1104 

45.2700  3.8126  3.8133  -0.0007 -0.0662 

45.3300  3.8140  3.8126  0.0013  0.1325 

45.4500  3.8166  3.8140  0.0026  0.2644 

45.5800  3.8195  3.8166  0.0029  0.2856 

45.3800  3.8151  3.8195  -0.0044 -0.4398 

45.4700  3.8171  3.8151  0.0020  0.1981 

45.4900  3.8175  3.8171  0.0004  0.0440 

45.5900  3.8197  3.8175  0.0022  0.2196 

45.5700  3.8192  3.8197  -0.0004 -0.0439 

45.7000  3.8221  3.8192  0.0028  0.2849 

45.7600  3.8234  3.8221  0.0013  0.1312 

45.7100  3.8223  3.8234  -0.0011 -0.1093 

45.7800  3.8238  3.8223  0.0015  0.1530 

45.7300  3.8228  3.8238  -0.0011 -0.1093 

45.8200  3.8247  3.8228  0.0020  0.1966 

45.7700  3.8236  3.8247  -0.0011 -0.1092 

45.7200  3.8225  3.8236  -0.0011 -0.1093 

45.7500  3.8232  3.8225  0.0007  0.0656 

45.7100  3.8223  3.8232  -0.0009 -0.0875 

45.6600  3.8212  3.8223  -0.0011 -0.1094 

45.7500  3.8232  3.8212  0.0020  0.1969 

45.7500  3.8232  3.8232  0.0000  0.0000 

45.7500  3.8232  3.8232  0.0000  0.0000 

45.6600  3.8212  3.8232  -0.0020 -0.1969 

45.4300  3.8162  3.8212  -0.0050 -0.5050 

45.4500  3.8166  3.8162  0.0004  0.0440 
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45.5000  3.8177  3.8166  0.0011  0.1100 

45.4700  3.8171  3.8177  -0.0007 -0.0660 

45.4200  3.8160  3.8171  -0.0011 -0.1100 

45.3000  3.8133  3.8160  -0.0026 -0.2646 

45.1700  3.8104  3.8133  -0.0029 -0.2874 

44.8800  3.8040  3.8104  -0.0064 -0.6441 

44.8800  3.8040  3.8040  0.0000  0.0000 

44.6800  3.7995  3.8040  -0.0045 -0.4466 

44.8200  3.8027  3.7995  0.0031  0.3128 

44.8800  3.8040  3.8027  0.0013  0.1338 

44.7000  3.8000  3.8040  -0.0040 -0.4019 

44.6500  3.7989  3.8000  -0.0011 -0.1119 

44.6200  3.7982  3.7989  -0.0007 -0.0672 

44.4300  3.7939  3.7982  -0.0043 -0.4267 

44.2600  3.7901  3.7939  -0.0038 -0.3834 

44.3200  3.7914  3.7901  0.0014  0.1355 

44.2600  3.7901  3.7914  -0.0014 -0.1355 

44.2600  3.7901  3.7901  0.0000  0.0000 

44.0800  3.7860  3.7901  -0.0041 -0.4075 

44.2300  3.7894  3.7860  0.0034  0.3397 

44.3900  3.7930  3.7894  0.0036  0.3611 

44.4800  3.7950  3.7930  0.0020  0.2025 

44.6200  3.7982  3.7950  0.0031  0.3143 

44.6500  3.7989  3.7982  0.0007  0.0672 

43.9400  3.7828  3.7989  -0.0160 -1.6029 

44.1500  3.7876  3.7828  0.0048  0.4768 

44.1200  3.7869  3.7876  -0.0007 -0.0680 

44.1800  3.7883  3.7869  0.0014  0.1359 

44.3000  3.7910  3.7883  0.0027  0.2712 

44.4500  3.7944  3.7910  0.0034  0.3380 

44.4800  3.7950  3.7944  0.0007  0.0675 
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44.3500  3.7921  3.7950  -0.0029 -0.2927 

44.4700  3.7948  3.7921  0.0027  0.2702 

44.5000  3.7955  3.7948  0.0007  0.0674 

44.5900  3.7975  3.7955  0.0020  0.2020 

44.7000  3.8000  3.7975  0.0025  0.2464 

44.6900  3.7997  3.8000  -0.0002 -0.0224 

44.6900  3.7997  3.7997  0.0000  0.0000 

44.7700  3.8015  3.7997  0.0018  0.1789 

44.8200  3.8027  3.8015  0.0011  0.1116 

44.8100  3.8024  3.8027  -0.0002 -0.0223 

44.7700  3.8015  3.8024  -0.0009 -0.0893 

44.7300  3.8006  3.8015  -0.0009 -0.0894 

44.6000  3.7977  3.8006  -0.0029 -0.2911 

44.6300  3.7984  3.7977  0.0007  0.0672 

44.7400  3.8009  3.7984  0.0025  0.2462 

44.7700  3.8015  3.8009  0.0007  0.0670 

44.7700  3.8015  3.8015  0.0000  0.0000 

44.7800  3.8018  3.8015  0.0002  0.0223 

44.8500  3.8033  3.8018  0.0016  0.1562 

44.8000  3.8022  3.8033  -0.0011 -0.1115 

44.9000  3.8044  3.8022  0.0022  0.2230 

44.8900  3.8042  3.8044  -0.0002 -0.0223 

44.8000  3.8022  3.8042  -0.0020 -0.2007 

44.6700  3.7993  3.8022  -0.0029 -0.2906 

44.7300  3.8006  3.7993  0.0013  0.1342 

44.7600  3.8013  3.8006  0.0007  0.0670 

44.7400  3.8009  3.8013  -0.0004 -0.0447 

44.6900  3.7997  3.8009  -0.0011 -0.1118 

44.6700  3.7993  3.7997  -0.0004 -0.0448 

44.6500  3.7989  3.7993  -0.0004 -0.0448 

44.4900  3.7953  3.7989  -0.0036 -0.3590 
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44.4900  3.7953  3.7953  0.0000  0.0000 

44.4000  3.7932  3.7953  -0.0020 -0.2025 

44.5000  3.7955  3.7932  0.0022  0.2250 

44.5000  3.7955  3.7955  0.0000  0.0000 

44.4800  3.7950  3.7955  -0.0004 -0.0450 

44.4600  3.7946  3.7950  -0.0004 -0.0450 

44.4100  3.7935  3.7946  -0.0011 -0.1125 

44.3600  3.7923  3.7935  -0.0011 -0.1127 

44.1900  3.7885  3.7923  -0.0038 -0.3840 

44.1800  3.7883  3.7885  -0.0002 -0.0226 

44.0600  3.7856  3.7883  -0.0027 -0.2720 

44.1100  3.7867  3.7856  0.0011  0.1134 

44.1000  3.7865  3.7867  -0.0002 -0.0227 

43.9300  3.7826  3.7865  -0.0039 -0.3862 

43.9900  3.7840  3.7826  0.0014  0.1365 

44.1000  3.7865  3.7840  0.0025  0.2497 

43.9700  3.7835  3.7865  -0.0030 -0.2952 

43.9100  3.7821  3.7835  -0.0014 -0.1365 

43.8300  3.7803  3.7821  -0.0018 -0.1824 

43.8900  3.7817  3.7803  0.0014  0.1368 

43.7600  3.7787  3.7817  -0.0030 -0.2966 

43.7200  3.7778  3.7787  -0.0009 -0.0914 

43.6800  3.7769  3.7778  -0.0009 -0.0915 

43.8400  3.7805  3.7769  0.0037  0.3656 

43.8700  3.7812  3.7805  0.0007  0.0684 

43.8900  3.7817  3.7812  0.0005  0.0456 

43.7800  3.7792  3.7817  -0.0025 -0.2509 

43.9000  3.7819  3.7792  0.0027  0.2737 

44.0200  3.7846  3.7819  0.0027  0.2730 

44.0800  3.7860  3.7846  0.0014  0.1362 

44.1000  3.7865  3.7860  0.0005  0.0454 
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44.2800  3.7905  3.7865  0.0041  0.4073 

44.1800  3.7883  3.7905  -0.0023 -0.2261 

44.2400  3.7896  3.7883  0.0014  0.1357 

      

      Mean  0.0042 

       

      Stdev  0.3054 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

APPENDIX D 

 

DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS OF EXCHANGE RATE DATA  

FOR THE YEAR 1998 - 2011 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Daily Exchange rate data Baht/US dollar for the year 1998 – 2011. 

Sources: The Bank of Thailand and Federal Reserves Bank of New York.  

 

 

 

 

Year Mean Percentage Change (%) 

100*[lnX(t) – lnX(t-1)] 

Standard 

Deviation 

1998 - 0.1116 1.4673 

1999    0.0167 0.5733 

2000    0.0643 0.4364 

2001    0.0042 0.3054 

2002 - 0.0090 0.3033 

2003 - 0.0347 0.2489 

2004 - 0.0033 0.2480 

2005    0.0216 0.2570 

2006 - 0.0522 0.3670 

2007 - 0.0275 0.1840 

2008    0.0157 0.3190 

2009 - 0.0176 0.2140 

2010 - 0.0410 0.2220 

2011    0.0220 0.3220 



 

APPENDIX E 

 

NUMERICAL COMPUTATION USING MATHEMATICA 

SOFTWARE PROGRAM 

 

Let x1 = a, x2 = , x3 = , x4 = b, x5 = A, x6 = B. 

  
BASELINE MODEL (MU = 0.1, SIGMA = 0.3, r = 0.06, 
THETA = 30, C = 1, D = 1 
eq1=x5*x1̂(-1.9176)+x6*x1̂(0.6953)-4.3478*x1̂2+1500*x1-
x5*x2̂(-1.9176)-x6*x2̂(0.6953)+4.3478*x2̂2-1500*x2-1=0 
eq2=x5*x4̂(-1.9176)+x6*x4̂(0.6953)-4.3478*x4̂2+1500*x4-
x5*x3̂(-1.9176)-x6*x3̂(0.6953)+4.3478*x3̂2-1500*x3-1=0 
eq3=-1.9176*x5*x1̂(-2.9176)+0.6953*x6*x1̂(-0.3047)-
8.6956*x1+1500=0 
eq4=-1.9176*x5*x4̂(-2.9176)+0.6953*x6*x4̂(-0.3047)-
8.6956*x4+1500=0 
eq5=-1.9176*x5*x2̂(-2.9176)+0.6953*x6*x2̂(-0.3047)-
8.6956*x2+1500=0 
eq6=-1.9176*x5*x3̂(-2.9176)+0.6953*x6*x3̂(-0.3047)-
8.6956*x3+1500=0 
 
FindRoot[{eq1,eq2,eq3,eq4,eq5,eq6},{x1,23},{x2,26},{x3,31
},{x4,35},{x5,-400000},{x6,-5000}] 

{x125.3985,x229.7877,x329.7877,x434.7815,x5-

453356.,x6-5196.32} 
Plot[-453356*x̂(-1.9176)-5196*x̂(0.6953)-

4.3478*x̂2+1500*x+(30̂2)/0.06,{x,25.40,34.78},AxesLabel{
"x","V(x)"}] 
Minimize[-453356*x̂(-1.9176)-5196*x̂(0.6953)-

4.3478*x̂2+1500*x+(30̂2)/0.06,25.40x34.78,x] 

{122.001,{x29.3621}} 
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Simulation (baseline case): (sigma = 0.3, r = 
0.06, theta = 30, C = 1, D = 1 
 
Mu = 0.2: 
  
eq1=x5*x1̂(-3.7957)+x6*x1̂(0.3513)-2.3256*x1̂2+428.57*x1-
x5*x2̂(-3.7957)-x6*x2̂(0.3513)+2.3256*x2̂2-428.57*x2-1=0 
eq2=x5*x4̂(-3.7957)+x6*x4̂(0.3513)-2.3256*x4̂2+428.57*x4-

x5*x3̂(-3.7957)-x6*x3̂(0.3513)+2.3256*x3̂2-428.57*x3-10 
eq3=-3.7957*x5*x1̂(-4.7957)+0.3513*x6*x1̂(-0.6487)-

4.6512*x1+428.570 
eq4=-3.7957*x5*x4̂(-4.7957)+0.3513*x6*x4̂(-0.6487)-

4.6512*x4+428.570 
eq5=-3.7957*x5*x2̂(-4.7957)+0.3513*x6*x2̂(-0.6487)-

4.6512*x2+428.570 
eq6=-3.7957*x5*x3̂(-4.7957)+0.3513*x6*x3̂(-0.6487)-

4.6512*x3+428.570 
 
FindRoot[{eq1,eq2,eq3,eq4,eq5,eq6},{x1,25},{x2,27},{x3,32
},{x4,35},{x5,-400000},{x6,-5000}] 
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{x125.2877,x229.5944,x329.5944,x434.6696,x5-

3.2962107,x6-7737.56} 

 
 
Mu = 0.1 
 
eq1=x5*x1̂(-1.9176)+x6*x1̂(0.6953)-4.3478*x1̂2+1500*x1-
x5*x2̂(-1.9176)-x6*x2̂(0.6953)+4.3478*x2̂2-1500*x2-1=0 
eq2=x5*x4̂(-1.9176)+x6*x4̂(0.6953)-4.3478*x4̂2+1500*x4-

x5*x3̂(-1.9176)-x6*x3̂(0.6953)+4.3478*x3̂2-1500*x3-10 
eq3=-1.9176*x5*x1̂(-2.9176)+0.6953*x6*x1̂(-0.3047)-

8.6957*x1+15000 
eq4=-1.9176*x5*x4̂(-2.9176)+0.6953*x6*x4̂(-0.3047)-

8.6957*x4+15000 
eq5=-1.9176*x5*x2̂(-2.9176)+0.6953*x6*x2̂(-0.3047)-

8.6957*x2+15000 
eq6=-1.9176*x5*x3̂(-2.9176)+0.6953*x6*x3̂(-0.3047)-

8.6957*x3+15000 
 
FindRoot[{eq1,eq2,eq3,eq4,eq5,eq6},{x1,25},{x2,27},{x3,32
},{x4,35},{x5,-400000},{x6,-5000}] 

{x125.3931,x229.8041,x329.8041,x434.7692,x5-

453356.,x6-5196.32} 
 

Mu = 0  
  
eq1=x5*x1̂(-0.7583)+x6*x1̂(1.7583)-33.33*x1̂2-1000*x1-
x5*x2̂(-0.7583)-x6*x2̂(1.7583)+33.33*x2̂2+1000*x2-1=0 
eq2=x5*x4̂(-0.7583)+x6*x4̂(1.7583)-33.33*x4̂2-1000*x4-
x5*x3̂(-0.7583)-x6*x3̂(1.7583)+33.33*x3̂2+1000*x3-1=0 
eq3=-0.7583*x5*x1̂(-1.7583)+1.7583*x6*x1̂(0.7583)-
66.67*x1-1000=0 
eq4=-0.7583*x5*x4̂(-1.7583)+1.7583*x6*x4̂(0.7583)-
66.67*x4-1000=0 
eq5=-0.7583*x5*x2̂(-1.7583)+1.7583*x6*x2̂(0.7583)-
66.67*x2-1000=0 
eq6=-0.7583*x5*x3̂(-1.7583)+1.7583*x6*x3̂(0.7583)-
66.67*x3-1000=0 
 
FindRoot[{eq1,eq2,eq3,eq4,eq5,eq6},{x1,25},{x2,27},{x3,32
},{x4,35},{x5,-400000},{x6,-5000}] 

{x124.7284,x231.5434,x331.5434,x434.0989,x5-

55654.2,x6124.789} 
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Mu = -0.1 
 
eq1=x5*x1̂(-0.3711)+x6*x1̂(3.5933)+5.8824*x1̂2-375*x1-
x5*x2̂(-0.3711)-x6*x2̂(3.5933)-5.8824*x2̂2+375*x2-1=0 
eq2=x5*x4̂(-0.3711)+x6*x4̂(3.5933)+5.8824*x4̂2-375*x4-
x5*x3̂(-0.3711)-x6*x3̂(3.5933)-5.8824*x3̂2+375*x3-1=0 
eq3=-0.3711*x5*x1̂(-
1.3711)+3.5933*x6*x1̂(2.5933)+11.7648*x1-375=0 
eq4=-0.3711*x5*x4̂(-
1.3711)+3.5933*x6*x4̂(2.5933)+11.7648*x4-375=0 
eq5=-0.3711*x5*x2̂(-
1.3711)+3.5933*x6*x2̂(2.5933)+11.7648*x2-375=0 
eq6=-0.3711*x5*x3̂(-
1.3711)+3.5933*x6*x3̂(2.5933)+11.7648*x3-375=0 
 
FindRoot[{eq1,eq2,eq3,eq4,eq5,eq6},{x1,23},{x2,26},{x3,32
},{x4,35},{x5,-400000},{x6,-5000}] 

{x125.5883,x230.1648,x330.1648,x435.0201,x5-

29154.8,x6-0.00329035} 
 

 
Mu = -0.2 
 
eq1=x5*x1̂(-0.2348)+x6*x1̂(5.6792)+2.7027*x1̂2-230.77*x1-
x5*x2̂(-0.2348)-x6*x2̂(5.6792)-2.7027*x2̂2+230.77*x2-1=0 
eq2=x5*x4̂(-0.2348)+x6*x4̂(5.6792)+2.7027*x4̂2-230.77*x4-
x5*x3̂(-0.2348)-x6*x3̂(5.6792)-2.7027*x3̂2+230.77*x3-1=0 
eq3=-0.2348*x5*x1̂(-
1.2348)+5.6792*x6*x1̂(4.6792)+5.4054*x1-230.77=0 
eq4=-0.2348*x5*x4̂(-
1.2348)+5.6792*x6*x4̂(4.6792)+5.4054*x4-230.77=0 
eq5=-0.2348*x5*x2̂(-
1.2348)+5.6792*x6*x2̂(4.6792)+5.4054*x2-230.77=0 
eq6=-0.2348*x5*x3̂(-
1.2348)+5.6792*x6*x3̂(4.6792)+5.4054*x3-230.77=0 
 
FindRoot[{eq1,eq2,eq3,eq4,eq5,eq6},{x1,23},{x2,26},{x3,32
},{x4,35},{x5,-400000},{x6,-5000}] 

{x125.6718,x230.3531,x330.3531,x435.1516,x5-

22933.5,x6-2.6362910-7} 
 
 

VARY SIGMA (MU=0.1, r=0.06, C=1, D=1) 
 
SIGMA = 0.4 
 eq1=x5*x1̂(-1)+x6*x1̂(0.75)-3.33*x1̂2+1500*x1-x5*x2̂(-1)-
x6*x2̂(0.75)+3.33*x2̂2-1500*x2-1=0 
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eq2=x5*x4̂(-1)+x6*x4̂(0.75)-3.33*x4̂2+1500*x4-x5*x3̂(-1)-
x6*x3̂(0.75)+3.33*x3̂2-1500*x3-1=0 
eq3=-1*x5*x1̂(-2)+0.75*x6*x1̂(-0.25)-6.67*x1+1500=0 
eq4=-1*x5*x4̂(-2)+0.75*x6*x4̂(-0.25)-6.67*x4+1500=0 
eq5=-1*x5*x2̂(-2)+0.75*x6*x2̂(-0.25)-6.67*x2+1500=0 
eq6=-1*x5*x3̂(-2)+0.75*x6*x3̂(-0.25)-6.67*x3+1500=0 
 
FindRoot[{eq1,eq2,eq3,eq4,eq5,eq6},{x1,23},{x2,25},{x3,32
},{x4,36},{x5,-400000},{x6,-5000}] 

{x123.7809,x231.8454,x331.8454,x434.5139,x5-

61799.4,x6-4271.31} 
 
 
SIGMA = 0.3 
  
eq1=x5*x1̂(-1.9176)+x6*x1̂(0.6953)-4.3478*x1̂2+1500*x1-
x5*x2̂(-1.9176)-x6*x2̂(0.6953)+4.3478*x2̂2-1500*x2-1=0 
eq2=x5*x4̂(-1.9176)+x6*x4̂(0.6953)-4.3478*x4̂2+1500*x4-
x5*x3̂(-1.9176)-x6*x3̂(0.6953)+4.3478*x3̂2-1500*x3-1=0 
eq3=-1.9176*x5*x1̂(-2.9176)+0.6953*x6*x1̂(-0.3047)-
8.6957*x1+1500=0 
eq4=-1.9176*x5*x4̂(-2.9176)+0.6953*x6*x4̂(-0.3047)-
8.6957*x4+1500=0 
eq5=-1.9176*x5*x2̂(-2.9176)+0.6953*x6*x2̂(-0.3047)-
8.6957*x2+1500=0 
eq6=-1.9176*x5*x3̂(-2.9176)+0.6953*x6*x3̂(-0.3047)-
8.6957*x3+1500=0 
 
FindRoot[{eq1,eq2,eq3,eq4,eq5,eq6},{x1,23},{x2,26},{x3,32
},{x4,35},{x5,-400000},{x6,-5000}] 

{x125.3931,x229.8041,x329.8041,x434.7692,x5-

453356.,x6-5196.32} 
 
SIGMA = 0.2 
  
eq1=x5*x1̂(-4.6458)+x6*x1̂(0.6458)-5.5556*x1̂2+1500*x1-
x5*x2̂(-4.6458)-x6*x2̂(0.6458)+5.5556*x2̂2-1500*x2-1=0 
eq2=x5*x4̂(-4.6458)+x6*x4̂(0.6458)-5.5556*x4̂2+1500*x4-
x5*x3̂(-4.6458)-x6*x3̂(0.6458)+5.5556*x3̂2-1500*x3-1=0 
eq3=-4.6458*x5*x1̂(-5.6458)+0.6458*x6*x1̂(-0.3542)-
11.1112*x1+1500=0 
eq4=-4.6458*x5*x4̂(-5.6458)+0.6458*x6*x4̂(-0.3542)-
11.1112*x4+1500=0 
eq5=-4.6458*x5*x2̂(-5.6458)+0.6458*x6*x2̂(-0.3542)-
11.1112*x2+1500=0 
eq6=-4.6458*x5*x3̂(-5.6458)+0.6458*x6*x3̂(-0.3542)-
11.1112*x3+1500=0 
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FindRoot[{eq1,eq2,eq3,eq4,eq5,eq6},{x1,24},{x2,27},{x3,32
},{x4,35},{x5,-400000},{x6,-5000}] 

{x126.1309,x229.6955,x329.6955,x433.7998,x5-

6.40909108,x6-6096.16} 

 
SIGMA = 0.1 
  
eq1=x5*x1̂(-19.6119)+x6*x1̂(0.6119)-6.6667*x1̂2+1500*x1-
x5*x2̂(-19.6119)-x6*x2̂(0.6119)+6.6667*x2̂2-1500*x2-1=0 
eq2=x5*x4̂(-19.6119)+x6*x4̂(0.6119)-6.6667*x4̂2+1500*x4-
x5*x3̂(-19.6119)-x6*x3̂(0.6119)+6.6667*x3̂2-1500*x3-1=0 
eq3=-19.6119*x5*x1̂(-20.6119)+0.6119*x6*x1̂(-0.3881)-
13.3334*x1+1500=0 
eq4=-19.6119*x5*x4̂(-20.6119)+0.6119*x6*x4̂(-0.3881)-
13.3334*x4+1500=0 
eq5=-19.6119*x5*x2̂(-20.6119)+0.6119*x6*x2̂(-0.3881)-
13.3334*x2+1500=0 
eq6=-19.6119*x5*x3̂(-20.6119)+0.6119*x6*x3̂(-0.3881)-
13.3334*x3+1500=0 
 
FindRoot[{eq1,eq2,eq3,eq4,eq5,eq6},{x1,27},{x2,29},{x3,31
},{x4,33},{x5,-400000},{x6,-5000}] 
FindRoot::jsing :  Encountered a singular Jacobian at the 
point {x1,x2,x3,x4,x5,x6} = {27.,29.,31.,33.,-400000.,-

5000.}. Try perturbing the initial point(s).  
 
 

VARY r 
 
r = 0.06 
 
eq1=x5*x1̂(-1.9176)+x6*x1̂(0.6953)-4.3478*x1̂2+1500*x1-
x5*x2̂(-1.9176)-x6*x2̂(0.6953)+4.3478*x2̂2-1500*x2-1=0 
eq2=x5*x4̂(-1.9176)+x6*x4̂(0.6953)-4.3478*x4̂2+1500*x4-
x5*x3̂(-1.9176)-x6*x3̂(0.6953)+4.3478*x3̂2-1500*x3-1=0 
eq3=-1.9176*x5*x1̂(-2.9176)+0.6953*x6*x1̂(-0.3047)-
8.6957*x1+1500=0 
eq4=-1.9176*x5*x4̂(-2.9176)+0.6953*x6*x4̂(-0.3047)-
8.6957*x4+1500=0 
eq5=-1.9176*x5*x2̂(-2.9176)+0.6953*x6*x2̂(-0.3047)-
8.6957*x2+1500=0 
eq6=-1.9176*x5*x3̂(-2.9176)+0.6953*x6*x3̂(-0.3047)-
8.6957*x3+1500=0 
 
FindRoot[{eq1,eq2,eq3,eq4,eq5,eq6},{x1,23},{x2,26},{x3,31
},{x4,33},{x5,-400000},{x6,-5000}] 
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{x125.3931,x229.8041,x329.8041,x434.7692,x5-

453356.,x6-5196.32} 
 
r = 0.05 
  
eq1=x5*x1̂(-1.8295)+x6*x1̂(0.6073)-4.1667*x1̂2+1200*x1-
x5*x2̂(-1.8295)-x6*x2̂(0.6073)+4.1667*x2̂2-1200*x2-1=0 
eq2=x5*x4̂(-1.8295)+x6*x4̂(0.6073)-4.1667*x4̂2+1200*x4-
x5*x3̂(-1.8295)-x6*x3̂(0.6073)+4.1667*x3̂2-1200*x3-1=0 
eq3=-1.8295*x5*x1̂(-2.8295)+0.6073*x6*x1̂(-0.3927)-
8.3334*x1+1200=0 
eq4=-1.8295*x5*x4̂(-2.8295)+0.6073*x6*x4̂(-0.3927)-
8.3334*x4+1200=0 
eq5=-1.8295*x5*x2̂(-2.8295)+0.6073*x6*x2̂(-0.3927)-
8.3334*x2+1200=0 
eq6=-1.8295*x5*x3̂(-2.8295)+0.6073*x6*x3̂(-0.3927)-
8.3334*x3+1200=0 
 
FindRoot[{eq1,eq2,eq3,eq4,eq5,eq6},{x1,23},{x2,25},{x3,32
},{x4,35},{x5,-400000},{x6,-5000}] 

{x125.3972,x229.7857,x329.7857,x434.7787,x5-

399178.,x6-6250.39} 
 
r = 0.04 
  
eq1=x5*x1̂(-1.7347)+x6*x1̂(0.5124)-4*x1̂2+1000*x1-
x5*x2̂(-1.7347)-x6*x2̂(0.5124)+4*x2̂2-1000*x2-1=0 
eq2=x5*x4̂(-1.7347)+x6*x4̂(0.5124)-4*x4̂2+1000*x4-
x5*x3̂(-1.7347)-x6*x3̂(0.5124)+4*x3̂2-1000*x3-1=0 
eq3=-1.7347*x5*x1̂(-2.7347)+0.5124*x6*x1̂(-0.4876)-
8*x1+1000=0 
eq4=-1.7347*x5*x4̂(-2.7347)+0.5124*x6*x4̂(-0.4876)-
8*x4+1000=0 
eq5=-1.7347*x5*x2̂(-2.7347)+0.5124*x6*x2̂(-0.4876)-
8*x2+1000=0 
eq6=-1.7347*x5*x3̂(-2.7347)+0.5124*x6*x3̂(-0.4876)-
8*x3+1000=0 
 
FindRoot[{eq1,eq2,eq3,eq4,eq5,eq6},{x1,23},{x2,26},{x3,31
},{x4,33},{x5,-400000},{x6,-5000}] 

{x125.3986,x229.7865,x329.7865,x434.7788,x5-

351799.,x6-8359.06} 
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r = 0.03 
  
eq1=x5*x1̂(-1.6310)+x6*x1̂(0.4088)-
3.8462*x1̂2+857.143*x1-x5*x2̂(-1.6310)-
x6*x2̂(0.4088)+3.8462*x2̂2-857.143*x2-1=0 
eq2=x5*x4̂(-1.6310)+x6*x4̂(0.4088)-
3.8462*x4̂2+857.143*x4-x5*x3̂(-1.6310)-
x6*x3̂(0.4088)+3.8462*x3̂2-857.143*x3-1=0 
eq3=-1.6310*x5*x1̂(-2.6310)+0.4088*x6*x1̂(-0.5912)-
7.6924*x1+857.143=0 
eq4=-1.6310*x5*x4̂(-2.6310)+0.4088*x6*x4̂(-0.5912)-
7.6924*x4+857.143=0 
eq5=-1.6310*x5*x2̂(-2.6310)+0.4088*x6*x2̂(-0.5912)-
7.6924*x2+857.143=0 
eq6=-1.6310*x5*x3̂(-2.6310)+0.4088*x6*x3̂(-0.5912)-
7.6924*x3+857.143=0 
 
FindRoot[{eq1,eq2,eq3,eq4,eq5,eq6},{x1,23},{x2,25},{x3,31
},{x4,33},{x5,-400000},{x6,-5000}] 

{x125.3962,x229.7833,x329.7833,x434.7748,x5-

310407.,x6-12645.6} 
 
 
r = 0.02 
  
eq1=x5*x1̂(-1.5155)+x6*x1̂(0.2933)-3.7037*x1̂2+750*x1-
x5*x2̂(-1.5155)-x6*x2̂(0.2933)+3.7037*x2̂2-750*x2-1=0 
eq2=x5*x4̂(-1.5155)+x6*x4̂(0.2933)-3.7037*x4̂2+750*x4-
x5*x3̂(-1.5155)-x6*x3̂(0.2933)+3.7037*x3̂2-750*x3-1=0 
eq3=-1.5155*x5*x1̂(-2.5155)+0.2933*x6*x1̂(-0.7067)-
7.4074*x1+750=0 
eq4=-1.5155*x5*x4̂(-2.5155)+0.2933*x6*x4̂(-0.7067)-
7.4074*x4+750=0 
eq5=-1.5155*x5*x2̂(-2.5155)+0.2933*x6*x2̂(-0.7067)-
7.4074*x2+750=0 
eq6=-1.5155*x5*x3̂(-2.5155)+0.2933*x6*x3̂(-0.7067)-
7.4074*x3+750=0 
 
FindRoot[{eq1,eq2,eq3,eq4,eq5,eq6},{x1,23},{x2,25},{x3,31
},{x4,33},{x5,-400000},{x6,-5000}] 

{x125.3977,x229.7843,x329.7843,x434.7752,x5-

275599.,x6-22938.} 
 
r = 0.01 
  
eq1=x5*x1̂(-1.3829)+x6*x1̂(0.1607)-3.5714*x1̂2+666.67*x1-
x5*x2̂(-1.3829)-x6*x2̂(0.1607)+3.5714*x2̂2-666.67*x2-1=0 
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eq2=x5*x4̂(-1.3829)+x6*x4̂(0.1607)-3.5714*x4̂2+666.67*x4-
x5*x3̂(-1.3829)-x6*x3̂(0.1607)+3.5714*x3̂2-666.67*x3-1=0 
eq3=-1.3829*x5*x1̂(-2.3829)+0.1607*x6*x1̂(-0.8393)-
7.1428*x1+666.67=0 
eq4=-1.3829*x5*x4̂(-2.3829)+0.1607*x6*x4̂(-0.8393)-
7.1428*x4+666.67=0 
eq5=-1.3829*x5*x2̂(-2.3829)+0.1607*x6*x2̂(-0.8393)-
7.1428*x2+666.67=0 
eq6=-1.3829*x5*x3̂(-2.3829)+0.1607*x6*x3̂(-0.8393)-

7.1428*x3+666.670 
 
FindRoot[{eq1,eq2,eq3,eq4,eq5,eq6},{x1,23},{x2,26},{x3,31
},{x4,33},{x5,-400000},{x6,-5000}] 

{x125.3992,x229.7852,x329.7852,x434.7755,x5-

248138.,x6-60092.4} 
 
 
MANAGED FLOATING 
(mu = 0.1, sigma = 0.3, r = 0.06, q = 125, C=1, D=1) 
eq1=x5*x1̂(-1.9176)+x6*x1̂(0.6953)-4.3478*x1̂2+1500*x1-
x5*x2̂(-1.9176)-x6*x2̂(0.6953)+4.3478*x2̂2-1500*x2-

0.0080 
eq2=x5*x4̂(-1.9176)+x6*x4̂(0.6953)-4.3478*x4̂2+1500*x4-
x5*x3̂(-1.9176)-x6*x3̂(0.6953)+4.3478*x3̂2-1500*x3-

0.0080 
eq3=-1.9176*x5*x1̂(-2.9176)+0.6953*x6*x1̂(-0.3047)-

8.6956*x1+15000 
eq4=-1.9176*x5*x4̂(-2.9176)+0.6953*x6*x4̂(-0.3047)-

8.6956*x4+15000 
eq5=-1.9176*x5*x2̂(-2.9176)+0.6953*x6*x2̂(-0.3047)-

8.6956*x2+15000 
eq6=-1.9176*x5*x3̂(-2.9176)+0.6953*x6*x3̂(-0.3047)-

8.6956*x3+15000 
 
FindRoot[{eq1,eq2,eq3,eq4,eq5,eq6},{x1,24},{x2,27},{x3,31
},{x4,34},{x5,-400000},{x6,-5000}] 

{x128.6063,x229.9834,x329.9834,x431.4146,x5-

473161.,x6-5204.02} 
Plot[-473161*x̂(-1.9176)-5204.02*x̂(0.6953)-

4.3478*x̂2+1500*x+(30̂2)/0.06,{x,28.61,31.41},AxesLabel{
"x","V(x)"}] 
Minimize[-473161*x̂(-1.9176)-5204.02*x̂(0.6953)-

4.3478*x̂2+1500*x+(30̂2)/0.06,28.61x31.41,x] 

{7.56173,{x30.0353}} 
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VARY q 
 
q = 1 
eq1=x5*x1̂(-1.9176)+x6*x1̂(0.6953)-4.3478*x1̂2+1500*x1-
x5*x2̂(-1.9176)-x6*x2̂(0.6953)+4.3478*x2̂2-1500*x2-1=0 
eq2=x5*x4̂(-1.9176)+x6*x4̂(0.6953)-4.3478*x4̂2+1500*x4-
x5*x3̂(-1.9176)-x6*x3̂(0.6953)+4.3478*x3̂2-1500*x3-1=0 
eq3=-1.9176*x5*x1̂(-2.9176)+0.6953*x6*x1̂(-0.3047)-
8.6956*x1+1500=0 
eq4=-1.9176*x5*x4̂(-2.9176)+0.6953*x6*x4̂(-0.3047)-
8.6956*x4+1500=0 
eq5=-1.9176*x5*x2̂(-2.9176)+0.6953*x6*x2̂(-0.3047)-
8.6956*x2+1500=0 
eq6=-1.9176*x5*x3̂(-2.9176)+0.6953*x6*x3̂(-0.3047)-
8.6956*x3+1500=0 
 
FindRoot[{eq1,eq2,eq3,eq4,eq5,eq6},{x1,23},{x2,25},{x3,32
},{x4,34},{x5,-400000},{x6,-5000}] 

{x125.3985,x229.7877,x329.7877,x434.7815,x5-

453356.,x6-5196.32} 
 
q = 2 
eq1=x5*x1̂(-1.9176)+x6*x1̂(0.6953)-4.3478*x1̂2+1500*x1-
x5*x2̂(-1.9176)-x6*x2̂(0.6953)+4.3478*x2̂2-1500*x2-0.5=0 
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eq2=x5*x4̂(-1.9176)+x6*x4̂(0.6953)-4.3478*x4̂2+1500*x4-
x5*x3̂(-1.9176)-x6*x3̂(0.6953)+4.3478*x3̂2-1500*x3-0.5=0 
eq3=-1.9176*x5*x1̂(-2.9176)+0.6953*x6*x1̂(-0.3047)-
8.6956*x1+1500=0 
eq4=-1.9176*x5*x4̂(-2.9176)+0.6953*x6*x4̂(-0.3047)-
8.6956*x4+1500=0 
eq5=-1.9176*x5*x2̂(-2.9176)+0.6953*x6*x2̂(-0.3047)-
8.6956*x2+1500=0 
eq6=-1.9176*x5*x3̂(-2.9176)+0.6953*x6*x3̂(-0.3047)-
8.6956*x3+1500=0 
 
FindRoot[{eq1,eq2,eq3,eq4,eq5,eq6},{x1,23},{x2,25},{x3,32
},{x4,34},{x5,-400000},{x6,-5000}] 

{x126.1183,x229.8506,x329.8506,x434.0104,x5-

459657.,x6-5198.79} 
 
q = 4 
eq1=x5*x1̂(-1.9176)+x6*x1̂(0.6953)-4.3478*x1̂2+1500*x1-
x5*x2̂(-1.9176)-x6*x2̂(0.6953)+4.3478*x2̂2-1500*x2-0.25=0 
eq2=x5*x4̂(-1.9176)+x6*x4̂(0.6953)-4.3478*x4̂2+1500*x4-
x5*x3̂(-1.9176)-x6*x3̂(0.6953)+4.3478*x3̂2-1500*x3-0.25=0 
eq3=-1.9176*x5*x1̂(-2.9176)+0.6953*x6*x1̂(-0.3047)-
8.6956*x1+1500=0 
eq4=-1.9176*x5*x4̂(-2.9176)+0.6953*x6*x4̂(-0.3047)-
8.6956*x4+1500=0 
eq5=-1.9176*x5*x2̂(-2.9176)+0.6953*x6*x2̂(-0.3047)-
8.6956*x2+1500=0 
eq6=-1.9176*x5*x3̂(-2.9176)+0.6953*x6*x3̂(-0.3047)-
8.6956*x3+1500=0 
 
FindRoot[{eq1,eq2,eq3,eq4,eq5,eq6},{x1,23},{x2,25},{x3,32
},{x4,34},{x5,-400000},{x6,-5000}] 

{x126.7274,x229.8951,x329.8951,x433.365,x5-

464153.,x6-5200.55} 
 
 
q = 8 
eq1=x5*x1̂(-1.9176)+x6*x1̂(0.6953)-4.3478*x1̂2+1500*x1-
x5*x2̂(-1.9176)-x6*x2̂(0.6953)+4.3478*x2̂2-1500*x2-
0.125=0 
eq2=x5*x4̂(-1.9176)+x6*x4̂(0.6953)-4.3478*x4̂2+1500*x4-
x5*x3̂(-1.9176)-x6*x3̂(0.6953)+4.3478*x3̂2-1500*x3-
0.125=0 
eq3=-1.9176*x5*x1̂(-2.9176)+0.6953*x6*x1̂(-0.3047)-
8.6956*x1+1500=0 
eq4=-1.9176*x5*x4̂(-2.9176)+0.6953*x6*x4̂(-0.3047)-
8.6956*x4+1500=0 
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eq5=-1.9176*x5*x2̂(-2.9176)+0.6953*x6*x2̂(-0.3047)-
8.6956*x2+1500=0 
eq6=-1.9176*x5*x3̂(-2.9176)+0.6953*x6*x3̂(-0.3047)-
8.6956*x3+1500=0 
 
FindRoot[{eq1,eq2,eq3,eq4,eq5,eq6},{x1,23},{x2,25},{x3,32
},{x4,34},{x5,-400000},{x6,-5000}] 

{x127.2424,x229.9266,x329.9266,x432.8245,x5-

467351.,x6-5201.78} 
 
q = 16 
eq1=x5*x1̂(-1.9176)+x6*x1̂(0.6953)-4.3478*x1̂2+1500*x1-
x5*x2̂(-1.9176)-x6*x2̂(0.6953)+4.3478*x2̂2-1500*x2-
0.0625=0 
eq2=x5*x4̂(-1.9176)+x6*x4̂(0.6953)-4.3478*x4̂2+1500*x4-
x5*x3̂(-1.9176)-x6*x3̂(0.6953)+4.3478*x3̂2-1500*x3-
0.0625=0 
eq3=-1.9176*x5*x1̂(-2.9176)+0.6953*x6*x1̂(-0.3047)-
8.6956*x1+1500=0 
eq4=-1.9176*x5*x4̂(-2.9176)+0.6953*x6*x4̂(-0.3047)-
8.6956*x4+1500=0 
eq5=-1.9176*x5*x2̂(-2.9176)+0.6953*x6*x2̂(-0.3047)-
8.6956*x2+1500=0 
eq6=-1.9176*x5*x3̂(-2.9176)+0.6953*x6*x3̂(-0.3047)-
8.6956*x3+1500=0 
 
FindRoot[{eq1,eq2,eq3,eq4,eq5,eq6},{x1,24},{x2,26},{x3,32
},{x4,34},{x5,-400000},{x6,-5000}] 

{x127.6772,x229.9489,x329.9489,x432.3716,x5-

469623.,x6-5202.66} 
 
q = 32 
eq1=x5*x1̂(-1.9176)+x6*x1̂(0.6953)-4.3478*x1̂2+1500*x1-
x5*x2̂(-1.9176)-x6*x2̂(0.6953)+4.3478*x2̂2-1500*x2-0.03=0 
eq2=x5*x4̂(-1.9176)+x6*x4̂(0.6953)-4.3478*x4̂2+1500*x4-
x5*x3̂(-1.9176)-x6*x3̂(0.6953)+4.3478*x3̂2-1500*x3-0.03=0 
eq3=-1.9176*x5*x1̂(-2.9176)+0.6953*x6*x1̂(-0.3047)-
8.6956*x1+1500=0 
eq4=-1.9176*x5*x4̂(-2.9176)+0.6953*x6*x4̂(-0.3047)-
8.6956*x4+1500=0 
eq5=-1.9176*x5*x2̂(-2.9176)+0.6953*x6*x2̂(-0.3047)-

8.6956*x2+15000 
eq6=-1.9176*x5*x3̂(-2.9176)+0.6953*x6*x3̂(-0.3047)-
8.6956*x3+1500=0 
 
FindRoot[{eq1,eq2,eq3,eq4,eq5,eq6},{x1,23},{x2,25},{x3,32
},{x4,34},{x5,-400000},{x6,-5000}] 
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{x128.0639,x229.9654,x329.9654,x431.9716,x5-

471313.,x6-5203.31} 
 
  
INFLATION TARGETING 
 = 0.1,  = 0.3, r = 0.06,  = 30, z = 10, 
C = 1, D = 1 
 
eq1=x5*x1̂(-4.6458)+x6*x1̂(0.6458)-5.5556*x1̂2+1500*x1-

x5*x2̂(-4.6458)-x6*x2̂(0.6458)+5.5556*x2̂2-1500*x2-100 
eq2=x5*x4̂(-4.6458)+x6*x4̂(0.6458)-5.5556*x4̂2+1500*x4-

x5*x3̂(-4.6458)-x6*x3̂(0.6458)+5.5556*x3̂2-1500*x3-10 
eq3=-4.6458*x5*x1̂(-5.6458)+0.6458*x6*x1̂(-0.3542)-

11.1112*x1+15000 
eq4=-4.6458*x5*x4̂(-5.6458)+0.6458*x6*x4̂(-0.3542)-

11.1112*x4+15000 
eq5=-4.6458*x5*x2̂(-5.6458)+0.6458*x6*x2̂(-0.3542)-

11.1112*x2+15000 
eq6=-4.6458*x5*x3̂(-5.6458)+0.6458*x6*x3̂(-0.3542)-

11.1112*x3+15000 
FindRoot[{eq1,eq2,eq3,eq4,eq5,eq6},{x1,23},{x2,26},{x3,33
},{x4,35},{x5,-400000},{x6,-5000}] 

{x123.8135,x230.8417,x330.8417,x434.4795,x5-

5.64031108,x6-6090.27} 

 
 
FindRoot[{eq1,eq2,eq3,eq4,eq5,eq6},{x1,25},{x2,28},{x3,33
},{x4,36},{x5,-400000},{x6,-5000}] 

{x124.6813,x230.4493,x330.4493,x434.2227,x5-

5.96916108,x6-6092.69} 

Plot[-596000000*x̂(-4.6458)-6092*x̂(0.6458)-

5.5556*x̂2+1500*x+(30̂2)/0.06,{x,24.68,34.22},AxesLabel{
"x","V(x)"}] 
Minimize[-596000000*x̂(-4.6458)-6092*x̂(0.6458)-

5.5556*x̂2+1500*x+(30̂2)/0.06,24.68x34.22,x] 

{130.221,{x30.1599}} 
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z = 1 (sigma(pi) = 0.2) 
eq1=x5*x1̂(-4.6458)+x6*x1̂(0.6458)-5.5556*x1̂2+1500*x1-

x5*x2̂(-4.6458)-x6*x2̂(0.6458)+5.5556*x2̂2-1500*x2-10 
eq2=x5*x4̂(-4.6458)+x6*x4̂(0.6458)-5.5556*x4̂2+1500*x4-

x5*x3̂(-4.6458)-x6*x3̂(0.6458)+5.5556*x3̂2-1500*x3-10 
eq3=-4.6458*x5*x1̂(-5.6458)+0.6458*x6*x1̂(-0.3542)-

11.1112*x1+15000 
eq4=-4.6458*x5*x4̂(-5.6458)+0.6458*x6*x4̂(-0.3542)-

11.1112*x4+15000 
eq5=-4.6458*x5*x2̂(-5.6458)+0.6458*x6*x2̂(-0.3542)-

11.1112*x2+15000 
eq6=-4.6458*x5*x3̂(-5.6458)+0.6458*x6*x3̂(-0.3542)-

11.1112*x3+15000 
 
FindRoot[{eq1,eq2,eq3,eq4,eq5,eq6},{x1,23},{x2,26},{x3,33
},{x4,35},{x5,-400000},{x6,-5000}] 

{x126.1309,x229.6955,x329.6955,x433.7998,x5-

6.40909108,x6-6096.16} 
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Z = 2 
eq1=x5*x1̂(-4.6458)+x6*x1̂(0.6458)-5.5556*x1̂2+1500*x1-

x5*x2̂(-4.6458)-x6*x2̂(0.6458)+5.5556*x2̂2-1500*x2-20 
eq2=x5*x4̂(-4.6458)+x6*x4̂(0.6458)-5.5556*x4̂2+1500*x4-

x5*x3̂(-4.6458)-x6*x3̂(0.6458)+5.5556*x3̂2-1500*x3-10 
eq3=-4.6458*x5*x1̂(-5.6458)+0.6458*x6*x1̂(-0.3542)-

11.1112*x1+15000 
eq4=-4.6458*x5*x4̂(-5.6458)+0.6458*x6*x4̂(-0.3542)-

11.1112*x4+15000 
eq5=-4.6458*x5*x2̂(-5.6458)+0.6458*x6*x2̂(-0.3542)-

11.1112*x2+15000 
eq6=-4.6458*x5*x3̂(-5.6458)+0.6458*x6*x3̂(-0.3542)-

11.1112*x3+15000 
 
FindRoot[{eq1,eq2,eq3,eq4,eq5,eq6},{x1,23},{x2,26},{x3,33
},{x4,35},{x5,-400000},{x6,-5000}] 

{x125.5915,x229.9929,x329.9929,x433.9538,x5-

6.26329108,x6-6094.97} 

 
Z = 4 
eq1=x5*x1̂(-4.6458)+x6*x1̂(0.6458)-5.5556*x1̂2+1500*x1-

x5*x2̂(-4.6458)-x6*x2̂(0.6458)+5.5556*x2̂2-1500*x2-40 
eq2=x5*x4̂(-4.6458)+x6*x4̂(0.6458)-5.5556*x4̂2+1500*x4-

x5*x3̂(-4.6458)-x6*x3̂(0.6458)+5.5556*x3̂2-1500*x3-10 
eq3=-4.6458*x5*x1̂(-5.6458)+0.6458*x6*x1̂(-0.3542)-

11.1112*x1+15000 
eq4=-4.6458*x5*x4̂(-5.6458)+0.6458*x6*x4̂(-0.3542)-

11.1112*x4+15000 
eq5=-4.6458*x5*x2̂(-5.6458)+0.6458*x6*x2̂(-0.3542)-

11.1112*x2+15000 
eq6=-4.6458*x5*x3̂(-5.6458)+0.6458*x6*x3̂(-0.3542)-

11.1112*x3+15000 
 
FindRoot[{eq1,eq2,eq3,eq4,eq5,eq6},{x1,23},{x2,26},{x3,33
},{x4,35},{x5,-400000},{x6,-5000}] 

{x124.926,x230.3315,x330.3315,x434.1499,x5-

6.05375108,x6-6093.33} 

 
Z = 8 
eq1=x5*x1̂(-4.6458)+x6*x1̂(0.6458)-5.5556*x1̂2+1500*x1-

x5*x2̂(-4.6458)-x6*x2̂(0.6458)+5.5556*x2̂2-1500*x2-80 
eq2=x5*x4̂(-4.6458)+x6*x4̂(0.6458)-5.5556*x4̂2+1500*x4-

x5*x3̂(-4.6458)-x6*x3̂(0.6458)+5.5556*x3̂2-1500*x3-10 
eq3=-4.6458*x5*x1̂(-5.6458)+0.6458*x6*x1̂(-0.3542)-

11.1112*x1+15000 
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eq4=-4.6458*x5*x4̂(-5.6458)+0.6458*x6*x4̂(-0.3542)-

11.1112*x4+15000 
eq5=-4.6458*x5*x2̂(-5.6458)+0.6458*x6*x2̂(-0.3542)-

11.1112*x2+15000 
eq6=-4.6458*x5*x3̂(-5.6458)+0.6458*x6*x3̂(-0.3542)-

11.1112*x3+15000 
 
FindRoot[{eq1,eq2,eq3,eq4,eq5,eq6},{x1,23},{x2,26},{x3,33
},{x4,35},{x5,-400000},{x6,-5000}] 

{x124.1116,x230.7111,x330.7111,x434.3917,x5-

5.75807108,x6-6091.12} 

 
Z = 10  
eq1=x5*x1̂(-4.6458)+x6*x1̂(0.6458)-5.5556*x1̂2+1500*x1-

x5*x2̂(-4.6458)-x6*x2̂(0.6458)+5.5556*x2̂2-1500*x2-100 
eq2=x5*x4̂(-4.6458)+x6*x4̂(0.6458)-5.5556*x4̂2+1500*x4-

x5*x3̂(-4.6458)-x6*x3̂(0.6458)+5.5556*x3̂2-1500*x3-10 
eq3=-4.6458*x5*x1̂(-5.6458)+0.6458*x6*x1̂(-0.3542)-

11.1112*x1+15000 
eq4=-4.6458*x5*x4̂(-5.6458)+0.6458*x6*x4̂(-0.3542)-

11.1112*x4+15000 
eq5=-4.6458*x5*x2̂(-5.6458)+0.6458*x6*x2̂(-0.3542)-

11.1112*x2+15000 
eq6=-4.6458*x5*x3̂(-5.6458)+0.6458*x6*x3̂(-0.3542)-

11.1112*x3+15000 
 
FindRoot[{eq1,eq2,eq3,eq4,eq5,eq6},{x1,23},{x2,26},{x3,33
},{x4,35},{x5,-400000},{x6,-5000}] 

{x123.8135,x230.8417,x330.8417,x434.4795,x5-

5.64031108,x6-6090.27} 

 
 

COMBINED MF & IT 
 = 0.1,  = 0.3, r = 0.06,  = 30, z = 10, 
q = 125, C = 1, D = 1 
 
eq1=x5*x1̂(-1.9176)+x6*x1̂(0.6953)-4.3478*x1̂2+1500*x1-

x5*x2̂(-1.9176)-x6*x2̂(0.6953)+4.3478*x2̂2-1500*x2-0.080 
 
eq2=x5*x4̂(-1.9176)+x6*x4̂(0.6953)-4.3478*x4̂2+1500*x4-
x5*x3̂(-1.9176)-x6*x3̂(0.6953)+4.3478*x3̂2-1500*x3-

0.0080 
eq3=-1.9176*x5*x1̂(-2.9176)+0.6953*x6*x1̂(-0.3047)-

8.6956*x1+15000 
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eq4=-1.9176*x5*x4̂(-2.9176)+0.6953*x6*x4̂(-0.3047)-

8.6956*x4+15000 
eq5=-1.9176*x5*x2̂(-2.9176)+0.6953*x6*x2̂(-0.3047)-

8.6956*x2+15000 
eq6=-1.9176*x5*x3̂(-2.9176)+0.6953*x6*x3̂(-0.3047)-

8.6956*x3+15000 
FindRoot[{eq1,eq2,eq3,eq4,eq5,eq6},{x1,23},{x2,27},{x3,32
},{x4,35},{x5,-400000},{x6,-5000}] 

{x127.7546,x230.5058,x330.5058,x431.7381,x5-

470847.,x6-5203.2} 
Plot[-470847*x̂(-1.9176)-5203.2*x̂(0.6953)-
4.3478*x̂2+1500*x+(30̂2)/0.06,{x,27.7546,31.7381},AxesLab

el{"x","V(x)"}] 
Minimize[-470847*x̂(-1.9176)-5203.2*x̂(0.6953)-

4.3478*x̂2+1500*x+(30̂2)/0.06,27.75x31.74,x] 

{19.6876,{x30.4905}} 
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